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U.S. Senate Votes to Stay Out of Angola
By Ernest Harsch

The White House hawks who favor esca

lating the American intervention in the An

golan civil war have received a setback. On

December 19 the Senate voted 54 to 22 to

amend a defense appropriations bill in or
der to bar funds "for any activities in Ango
la other than intelligence gathering."
The Senate action placed in doubt the

White House's plans to allocate an addition

al $28 million in arms and support funds for
two of the three warring Angolan national
ist groups. A few days before the vote,

White House leaks revealed that the Central

Intelligence Agency had already sent $26
million to the FNLA and UNITA over the

past few months and that another $7 mil
lion was "in the pipeline."

"As outlined by several Senators and ap
parently substantiated by Mr. Kissinger,

the Administration presently has only $3.6
million remaining in a contingency fund for

use by the Central Intelligence Agency on
covert operations," David Binder reported

in the December 20 New York Times.

Minutes after the Senate vote. President
Ford appeared at a news conference and de

clared, "The Senate decision to cut off addi
tional funds for Angola is a deep tragedy

for all countries whose security depends on

the United States. Ultimately, it will pro

foundly affect the security of our country as

well."

The next day he claimed, "The action of

Congress is crucial in that it has deprived
us of helping a majority of the people in An
gola to make their own decision."

Ruling circles in South Africa, which has
forces fighting in Angola against the
MPLA, also reacted to the vote with disap

pointment.
The congressional opposition of both

Democrats and Republicans to the White
House's plans to plunge further into the An
gola war arose over tactical differences on
how best to advance American imperial
ism's interests.

Using propaganda reminiscent of the ear
ly days of U.S. involvement in Vietnam,
Kissinger and Ford have argued that it is
necessary for Washington to counter

balance the large amounts of Soviet aid giv

en to the MPLA. The opponents of this
course of action replied that U.S. interests
in the region were not threatened by an
MPLA victory and that the risks of in
creased American intervention were, in any

case, too great.

The probability that a large-scale involve

ment in Angola would meet with mass op
position among the American population—

which has become highly sensitive to mili
tary adventures by Washington as a result
of the Vietnam War—was certainly the
main factor in determining the outcome of

the vote.

The Senate action, however, is not conclu

sive. The amended defense bill has yet to be
passed by the House of Representatives,
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which reconvenes on January 19. Those for

ces in the White House, CIA, and Pentagon

that favor pushing ahead in Angola still

have resources at their disposal to try to in
fluence the outcome of that vote.

Even if the House upholds the amend

ment, Ford and Kissinger have ways of par
tially bypassing the congressional restric
tions. The $3.6 million reportedly left in the

CIA's "contingency fund" and the $7 mil
lion "in the pipeline" could be stretched by
underpricing the value of the arms ship

ments to Angola.
In addition, some of the U.S. military aid

given to other governments, such as the
Mobutu regime in Zaire, may in actuality be
earmarked for use in Angola. The State De

partment, the CIA, and the Pentagon un
doubtedly have other secret funds on which
they can draw.
Parallel to his attempts to obtain more
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money for the FNLA and UNITA, Ford has

also sought to cut off the MPLA's major
financial source, the royalty and tax pay

ments made to it by Gulf Cabinda, a subsi
diary of Gulf Oil.

Gulf, which is the largest American inves
tor in Angola, made its last quarterly pay

ment, of $116 million, in September. The
funds were transferred to the Banco Angola
in Luanda, which is now controlled by the
MPLA. Gulfs next payment of "a little un
der $100 million" is scheduled for December

31.

"Running at a total of $500 million a
year, the Gulf payments are almost 10 times

what the Central Intelligence Agency has
been empowered to send to the Angola fac

tions it supports," Binder reported Decem
ber 20.

The State Department has applied pres
sure on Gulf to place its payments in
escrow, rather than make them to the

MPLA. Gulf officials expressed reluctance
to go along with this proposal.
The MPLA, which has made no pledges

to nationalize the oil fields or other major

imperialist holdings in Angola, has de
scribed its relations with Gulf as "very
good." If Gulf stopped the payments, how
ever, the MPLA might retaliate by seizing
the oil fields.

The propaganda campaign against Soviet
and Cuban involvement in Angola and the
White House's continued efforts to aid one

side in the civil war indicate that the hawks

in Washington will press for as great an

American intervention in Angola as they
can get away with.

It should he clear to everyone who sup
ports the right of the Angolans to self-

determination that the intervention of

American imperialism, whatever its form or
extent, is a serious threat to the struggle for
real national independence.

As the massive opposition to Washing
ton's war in Vietnam showed, it is possible

to restrict—and even block—American

imperialism's ability to carry out its ag
gressive policies in the colonial world. A
similar course, aimed at blocking American

intervention in the Angolan civil war, is
now called for. □
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The Year in Review

Portugal—the Key to the International Situation

By Gerry Foley

The Crisis of Leadership

The Awakening of the Masses

The fall of the Salazarist government on
April 25, 1974, touched off a rapid and

massive radicalization that blocked the

plans of the succeeding government to

replace the half-century-old dictatorship
with more modern capitalist methods of

rule. In 1975, this mass upsurge rose to new
heights, threatening to sweep away the
capitalist system itself.

Hitherto the most stagnant and repres
sive country in Western Europe, Portugal
became the scene of the deepest revolution
ary crisis in any imperialist country since

World War II. It became a revolutionary

laboratory for the entire world, and in
particular for its potentially powerful neigh
bor, Spain, where another old dictatorship
is beginning to break down.
Already the Portuguese upsurge has

shown how quickly great masses of people
can turn toward socialism, once the capital
ist repressive apparatuses and habits of

obedience are shaken by the inevitable
breakdowns that come as the ruling classes
try to adjust to the mounting pressures they
face.

After more than fifty years of capitalist
decay and retreat, the Portuguese masses
had taken hope in their ability to change
their lot and move to the only serious

alternative—socialism.

The leaders of the Armed Forces Move

ment (MFA—Movimento das Forgas Ar
madas), who toppled the antiquated Sala
zarist dictatorship, were evidently taken by
surprise by the power of the forces released
when the masses got the opportunity to
express themselves and demand fulfillment

of the promise of democratic rights.
There was a proliferation of strikes, not

yet giant national struggles but hundreds of
small and middle-sized actions, as workers
began to rise up against the conditions
imposed on them by brutal police intimida
tion and repression. They began to test
their strength, to assert long suppressed
aspirations that seemed hopeless not long
before.

There was a tremendous hunger for
socialist ideas and socialist perspectives.
Virtually any socialist group, no matter
how sectarian or exotic, was guaranteed an
audience of thousands. No ideas and no

groups were rejected without being consid
ered. The masses were sick to death of

capitalist orthodoxies and thought-control.
Every group was welcome to argue its point
of view.

In a country with a chronic lack of books

of any kind, Marxist literature became

enormously popular. Books by Lenin domi
nated the windows of all the stores; they

were sold by poor newspaper sellers and

gypsies.

As this mood spread, it became an almost

irresistible force and far outdistanced the

actual organization of the working class.
There had been no mass workers organiza
tions when the Salazarist regime was
overthrown. The great majority of workers

had no experience in mass struggles.

Moreover, the Communist party, which

was the only opposition party with a
substantial national apparatus, blocked the

development of united, democratic, national

workers organizations in order to preserve
its bureaucratic control over the fragmented
craft unions that were allowed during the
"liberal" phase of Salazarism after 1969.

The braking role of the Communist party
and the provocative actions of ultraleftists
trying to impress the masses by displays of
"revolutionary" determination and daring

led to ebbs in the radicalization, and

repeatedly opened the way for counterat
tacks by bourgeois forces.
But each time these conservative forces

moved to try to cut off the development of
the radicalization by restricting democratic

rights, hundreds of thousands of workers
and toilers mobilized and drove the bour

geoisie into rapid and disastrous retreats.
In each confrontation, the radicalization

leaped to a qualitatively higher level. When
the chief of the MFA regime. Gen. Antonio

Year in Review

In our final issue each year, we have

for some time offered a review of the

main events affecting the international

political situation during the year.

This year, despite such major happen
ings as the defeat of American imperial
ism in Indochina, we decided to limit our

review to the events in Portugal. In our

opinion, the developing revolution there,
with its potential of spreading to Spain
and far beyond, outweighed everything

else.

The review drawn up by Gerry Foley
seeks to single out the key facts in the
Portuguese class struggle, to place them

in their dialectical relationship, and to
outline the revolutionary Marxist con
clusions to be drawn from them.

de Splnola, tried to stage a reactionary
show of force on September 28, 1974, for the
first time the working class and toilers
mobilized en masse, escaping effective

control by the MFA. Despite the objections
of all the mass reformist leaderships, the

need for the workers to take power came to

the fore.

In their hundreds of thousands, the

working people showed that they and only
they could defend the democratic rights
that had been gained and that they could
do so only by acting independently of the

"progressive" military leaders like Otelo
Saraiva de Carvalho, who remained passive

until tests of strength were decided.
On March 11, 1975, when the Splnola

wing of the MFA tried to use force to stop
the radicalization that had begun to spread
rapidly in the armed forces themselves, the

Political Line of Articles in Intercontinental Press
Owing to the current debate in the

radical movement over policies in vari
ous areas such as Portugal, in which
some of our regular contributors have
taken variant positions, we should like

to call special attention to the following
paragraph in our masthead:
Signed articles represent the views of

the authors, which may not necessarily
coincide with those of Intercontinental

Press. Insofar as it reflects editorial
opinion, unsigned material expresses the
standpoint of revolutionary Marxism.

Up to now, statements, declarations,
and resolutions of the United Secretariat

of the Fourth International have ap

peared under the general heading of
"Documents." As a matter of further

clarification, we are now listing them

under a separate heading.
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workers said, "No!" And Spinola was sent
packing.

The direction of the revolution toward

workers power became manifest in other
telling ways. The hank workers exposed the
way financial institutions had been sup
porting the capitalist parties, including
those implicated in the attempted coup.
They forced the government to nationalize
the banks and insurance companies in
order to defend the democratic rights of the
masses and to live up to its socialist claims.
At this point, many of the big capitalists

decided that it was healthier to leave the

country and let the military government
look after their fundamental interests. And

as the world economic crisis began to affect
Portugal more and more and the capitalists
argued with greater insistence that they
could not meet new demands for decent

wages and working conditions, the workers
asked the government to nationalize their

enterprises.
In defending the workers against deci

sions of the bosses, plant committees
assumed control over hiring and firing, and
the workers won democratic rights on the
job. Some large factories became centers of
political activity and discussion almost as
open and free as the most radical campuses
had been after April 1974.

Capitalist rule was left hanging by a
thread. Nothing held the masses back from

organizing to take power but their own

illusions in the demagogy of the MFA and
the reformist parties.
Thus, in 1975, the problem of political

leadership assumed a new acuteness.

The Rivalry Between the CP and SP

Under the pressure of the mass upsurge,
rifts appeared between the MFA and the

reformist parties supporting it.
After the September 1974 crisis, the MFA

had to rely principally on left-sounding
demagogy to maintain its rule. It began
picturing itself as a kind of "Portuguese
national liberation front." Whereas the

MFA government had previously relied on
the Communist party as its main auxiliary
in the mass movement, it now became

directly dependent on this political relation
ship.
Only the CP was prepared to subordinate

itself completely to the military regime.
Only the CP was "disciplined" enough to
defend the bonapartist policies of the
regime in the workers movement without

yielding an inch in the face of rising rank-
and-file militancy.
The Socialist party was no less opportun

ist. It was equally committed to maintain
ing capitalism and was trusted even more
by the Portuguese capitalist class. But its

membership was less "disciplined" and
dogmatically indoctrinated than the CP
ranks. First of all, the SP attracted a

following by offering a gathering place for
all sorts of socialist currents who wanted to

see some concrete progress toward social

ism. Second, it appealed to the most general
aspirations of the Portuguese masses, who
wanted socialism hut not the kind of

dictatorship that exists in the Soviet Union.
At the same time, it offered a home for
those who wanted radical social reforms but

hoped to accomplish them peacefully, with
out violent domestic or international con

flicts.

The SP based itself primarily on the
democratic aspirations that arose among
the masses after April 25, 1974.

The SP was important to the MFA as a
reservoir of non-Communist hut "progres
sive" support for the regime. But it could
not be counted on to play the same role as
the CP. In the first place, it did not begin
with a strong apparatus in the union
movement. Second, it lacked disciplined
activists, and by its nature had great
difficulty in developing any. Thus, it could
not compete with the CP for the role of

mass organizer of the MFA.

In addition, people joined the SP for

various reasons, some openly reformist,
others vaguely socialist, but all of them
connected to such palpable goals as wage

increases, union democracy, the dismant
ling of the Salazarist structure, and so on.

On the other hand, the CP attracted its
following by presenting a mythologized

revolutionary image associated with the
Soviet Union and demanding blind faith in

the name of a "final struggle" with capital
ism to he carried out not right now hut
when the party leadership gave the word.

The CP was thus the only workers party
that could mobilize its ranks to oppose the
demands of the workers head on, as it
showed in the case of the postal workers'

strike in June 1974.

Furthermore, although the CP was a
class-collaborationist party, it was not
constructed solely along parliamentary
lines but rested on an activist base, on
disciplined factions operating in every area
of social activity. As such, it could serve as
an essential ally for a military regime that
needed to be able to control the society from

top to bottom to achieve its ends. Such a
party could also accommodate itself best to
military forms of rule.

The Socialist party, built to function in
the electoral arena, could not adapt itself so

easily to a military regime. It needed

parliamentary forms, elections, a free press,
in order to capitalize on its loose but
broader popular support.

As a result of these differences, the two

workers parties tended to enter into conflict
from the beginning, even though at first

they worked together rather closely in most
areas. The very fact of competition caused

problems. The SP had less direct responsi
bility for maintaining "order" in the mass

movement. So, it could take a more flexible
position toward challenges to the govern
ment's authority from the left.
The SP did this to compensate for its lack

of an apparatus. It sought to broaden its
appeal and reinforce its democratic image.
This attitude brought hitter reproaches from
the CP, which viewed the SP's ambiguous
stance as "opportunism"—an accurate

designation, of course, within the class-

collaborationist perspective both parties
accepted. The CP considered that the SP

was taking unfair advantage of the diffi
culties the CP suffered in the mass move

ment as a result of its loyal defense of the

government. But the CP could hardly have
expected the SP to play the game different
ly. There is, after all, little honor among
thieves.

The antagonism between the CP and SP

sharpened in late 1974 and early 1975 in the
debate over "institutionalization" of the

MFA, that is, over whether the MFA's

control of the government should he legiti
mized by law for an extended period. The
SP claimed to support this proposal. None

theless, a bitter, if vague, polemic broke out
over the issue. Apparently, the CP and the
MFA did not believe the SP was as

enthusiastic as it should be. On the other

hand, the SP seemed to think that the CP

and the MFA were putting a noose around
its neck.

The conflict was obviously real and
serious, although there was not any funda
mental difference between the SP and the

CP about the imperativeness of supporting
the MFA. What the conflict reflected was

the contradiction of mass workers parties
supporting a bourgeois government, a

contradiction that in 1975 would blow up

the "left" MFA formula.

The wrangle that was muffled and

obscure over "institutionalization" hurst

violently to the surface when the MFA
moved to shore up the sagging position of
the CP in the unions by decreeing the Trade

Union Unity Law in January 1975.

In this battle, the CP, with the help of the

MFA, was able to mobilize large numbers of

workers in demonstrations supporting the
law. The SP got certain guarantees from the
MFA to soften the defeat it suffered, but the

guarantees were later disregarded by the
military rulers.

Consequences of the SP's Electoral Victory

By the time of the Constituent Assembly

elections in April 1975, the prestige of both
the MFA and the CP had dropped decisive
ly. Although the CP and some sections of

the MFA spread rumors trying to link the
SP with the March 11 coup attempt, the
Social Democrats won a smashing victory
in the elections. The appeals of military

demagogues such as Gen. Otelo Saraiva de

Carvalho and Adm. Rosa Coutinho for a

Intercontinental Press



blank vote as a way of rejecting the
"parties" and showing confidence in the
MFA went substantially unheeded. The CP
and its petty-bourgeois front, the Portu
guese Democratic Movement (MDP—

Movimento Democratico Portugues), re
ceived a relatively small vote, losing heavi
ly to the SP even in their own traditional

strongholds. Both the CP and the MFA had
suffered a sharp rebuff.

In response, the CP and the MFA came

out against parliamentary rule, proposing

instead to maintain military tutelage in the

context of "direct democracy." This was
formulated in the so-called People's Power
plan that was adopted by the MFA Assem

bly on July 8, 1975. But when its parlia-
mentarist prospects were threatened in this
way, the loose, moderate SP displayed an
energy and determination it had given no
hint of before. In face of threats of violence

and repression from the MFA, from the CP,
and from the whole spectrum of ultraleft

groups, it mobilized tens of thousands of its

supporters in the streets to oppose the

government's plan.
For the first time, masses of workers and

toilers openly began to call for a political
break with the MFA, apparently terrifying
the SP leaders, who had no intention of
going that far.

However, the MFA and the CP were
already quite isolated. The "direct democra

cy" plan had little chance of political
success. A section of the military came out
against this solution, and the SP leadership
immediately subordinated itself to them,
obviously welcoming the chance to escape
from the uncomfortable position of having
to oppose the government of the bourgeoisie
in the streets.

The CP's allies in the MFA were defeated

in a struggle that lasted through the month
of August. A new cabinet, the sixth provi
sional government, was formed on Septem
ber 19, the SP assuming the major political
responsibility. Now the roles of the two
workers parties became reversed. The SP
tried to mobilize support for the govern
ment's actions by claiming that they were
necessary to "defend democracy."
However, its democratic slogans suddenly

seemed to lose their magic when they were
clearly directed against the interests of the

soldiers and the workers. The SP was

unable to mobilize support for the govern
ment on the scale of its previous demonstra
tions against the government.
To recoup its losses, the CP began to

support, even encourage, some labor

struggles. The SP responded bitterly, de
nouncing the Stalinists for opportunistical
ly exploiting "just demands" that the

government unfortunately was "unable" to
meet. In the context of the class-

collaborationist framework accepted by
both parties, the Social Democrats had a
right to complain about tbe dangerous CP
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Lisbon, May 1, 1974. From the very beginning, military rulers faced problem of how to keep
mobilization of masses in check.

moves, just as the CP, when it was riding
high, had complained about the SP taking
to the streets. The lack of solidarity in
opportunism threatened the whole game.
But how could the SP expect the other thief

to show more honor than the SP had

displayed in the months before?

Another element in the class struggle
came to the fore. The effect of the CP's

pressure tactics now could not be so easily
controlled. The general context had become
much more unstable. The authority of the

"left" MFA leaders over their own followers

had largely broken down as a result of their

defeat in the August crisis. Under the

impact of the deepening economic crisis,
workers were more impatient. The CP's

position in the unions was so weakened

that now it had to fight for its life. At the

same time, the split between the two main
workers parties, the prolonged and bitter

conflict, and the continuing instability and
economic decline with no prospects for
improvement were turning sections of the
population toward the right.

As a countermove, the CP turned to
adventurist tactics, but within the same

general strategy of class collaboration.

That is, it chose tbe gamble of making a
series of "revolutionary" gestures and
threat ening to destabilize the position of the
sixth government. The aim was to stem the
decline in its influence, and by rocking the
boat a little, to win some concessions from
the MFA leadership and the SP.
The end result was a grave defeat for the

CP and disaster for its ultraleft allies.

In the absence of a revolutionary leader
ship that could use the openings offered by
the mass reformist parties' contradictions
to advance the struggle and consciousness

of the workers and unite them behind a

revolutionary program, the conflicts gener
ated by these contradictions only tended to
confuse the masses politically.

As the reformist leaderships became

discredited, the result was not more politi

cal clarity but rather a greater fluidity that
added to the general instability and chaos.
The competition did not sort out more

capable and honest leaders on a major
scale. Instead, all the competing groups
tended to reinforce each other's weaknesses.

The big reformist parties were obliged to
make some concessions to the smaller

competing groups that claimed to be more



revolutionary. The Uniao Democratica do
Povo (UDP—People's Democratic Union), a
Maoist group evolving in the direction of

anarcho-syndicalism, became a serious
rival of the CP in the Lisbon industrial

unions. The parliamentarist Socialist party,
forced to engage in direct struggle in the
mass organizations and in the streets, had

to turn to smaller activist groups for help to

compensate for its lack of cadres.

As the class struggle accelerated, the

reformist organizations were rapidly tested
in the eyes of the masses. As a result, there
was increasing fluidity in the workers

movement, in particular in the orbit of the
loosely organized Socialist party, as large
strata shifted back and forth looking for an

alternative to the treacherous leaderships,
mobilizing when one or another reformist
party defended objectives that were in their

interests, falling into indifference or going
elsewhere when it betrayed their interests.

The Ultraleft Camp

This fluidity was magnified by the
existence of a number of groups to the left
of the reformist parties that had managed
to gain rather wide recognition because of
the fact that no organization had emerged
from the underground in an absolutely
dominant position and because of the

friendliness of the masses toward all

socialist currents.

Nearly all these groups were quite sectari
an and ultraleft. They were all slow to seize
the opportunities that arose upon the fall of
Caetano. Virtually without exception, they
were reluctant to drop their underground

methods. They began to function as public
organizations only after the first wave of
the mass upsurge had passed. Besides that,
upon finally emerging from clandestinity,

they did not seriously present themselves as

contenders for the leadership of the masses.
They focused on "radical" actions and

issues that appealed to certain limited
strata. They did not offer general political

programs correlated to the concerns of the

masses.

Nonetheless, a number of these groups, in
particular the UDP and the Movimento

Reorganizativo do Partido do Proletariado

(MRPP—Movement to Reorganize the Pro
letarian Party), assembled a following of
several thousand persons. Others, like the

guerrillaist Partido Revolucionario do Pro

letariado (PRP—-Revolutionary party of the
Proletariat) and the Movimento de Esquer-
da Socialista (MES—Movement of the

Socialist Left), were able at certain times to
exert notable influence in some important

areas.

While these groups have managed to
complicate the job of the reformist parties,
they have contributed nothing to develop
ing a revolutionary leadership or program
for Portugal. They have not even been able

to avoid being manipulated by the reformist

parties. In particular in 1975, all the

ultraleft groups were drawn more and more

into serving as pawns and cat's-paws of the

CP and the most demagogic elements in the
MFA such as General de Carvalho and

Admiral Coutinho.

Nonetheless, groups to the left of the

reformist parties have played a larger role

in Portugal than in any other upsurge since

May-June 1968 in France and stand in a

stronger position vis-a-vis these parties

than at any time since the Spanish Civil

War. In fact, these groups have largely

tended to repeat the errors and trajectory of

the Spanish anarchists, whose concentra
tion on "direct action" blinded them to

general political questions and led them

eventually to capitulate to Stalinist refor

mism.

Individual groups have experienced swift
ups and downs in influence, depending on

their credibility at the moment. For exam

ple, the MES went into a crisis in late 1974

when its spontaneist orientation in the

union movement proved ineffective against

the growing CP machine. It then hitched its

wagon to the Stalinists, as a kind of more

militant junior partner. After this, owing to

the loss of its independent role and the

defeats suffered by the CP itself in 1975, the

MES went into crisis again, with new splits.

The PRP managed to make a quick
impact on the propaganda level with its
revolutionary-sounding proclamations and

daring actions. When the "direct democra

cy" plan was first aired, the PRP moved
speedily to organize its own "Soviets" in

some advanced plants, such as the Lisnave

shipyards in Lisbon.

This operation attracted considerable

publicity. Le Monde's Portuguese corre

spondent was impressed, for example, when
in June 1975 the PRP was able to get about

half of the Lisnave workers to a meeting
and convince a majority of them to vote to

form a "soviet" and support a call for the

"dictatorship of the proletariat."

But this campaign proved to be a flash in

the pan. The PRP was unable to consolidate

substantial influence or build a serious

organization. Its orientation of "soviets
without parties," similar to the "revolution

ary apoliticalism" of the anarchists, pre
vented it even from capitalizing on the

impact of its adventures. It remained
essentially a grouping of militarist roman

tics. And, although it retained some influ
ence in certain plants and above all among
certain radicalized officers, who found its

brand of politics congenial to their profes
sional outlook, it was already a burned-out

rocket by the time it began to launch calls
for an armed insurrection in November

1975.

The group on the far left that gained most
in 1975 was the UDP. It began with some
former CP trade-union cadres and managed

to gain more from the opposition of militant

workers to the class-collaborationist policies
of the CP than had the MES in the first

period after the fall of the Salazarist

regime. Perhaps this was because it was

organizationally tougher than the MES and
politically more homogeneous.
The initial nucleus of the UDP was more

syndicalist and less cultist than the other

Maoist groups. It evolved away from

orthodox Maoism toward more consistent

anarcho-syndicalism. At the same time, it

tended to be drawn into the orbit of the CP

like the other ultraleft groups. But its
Maoist background prevented it from get
ting as close to the pro-Moscow Stalinists as
the other far-left groups, which developed
illusions in the CP and in their ability to
impel it to go further than it wanted to. By
the end of 1975, the UDP was the largest of

the Maoist groups and probably larger in
the Lisbon area than all the other far-left

groups combined.

The next largest Maoist group was the

MRPP, which incurred the most repression
in 1974 and 1975. It was particularly

vulnerable because of its provocative tac
tics. Nonetheless, despite its extreme sectar

ianism, it gained significant support by

appearing to stand for intransigent opposi

tion to the MFA government from the left.

However, in 1975 its dead-end sectarian

ism choked off further growth. As it became

clear that the class struggle was moving

toward a showdown, the orthodox Maoist

groups started to decline, paying in this

way for their crime of putting opposition to
Moscow and the pro-Moscow Stalinists

above all principles of class solidarity.

When one leader tried to mitigate the more

extreme forms of sectarianism, a violent

struggle broke out. The strongest faction,

the "Red Line," expelled the critical minori
ty, the "Black Line." By October the

MRPP's following was seriously reduced.

At the same time, escalating physical
violence among the Maoist groups led to the

death of an MRPP militant in October 1975.

The death was probably an accident, but

the statements of the MRPP were

provocative, and those of the other organi

zation involved, the UDP, were both provo

cative and cynical.

The fact that the largest and most solid

organizations standing to the left of the re
formist parties were Maoist meant that the

propaganda field tended to be dominated by
"Mao Tsetung Thought." The result was

that tens of thousands of people looking for

socialist ideas found instead a proliferation
of the most absurd dogmatic incantations.
By the end of 1975, the people of Lisbon

at least were evidently getting tired of the
revolutionary theater of the Maoists and

the rest of the far left and the continual

barrage of almost meaningless slogans, ges

tures, declamations, and propaganda tags
and labels. This senseless din had a

wearing effect on the masses politically for
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it did not appear to offer a way to improve
their material conditions immediately or to

offer an overall governmental solution that
would lay the basis for improving them

ultimately.
The large role played by groups that

claimed to be more revolutionary than the

mass reformist parties did help to keep the
relationship of forces fluid on the left. In
fact, the existence of so many groups testi

fied to the declining credibility of the

reformists, in particular the official Stalin
ists of the Portuguese Communist party.

The growth of ultraleft groups is a world

wide phenomenon. One of the main causes
of this development is the repellent aspects
of Stalinism and the Social Democracy. But

the ultraleft and sectarian currents are

easily drawn into the orbit of the reformist

parties, particularly the Stalinists, since

they are based on hopes of bypassing or

electrifying the masses through minority

actions and do not represent a healthy
advance toward revolutionary conscious
ness and organization. In fact these groups
played a role complementary to that of the

reformist leaderships, helping them to
divert the masses from the road leading to

Two Trotskyist Groups

The two Trotskyist groups in Portugal—
the Partido Revolucionario dos Trabalha-

dores (PRT—Revolutionary Workers party)
and the Liga Comunista Internacionalista
(LCI — Internationalist Communist

League)—were unable to win a large
enough number of the radicalizing elements
to politically defeat the ultraleftists in 1975.
They did, however, succeed in growing from
small nuclei of a few dozen to organizations
of several hundred persons. The LCI, the

Portuguese sympathizing organization of
the Fourth International, became national

ly known as a result of its campaign in the
April 1975 Constituent Assembly elections.

The PRT played an important role in
leading the high-school students movement
in Lisbon, and in this specific area deve
loped sufficient strength to combat
effectively not only the ultraleft groups hut
the CP itself.

These groups did not entirely succeed in
resisting the political pressure of the Stalin
ists and the ultraleft, or in uniting the
Trotskyist forces in Portugal. However, the
PRT did oppose the ultraleft Frente de Uni-
dade Revolucionaria (FUR—Front for Revo

lutionary Unity), which was formed on the
basis of support for the Stalinist-supported
fifth provisional government. The LCI

participated in it critically but could not
avoid being compromised to some extent by
the front's positions and activity and by the
role of the stronger organizations in it such
as the MES and the PRP.

In all, despite problems of inexperience

and small forces, the Portuguese Trotsky-

ists scored a number of important successes
in 1975 toward building a credible revolu
tionary alternative. If the upsurge conti

nues, they will have unusual opportunities
to build at a rapid pace.
The ultraleft groups that also claim to be

building such an alternative have not
helped to advance the revolutionary educa
tion and organization of the working class

hut have continually undermined it. The

existence of a large number of ultraleft

groups with significant strength in certain
areas did make it more difficult for any

reformist party to impose firm control over
the workers movement. But since the

competition both among these groups and
between them and the reformist parties was

carried out in a sectarian and divisive way,

it increased the bourgeoisie's margin for

political maneuver against the workers
movement as a whole. This had tragic

results on November 25 in the paratroopers'
rebellion.

The November 25 Attempted Coup

A few weeks before the uprising, the PRP
launched a call for an armed insurrection.

Its inspiration was the adventurist course
on which the CP embarked after its defeat

in the April 25, 1975, elections and the
"revolutionary" talk of demagogues such as
Saraiva de Carvalho and Rosa Coutinho.

Even before this, a supporter of the PRP in

the military announced that he had divert
ed thousands of weapons to "revolutionary

forces." The MES adopted a similar per

spective.

This ultraleft drum-beating, combined
with the bureaucratic adventurism of the

CP, set the stage for the disaster of
November 25, which appeared to he the

"armed insurrection" these neoanarchist

groups claimed to be preparing. It is
possible in fact that it was the CP that
actually organized the paratroopers' at
tempted coup.
The Stalinists have not condemned the

paratroopers' action to this day. Instead
they have claimed that it was not really a
coup, since it did not aim to take control of
the government but rather to resist the
"turn to the right" in the military and in

the state apparatus. This is a strange
argument. It would hardly reassure anyone
worried about "left" putschism. After all,

those implicated in the rightist March 11
coup attempt claimed that they did not
intend to overthrow the government as
such. Their only blows were directed at a

unit that was supposed to be most responsi
ble for the "turn to the left" in the military.

The specific demands raised by the
paratroopers, moreover, were that Carva

lho, by then more identified with the CP
than the ultraleft, be maintained in his post

as military governor of the Lisbon region

and that Gen. Jose Morais e Silva and his

deputies be removed from the air force
command.

Morais e Silva had been a particular
target of the CP for some time. In the days
just before the defeat of Gen. Vasco Gon^al-
ves, the CP's most prominent military ally,
in the September 5 MFA Assembly in
Tancos, the Stalinist-controlled papers
announced that opposition "from the
ranks" had forced Morais e Silva to resign.

The story quickly proved to be untrue, but it
indicated where the CP's hopes lay. The air

force played a crucial role in the defeat of
Gongalves, but apparently the CP was able
to convince a large percentage of the ranks
and noncommissioned officers to oppose

this course.

When the paratroopers resorted to arms

in challenging the government's authority,
they did not try to seize the centers of
political power but rather those of the air
force command. Also, the units in which the
ultraleft was known to be strong, such as
the Lisbon Light Artillery Regiment and
the Lisbon Military Police, did not take the
lead in the action.

If the paratroopers' coup was directed by
the CP, that would also explain why it
collapsed so easily. If the ultraleftists had
been prepared for a coup, they probably
would also have been prepared to put up

more of a stand, as an "exemplary action"
to arouse the masses. On the other hand, if

the Stalinists held the wires, intending to

keep the action within the framework of
pressure politics, they would be in position
to quickly call it off if it did not go as
expected.

The ultraleftists, of course, would try to
take advantage of the CP's move and try to
develop it into an insurrection; but since
they would not have been informed before
hand, they could hardly move with the
necessary expedition.

In any case, by this time the CP and the

ultraleft groups, following an almost identi
cal course despite different perspectives,
had boxed each other into a position where
it was easy for the government to take
advantage of the paratroopers' uprising.
The ultraleftists had created expectations

that a coup attempt was afoot. The CP,
through its bureaucratic control of the main

trade unions and the national news media,

had created the impression that it was
willing and able to ride roughshod over the
opinions of the majority of the people.
The CP and the ultraleft thus reinforced

each other's most negative sides. The thug

methods and dogmatic rhetoric the CP used
to maintain its control of the union move

ment and its positions in the bourgeois
state apparatus and press encouraged the
adventurism of the ultraleft.

On the other hand, the pressure of the
ultraleft made it more difficult for the CP to

draw back from its increasingly sectarian
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and adventurist course. At the same time,

the frenzy of the ultraleftists made it harder
and harder for the CP to keep its demon

strations of force within the desired limits,

and tended to give these moves a more and
more provocative effect.

This was illustrated by the CP-ultraleft
occupation of the Faro district government

offices in October to protest the removal of
a governor appointed by the military

authorities when they were in a close
alliance with the Stalinists. The CP wanted

a "symbolic occupation" as a show of
strength; the ultraleft wanted to seize the

building in the name of "People's Power."

The CP attracted and consolidated its

following by cultivating a tough image. It

was the party that had suffered most under
Salazar; it was the party that the bourgeoi
sie "feared"; it was the party that represent
ed "real power." You had to be "hard" to be

a CP member, to have the stomach for
rough methods and the "discipline" to

accept orders without question. The idea
that the way to achieve socialism was by

winning the majority of the workers politi
cally was for "softies," for "Social Demo

crats." You had to show the workers that

only you were tough enough to win. That
was why dictatorial methods were needed
in the party and outside. That was "prole

tarian" leadership.

This conception corresponded rather
closely in some aspects to the vanguardism
of the ultraleft, that is, to the idea that the

way to impel the masses forward is through
displays of determination and daring
staged by the "most revolutionary" groups.
In fact, both conceptions are antidemocratic
and elitist in essence. Because of this

identity in their outlook, a bloc developed in
1975 between the CP and the ultraleft,

despite bitter conflicts in the first phase of
the MFA regime when pro-Moscow Stalin
ists supported outright repression of every

group to the left of the popular-front

cabinet. The final result of this bloc was the

disaster of November 25.

The Stalinists evidently hoped to use, and
did use, the ultraleftists as cat's-paws and
advance patrols in their antidemocratic

maneuvers. The ultraleftists believed they
had succeeded in tipping the CP off-balance
to the left and were now impelling it to go

where they wanted it to, using it as a
battering ram against the capitalist system.
The truth was that both were dragging each

other toward the abyss.

Thus, while in Portugal for the first time

since the Spanish Civil War ultraleftists

bear a major responsibility for misleading
the working class, it is also true, as it was

in Spain, that these ultraleftists were bound
very closely to the CP for all practical

purposes and did not succeed in playing an

independent political role. So, the funda
mental responsibility for the failures and

setbacks of the Portuguese workers move

ment rests with the reformist parties, in
particular with the CP.
It was the Stalinists who used their

muscle to subordinate the mass movement

to the MFA in the first phase of the upsurge
in Portugal. It was they who resorted to

adventurist tactics to maintain the posi

tions they had gained as a reward for this
role once they began to find themselves

losing support because of it.
The development of the Portuguese situa

tion in 1975 showed a side of Stalinism also

that has not appeared clearly in Europe for
some time. Ultraleftism and adventurism

are endemic in the parties of bureaucratic

opportunism and dictatorship.
Stalinist ultraleftism is by no means

limited to the period 1928-34, when it was

the official line of the Third International.

There are a number of more recent exam

ples. Under the pressure of the Korean War,
the Kremlin sent the Japanese CP on an
ultraleft course. It used its Japanese myr

midons in effect as a kind of suicide squad,

in the same way that it used all the foreign

CPs after the defeats it suffered at the end

of the 1920s. The virulent ultraleftism that

developed in Japan in the 1960s descends
from the Stalinist students who broke away

from the CP when it shifted back to the

right in the mid-1950s. But ultraleftism had

not been practiced on the scale it has been
in Portugal by any CP in Europe since the

1930s.

The ultraleftism and adventurism of the

Portuguese Communist party in 1975 grew

directly out of the right-wing opportunist

line it followed in 1974. Moreover, the CP

did not shift its fundamental orientation or

its objectives. It continued to be just as

class-collaborationist and just as counterre

volutionary in 1975 as in 1974. Its objective
was to serve as the mass organizer of the
MFA and build its bureaucratic apparatus

and influence by proving to the bourgeoisie

tbat it could control the workers better than

other available labor lieutenants.

However, by the end of the first year of

democratic freedoms in Portugal, the CP
was rapidly losing its popularity precisely

because of its role as labor lieutenant of the

military regime.

Up to the March 11 Attempted Rightist Coup

CP Decline in the Unions

By the beginning of 1975, the CP's role as
the labor lieutenant of the government had

so discredited it in the eyes of the workers

that it was in danger of losing the leader
ship of the trade-union movement. The
opposition had become so extensive that it
threatened to wash away even the CP

machine. That became clear in the Oporto

bank workers' union elections in January,

in which Avelino Pacheco Gongalves, the
Stalinist minister of labor in the first

provisional government, was swamped by a
2-to-l vote.

It is, of course, generally harder to
dominate a white-collar union hy machine

methods than it is an industrial one. But in

the preceding period, the bank workers
union was known as a CP stronghold. A
Maoist-influenced MES trade-union leader

described it in June 1974 as a "nest of

revisionists." The CP defeat in Oporto was
not a result of the conservatism in the

North. The same process was to occur in the
Lisbon bank workers union.

The pro-Moscow Stalinists suffered a
sharp defeat in addition in the postal
workers union. This should not have been

surprising after the CP mobilized its mem
bership to break the postal workers' strike
in June, organizing crowds around the post
offices who reviled the workers as "tools of

fascism" and even stoned them in some

instances. To consolidate its victory, the CP
had to be able to claim that the majority of

the postal workers realized that the party
was only defending their "real interests." It

had also to crush the "adventurist" leader

ship of the organizing committee of the

postal union. Thus the CP brought the
power of its machine to bear as it had in

other such situations. This time, however,
to no avail.

In this same period, the CP began to

worry about the Constituent Assembly

elections scheduled for the spring. What
effect would a poor showing have on its
influence in the state apparatus? The
December 6, 1974, issue of Avante!, the

party organ, saw a danger to "unity" both
in the struggle that was developing in the

unions and in the first hints of the struggle

that was to develop in the national election
campaign. Under the heading, "Unity, a

Matter of Life or Death," it said:

The Communist party has firmly stressed and
shown in its actions that its policy of unity is not
just one for the moment, that it is for today and
for tomorrow. This means that the POP thinks

that we need broad people's and democratic unity
and the alliance of the people's movement with
the MFA not only to assure the defense of
freedoms against reaction but to install and huild
a democratic regime.

The unity of the working class is a fundamental
element of the people's unity and democratic uni
ty; and trade-union unity at present plays a
decisive role in the unity of the working class.
The great majority of the unions, through their

leaderships or in assemblies, have declared for
broad freedom in internal life and for the complete
independence of the unions, for trade-union unity,
and for a single national federation.

The so-called pluralism in unions has been
roundly rejected by the workers. It is now raised
jointly by certain representatives of the bosses
and certain "parties" engaged in reactionary plot-
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ting such as the Partido do Progresso and the
Movimento Federalista, by certain foreign agents,
and by parties that are trying to divide the work
ers who are today united in a broad united trade-
union movement and to create a trade-union ap

paratus subordinated to them and to their
sectarian policy. If this so-called trade-union plu
ralism is legitimized by law, the facts will confirm
the divisionist aims of its defenders.

The unity of the democratic forces is another
important aspect of the unity of the people's
movement.

In this respect, we are profoundly concerned by
tbe anti-Communist and anti-unity tendency that
has come to the fore in the Socialist party. While
in many regions and sectors, there is still lively,
loyal, and energetic common action by Commu
nists and Socialists, we see at the same time that
at very responsible levels, such as in the press and
in various documents of the SP, an anti-
Communist, and lately an anti-Soviet, tone has
been developing. Wben the latest issue ot the
Socialist party paper lumped together the USSR
and Spain, we saw how far this anti-Communism
has already gone.

The activity of bodies and groups of the SP fits
in with this orientation and is endangering the
unity (which remains necessary) of the democratic
forces. What is happening at the University of
Lisbon, where the SP organizations are support
ing the reactionary provocation against the gov
ernment, against the MFA, and against the demo
cratic forces, illustrates the degradation
opportunism leads to.

As is often the case in Byzantine Stalinist
polemics, it was not clear what the CP was
really referring to by "provocation" at the
University of Lisbon. About this time, there
were sharp clashes between the CP student
organization and Maoists at the university.
Needless to say, the principles involved

were not too clear. The CP had been

supporting the Ministry of Education's
plans for suppressing political activity in
the universities, including canceling the
first year and substituting "civic service,"
i.e., work at low wages on projects condu
cive to "national reconstruction." It at

tacked all opposition to these schemes as
ultraleft provocations. As a result, CP
influence declined in the student milieu. On

the other hand, the Maoists used thug
tactics like the CP, and were willing to
make alliances with anyone, even rightists,

against the "social fascists."
The Socialist party youth continued the

policy they began in the summer of 1974,
seeking support among the layers to the left
of the CP and defending the Maoists
against repression.

The Avante! editorial continued:

What does the Socialist party want? Why is it
acting this way? Why is it trying the patience
shown by the Communists? Does it want to hang
on to fiefs or create them? Does it want to meet

the demands of foreign circles for divisive
activity? What meaning could there be to Mario
Soares's statement in Paris . . . that the participa
tion of the POP in the government after the
elections will depend on the vote? Will the SP, in
turn, if it fails to get a high percentage of the
votes, lose its right to a place in the govern
ment? . . .

The PGP is ready to examine all these questions
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together with the SP and seek a solution that
through cooperation in word and deed will remove
the atmosphere that has been poisoning the
relationship between these two parties more and
more every day.

The condition for "removing this atmos

phere," the editorial went on to say, was
that the SP also subordinate itself complete
ly to the MFA:

The alliance of the people's movement with the
Movimento das Forgas Armadas is an essential
feature of the present democratic political situa
tion. Any breach that opens up in this alliance is
an important victory for reaction. Anti-MFA
positions are the invariable mark of reaction.
These are the positions of the fascist rags sent in
from Spain and the ultraleftist rags produced in
Lisbon.

The ultraleftist provocateurs, who more and
more play the role of the spearhead of the
counterrevolution, are attacking the MFA and its
alliance with the people, and have tried several
times to provoke confrontations with the Armed
Forces.

Against such activities and maneuvers, it is
essential to continue tirelessly to defend the
alliance of the people's movement with the MFA
and combat still more firmly activities aimed at
disrupting this alliance.

The editorial was an indication of the ten

sions that would lead to an open split in the
government in January 1975. It also clearly
outlined the CP's perspectives.

The MFA Shores Up the CP

The minister of labor in the Gongalves
government, Capt. Jose da Costa Martins,
was apparently very understanding of the
problems the CP faced in the labor move
ment. Like Avelino Pacheco Gongalves, the
CP minister whom he replaced, he contin
ued to defend the CP union leaderships. In

fact, he, like the premier himself, became
very closely identified with the PCP. On
November 16, he was to show up at a
demonstration organized by the Communist
party in Lisbon to cap an offensive de
signed to regain the influence they had lost
in the state apparatus in August-September
1975.

At the beginning of 1975, the Ministry of
Labor drew up a "trade-union unity" hill to
assure that no rival federation could be
organized to oppose the CP-controlled
Intersindical. The essential effect was to

force the SP and all other groups competing
for leadership in the union movement to
play by the rules the Communist party set.

The bill placed the existing craft-union
structures under the bureaucratic umbrella

of Intersindical, although with the proviso
that they should move toward becoming
industrial unions. This cut directly across

the course of some of the SP activists who
were trying to go around Intersindical and
organize a new national union structure.
This was to be based on industrial unions

built around the workers commissions that
sprang up in May and June 1974 and that
had led the first wave of strikes.

These commissions were considerably
broader than the union locals, in which

only a small percentage of the workers
participated. They were elected in general
assemblies of entire plants rather than by
meetings of workers in specific crafts. But
they had no permanent structure and
functioned on a purely local basis. In some
cases they were organized by the SP or
smaller groups specifically to bypass union
locals dominated by the CP. As ad hoc
structures in what was a very fluid situa
tion both on the political and union level,
they could wax and wane rapidly depend
ing on the initiatives and momentum of
various political nuclei. Likewise, their
representativeness could vary greatly de
pending on the ups and downs of the class
struggle and their specific role at the
moment.

So long as the workers commissions
retained an ad hoc and local character,

there was an inevitable tendency in the
long run for the old union locals to reassert
their role. The unions were generally rather
weak, with little in the way of funds or a
professional apparatus. In some cases, they
were organized in regional federations, each
completely independent from the other. But
they had at least some permanent structure
and resources. Furthermore, Intersindical
was the only national federation.
Nonetheless, the existence of broader and

more democratic bodies representing the
workers at the plant level represented a
certain threat to the bureaucratic union

structure. It also provided a certain fulcrum
for opposition, since the commissions might
or might not go along with the actions of
the unions. Consequently, the CP strongly
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opposed these bodies in the first phase.
In its January 14 issue, Luta Proletdria,

the paper of the Liga Comunista Interna-

cionalista, explained the meaning of the
trade-union law in these terms:

The proposed decree-law presented by the gov
ernment does not aim to guarantee the defense of
the workers, but very simply, as can be read in the
draft, "regulate union activity . . . so as to create
the conditions for equilibrium and justice in the
plants. . . ." That is, for the government, unions
are not instruments of struggle against capitalist
exploitation and oppression (which will end only
when capitalism itself is overthrown), but simple
organs of class conciliation.

At this point, when some items were still
being negotiated, Luta Proletdria also

rejected Intersindical's suggestions:

Ignoring the reactionary character of the draft
decree-law, the Intersindical leadership made a
proposal that does not really indicate any criti
cism of the government's points. This leadership's
fundamental objective is to get one union esta
blished by law. So, confusing oneness with unity,
these gentlemen of Intersindical "forget" that
only the working class can construct such unity,
and so only it and not a class-collaborationist
government has the right to establish one union.

The Trotskyists of the LCI explained the
intent of the measure as follows:

The trade-union field is a particularly important
one, and with the invaluable help of the reformist
organizations, the bourgeoisie is trying to cage
the working class at any cost.
Thus, the bosses, police, and Copcon,' with the

blessing of Intersindical and with the support of
the CP-SP, have tried to combat all the indepen
dent forms of struggle of the working class and
the bodies developed in such struggles (occupation
strikes, forcible opposition to the removal of
inventories and machines, the establishment of
strike funds, the development of class solidarity
among plants where struggles are taking place
and between these and the class as a whole, the

establishment of strike committees, the holding of
general assemblies of workers, the election of
workers commissions, and so on).
Thus, the CP and the Intersindical leaders in

particular have tried to slander and attack all the
struggles that have developed outside their
bureaucratic control (e.g., the postal workers'
struggle, the struggle in the Lisnave shipyards, at
Jornal do Comercio, TAP,:' go forth).

1. Comando Operacional do Continente (Main
land Portugal Operations Command), the special
security command headed by General de Carval-
ho. It was created after the fall of the first

provisional government. Carvalho could co-opt
any unit he considered necessary. Generally he
was careful to include the radical ones. Eventual

ly this command became more of the govern
ment's social peace-keeping force, serving as a
balancer, negotiator, and progressive front in cer
tain cases. It also tended to become Carvalho's
"party," the political-military organization that
could hoist him into the role of bonaparte.

2. Transportes Aereos Portugueses, the Portu
guese airlines.

Now finally, the provisional government, with
the more or less implicit support of the MFA, is
trying at all cost to legislate against the workers
and behind their backs. This is an attempt to
create a "legal" cover for a systematic and
continually more severe repression of the working
class—in defense of the most influential sectors of
finance capital.

It is not very difficult to see what lies behind
this machination.

For those who are objectively defending the
interests of national and international finance

capital, it is a way of making the working class
pay for the reconstruction of the capitalist
economy and of the capitalist state. The problem
for these gentlemen thus lies in creating the
political and organizational instruments that can
carry out this scheme (a strong state that will not
only limit democratic freedoms but also restrict
the struggle of the workers to unions controlled by
the bosses' state, unions that will prevent the
development of struggles beyond certain limits,
struggles that go to the point of challenging
capitalist society).

This analysis was quite correct, in parti
cular as regards the principles. Luta Prolet
dria was the only paper on the left that
made these principles so clear. The publish
ing schedule of Combate Socialista, the
paper of the Partido Revolucionario dos
Trabalhadores, was such that it did not

appear when this debate was at its height.
However, very strong pressures deve

loped. The Communist party and the MFA
launched a large-scale demagogic campaign

in support of the measure. The SP's opposi
tion was denounced as part of a maneuver
of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency to

split the labor movement. Portugal's inde
pendence was supposed to be in danger. The
whole prestige of the MFA as the restorer of
the country's liberties and as the savior
offering "socialism" was thrown into the
campaign.

Despite this, the SP put up a hard fight. It
was at this point that Soares first raised the
specter of civil war. The fact was that the
outcome of the struggle in the unions meant

life or death for the Social Democyats. If the
MFA guaranteed the CP's bureaucratic
control, the SP would he condemned to play

a subordinate role in the unions, and as a

result, since it was a workers party, find
itself condemned to a politically subordi
nate position.

Nonetheless, the CP and the MFA were
able to impose their will. They still had
sufficient credibility, and the CP machine

still had the necessary capacity to mobilize
masses of workers. The CP mobilized a very

large demonstration in support of the
decree, thus assuring its observance.

The Ultralefts Move Into Stalinist Orbit

The pressures that were generated also
brought in all the groups to the left of the
CP. The most prominent union activists of
the MES opposed even participating in In
tersindical, but the MES leadership now
came over to "trade-union unity" with clari

on calls to support the demonstration.
The LCI joined despite the positions ex

pressed in Luta Proletdria.
The PRT also joined. It explained this

participation in the January 23 issue of
Combate Socialista:

The great workers demonstration that marched
through Lisbon on January 14, responding to the
call issued by Intersindical and supported by a
large number of organizations and political
tendencies, was the concentrated expression of all
the small struggles that are developing in the
factories and offices throughout the country. Tens
of thousands of workers shouted their determina

tion to block unemployment, inflation, and the
speculative maneuvers of big capital. They
demanded the nationalization of the monopolies,
starting with the banks, and repudiated the
attempts of all those who were preparing to divide
the united organization that the workers need.

It was because of all this that we supported the
demonstration and we think that it represented a
step forward in that it concretized, however
partially, some of the positions we have been
expressing in the pages of Combate Socialista,
particularly the need for actions centralized by
the workers organizations to force the nationaliza
tion of the monopolies. But we must also say

clearly that the January 14 rally was an expres

sion of the weaknesses introduced by the concilia-
tionist leaderships, weaknesses that we could sum
up in two closely related aspects. The rally and
the closing speeches did not offer measures of
struggle able to achieve what the banners and
slogans demanded. Still worse, the immense
power of the mobilized masses was presented as a
simple prop or aid to the MFA and the govern
ment.

Combate Socialista was sensitive to the

rising tempo of the class struggle. Its

judgments about this were proved correct in
February. No doubt much of this combativi-

ty was reflected in the January 14 demon

stration, as it had been in the May I, 1974,

demonstration. That action, while it was in

general rather effectively channeled by the
CP and the MFA, was also marked by the
appearance of some demands that went
beyond what the reformists and military
wanted.

The problem in January 1975 was that
this action was organized to support a

specific objective that was reactionary and
in the long run not conducive to unity but
rather to division. It was impossible to
support the demonstration without support
ing this objective. The PRT apparently
recognized this, since it argued that in a dis
torted way the law represented a gain for
working-class unity. The actual political
results took some months to become clear.

It was at this point that a de facto
alliance developed between the CP and the
far-left groups. Previously, most of these
groups had had better relations with the SP
than with the CP, since they had a common
interest in defending the rights of minori

ties against the repression supported by the
CP. Now there was a very sharp disen
chantment on both sides. Nearly all the far
left adopted the view that the SP was less
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patriotic than the CP, that is, was the
agency of foreign imperialist powers and

thus a Trojan horse of reactionary interven
tion.

On the other hand, the left SP members
felt betrayed. They viewed this attitude as

opportunism toward the MFA and treach
ery toward those who had defended the
rights of the far left against the MFA and

CP. A reporter on Republica, at the time the
semiofficial paper of the SP, said that the
far leftists had always been careful to send
their communiques to the SPers on the staff
because they knew the CPers would "lose"
them. The Republica staff reflected the

working relationship of the SP and the CP;

a number of the journalists and other

personnel were CPers and objected in
particular to the publishing of Trotskyist
material.

But the CP journalists' attitude toward

statements of the far-left groups was also
changing. A convergence was taking place,
and the Stalinists now apparently realized
that the ultraleftists had their uses.

Buoyed up by the January 14 demonstra
tion, the CP came out openly for continued
MFA rule. That was the lesson taught by

this action, according to Avantel:

Strengthening and vitalizing the popular com
ponent of the Portuguese revolutionary process is
a condition for consolidating and broadening the
rights that have been won and for confronting

and overcoming the crisis in which the country

finds itself as the result of the policy of sabotage

by the more reactionary sectors of finance capital.
This involves persistent work on two fronts:

One is reinforcing active collaboration among the
forces really interested in the democratic process
by means of a dogged search for common roads to
the practical and just solution of the difficult
national problems. The other is a continued,
many-sided campaign among the working people
to organize and vitalize the mass people's move
ment in the broadest sense, which involves
continually wider participation in the practical
solution of the national problems.
In the context of the originality of the Portu

guese revolutionary process, there is no other way
to constitute a genuinely democratic state in
Portugal. When we say "genuinely democratic,"
we mean that this would be a state that would

increasingly reflect the profound aspirations of
our people and identify with them.

The crisis, the writers of this editorial
indicated, had shown that a coalition

government by itself was not stable enough
to handle the strains of the "process."

We have maintained that reinforcing and
vitalizing the popular component of our revolu
tionary process was indispensable for overcoming
the unevenness in the tempo of the evolution of
the military movement headed by the MFA and
the evolution of the democratic movement, which
has been dangerously weakened by the difficulties
of the political parties in working together.
The dizzy pace of events in recent days has yet

again shown the political maturity and unity of
thought and action that distinguish the military
component, as well as the worsening of the crisis
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SOARES: Backed capitalist government in
name of defending democracy.

of unity among the political parties of the govern
ment.

While they were apparently ready to
admit that the popular-front coalition, at
least in its parliamentary form, was some
what disappointing, the authors of the
Auante! editorial thought the CP could

provide an indispensable partner for the
MFA.

Without the Movimento das Forgas Armadas—
we said in the last editorial in Avantel—the

people's movement would be unable not only to
advance democracy but even to assure its surviv
al. Without the people's movement, the Movimen
to das Forgas Armadas might be able to hold
political power hut never build a democratic
society.

At the time, I commented in Interconti

nental Press (February 3, 1975):

The CP favors the inclusion of delegates chosen

by the MFA in the Constituent Assembly. In line
with this, the editorial in the January 16 Avantel
indicated that the Portuguese Stalinists are

looking forward to an alliance directly between
the military and the mass organizations led by
the PCP. This was the context, as the authors of

this editorial saw it, of the debate over the "trade-
union unity" hill.

I also wrote:

This invocation of "revolutionary legality" by
the Portuguese Stalinists to justify a form of
government regulation of the workers organiza
tions that they think will advance their specific
bureaucratic interests is pure demagogy. It is a
very dangerous kind of demagogy, moreover, for
the PCP itself, because it is illusory to think that a
capitalist regime will accept a permanent partner
ship with a Communist party, no matter how
abjectly such a party subordinates itself and the

interests of its supporters to "the needs of the
nation."

Revival of Anarcho-Syndicalism

A new political factor appeared on Febru
ary 7 that represented a certain develop
ment of the concept of direct alliances
between "the people's organizations" and
the "military movement." A mass march
took place in Lisbon against the visit of
NATO ships and against rising unemploy
ment. The action, which contravened a ban
on demonstrations, reflected the deepening
radicalization. But the UDP and MES, who

played a leading role in it, banned all
slogans, banners, and literature carried by
political parties. It was to be a "revolution
ary nonparty demonstration."
This was the debut of the attitude, similar

to the "revolutionary apoliticalness" of the
anarchists, that was to flower in May, June,
and July when the military demagogues
pushed their "direct democracy" plan.
In its February 27 issue, Combate Socia-

lista commented on this revival of anarcho-

syndicalism:

The sponsors of the demonstration made it a
condition for participating not to show any sign
of party identification (papers, posters, banners).
In their opinion, this would go against the needed
unity. Thus, they reinforced in the demonstrators
and in the workers in general the idea that the
parties are the cause of the lack of unity, and that
without them it would be easy to achieve unity.
They also stressed that the parties should not
interfere in questions that concern the workers
because these are problems for the workers them
selves to solve on the level of their economic

organizations.

Combate Socialista attacked this concept:

It in no way helps the working masses to take
positions in the workers movement against the
idea that the parties must take positions on the
problems of the working masses, and still less
when these problems have an eminently political
dimension, as in the case of the struggle that must
he waged against the antilabor and counterrevo
lutionary maneuvers of the capitalists. To fail to
defend intransigently in the workers movement
the need for building a revolutionary leadership, a
Leninist combat party—or, worse, to wear out the
vanguard of the class with syndicalist and anti-
party appeals—is objectively to play the game of
the Stalinists of the CP and other reformists, or of
the bourgeoisie itself, which has always found the
anarcho-syndicalists to he useful allies.

At the same time, the February demon
stration was marked by an open display of
solidarity with the soldiers sent to keep
"order." This represented a qualitative
advance of the radicalization. Beginning

almost immediately after the April 25

overturn, young soldiers in uniform began
turning up in left meetings in small
numbers. But politics in the ranks had
always been repressed, and with apparent

success. Now apparently this process of
radicalization in the armed forces could not
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be contained any longer. At least it had
spread to the level of whole units.

Alarm in Wall Street

Not long after this, the American bour
geoisie began to raise the alarm. In an

editorial February 17, that authoritative
voice of U.S. imperialism, the New York

Times, issued a hardly veiled threat of
intervention if the process in Portugal
continued to go the same way.
Communist influence in the government

was giving rise to "intolerable dangers."

These [dangers] go beyond the obvious strategic
threat of a Soviet ally athwart the American
naval lifelines to the Mediterranean and NATO

Europe. A forcible Communist takeover in Portu

gal might encourage a similar trend in Italy and
France; create problems in Greece and Turkey;
affect the succession in Spain and Yugoslavia and
send tremors throughout Western Europe.

Something dire could happen if these
"dangers" were not removed:

Detente, of course, would be the first casualty,
as Moscow should note, if the close relationship
between the Portuguese Communist party and the
Soviet Union—which maintains a large, active
embassy in Lisbon—is a factor in promoting a
forcible takeover. It would not be in the interest of

either the Russian or the Portuguese people to
have the popular will in Portugal denied free
expression.

Intercontinental Press explained the
importance of this editorial in its March 3

issue, noting that a much milder warning
had been issued before the overthrow of the

Allende regime in Chile:

What really worries U.S. ruling circles is
peasants seizing estates despite the Communist
party's appeals to them to wait for government
action, and in particular, armed forces units
showing solidarity with leftist demonstrators. It
was the beginning of left-wing organization in the
armed forces in Chile, for instance, that most
directly sparked the decisive confrontation there.
Chile, moreover, was only the most recent of

many examples of the dangers of trying to
prevent a mass upsurge from going to the point
where it can effectively defend itself against coun
terrevolution. The fact that the Communist party
was in effective control of the Allende government
and a united trade-union movement did not

enable it to defend itself against the reactionary
coup.

While U.S. ruling circles are trying to intimidate
the Portuguese left into pulling back the mass
movement, these threats simply prove that the
only way to "defend democracy" is to mobilize the
Portuguese masses and the ranks of the armed
forces into a power that can defeat any interven
tion.

And that is possible only if the masses take full
control of the economy and root out the material
basis of reaction.

We noted:

At the same time, the threats of the New York
Times and Washington's bullying interference in

Portuguese internal affairs are a warning to the
working-class movement in the Western capitalist
countries, as well as all antiwar forces, that they
must begin to speak out now against intervention
in Portugal.

A disturbing aspect of the editorial of the

New York Times was its obvious search for

a "democratic" pretext for American inter

vention in Portugal. After the victories of
the movement against the Vietnam War in

the United States, Washington desperately
needed to regain political support for
counterrevolutionary operations abroad.
This need went far beyond the immediate
problem of Portugal. So, the New York

Times tried to use the attempt of the far left
groups in Oporto to break up the convention
of the main rightist party, the Centro
Democratico Social, in December 1974 to

claim that there was a concerted assault on

political freedom in Portugal by the left.
This claim was ridiculous. But at the

same time, it was clear that actions by
small groups aimed at preventing the right
from organizing were ineffective and coun

terproductive, and could be extremely dang
erous.

One of the dangers was in fact shown
when a member of the LCI was shot and

badly wounded in the demonstration

against the CDS convention. He was a

leading worker activist.

On the governmental level, the conflict
that came to the surface in January
continued to develop. At the MFA Assembly
February 18, the military announced that it

would not withdraw from politics but would

continue to play the same role for an

indefinite period. On February 19, Capt.
Duarte Pinto Soares said that politicians

who warned of a possible civil war should

be prosecuted. The threat was evidently
directed at SP leader Soares, who made

such a statement during the fight over the
"trade-union unity" law.

Rightist officers and politicians who

objected to the concessions made to the

masses in Portugal and in the colonies, and

who had no confidence in the MFA leading

group's ability to control the masses, now
began using democratic rhetoric in pressur

ing or opposing the regime. For example,

not only the SP but the right opposed the
"trade-union unity" law, often using the

same arguments about democracy and the

independence of the union movement.

The SP leaders began to raise anti-
Communist scarecrows as a way of defend

ing their position against the CP and its
allies in the MFA. For example, on Febru

ary 3 Soares charged that the Kremlin was

testing the chances for getting port facili
ties in Portugal. Obviously, after his defeat
in the "trade-union unity" law fight, Soares

was trying to get across the idea that a
government based on a special alliance be
tween the CP and the MFA would not be

acceptable to the West, so the MFA could
not do without the SP.

Obviously, none of the leaders involved in

this struggle were going to explain what
their real objectives or programs were. Fur
thermore, democratic arguments were the
strongest ones available to the right and

likewise to U.S. imperialism. Nonetheless,
those who looked at the political struggle as
a contest between two superficially defined

camps instead of focusing on the logic of
the class struggle itself and the way class-

consciousness and working-class organiza
tion develop came to view the question of

democracy itself as the dividing line be
tween the "revolutionary camp" and the

"counterrevolutionary camp."
For the Stalinists, this was a necessary

concept; in fact, it is probably the most

important element in the Stalinist mental

makeup. As they see it, the class struggle
comes down to a contest in which the Unit

ed States and Western Europe, where bour

geois democracy exists, stand against the
USSR, which can afford no such "luxury."
For the others, ranging from paternalistic

liberals to ultraleftists, impressionism and
confusion guided the way they saw the is
sue. The actual attitude of U.S. imperialism
is only now becoming a matter of general
public knowledge in association with the

fresh revelations concerning the "covert ac

tivities" of the CIA.

For example, in the winter issue of
Foreign Policy, a magazine close to State

Department circles. Tad Szulc, formerly of
the New York Times, explained that the
most extreme variant that could have

occurred in October 1975 if the CP and the

MFA "left" had won their struggle with the
Azevedo government was a "left-wing
military regime on a Peruvian or Algerian
model, but supported by the Communists."
Szulc's article also shows how cautiously

political characterizations by bourgeois
reporters and commentators must be taken,
even when they are writing to inform the

bourgeois policy makers themselves. For
example, this "expert" was apparently
unaware that the Peruvian regime was also
supported by the CP. Furthermore, he gets
the course of developments in Portugal so
mixed up that he dates the appointment of
Vasco Gongalves as premier after Spinola's
fall rather than before. Probably, it did not
seem to make sense that the leader of the

"radical" turn in the MFA could have

served two months as head of government
under an openly rightist president. None
theless, Szulc was obviously privy to a lot of
thinking in top Washington circles, and he
reveals a number of things that give quite a
different picture of their attitude toward
developments in Portugal than was offered
in the capitalist newspapers at the time.
As for the possibility of a Peruvian-style

"progressive" dictatorship, it was clear
almost from the beginning that that was
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the CP's objective. And, while Washington
has not generally welcomed such regimes in
colonial or semicolonial countries, it has not
found them an insuperable obstacle to
pursuing its interests, nor has it expended
much energy in opposing their violations of

democratic rights. Democracy may be a
useful issue in political conflict with such

regimes, but it is a double-edged one. Thus,
the fall of the Velasco Alvarado govern
ment in Peru did represent a shift to the
right in the regime in general. But at the
same time, in order to gain political cover,
the new government relaxed repression
against the left and trade-union movement

for the time being.
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The Masses Answer General Spinola

On March 11, the rightists in the Portu
guese military forces attempted another
coup, hoping thereby to help reverse the

radicalization. But this time, it was not
preceded by a political buildup. The only
action was an attack on the Lisbon Light
Artillery base in Sacavem, on the northern
edge of the city near the airport. It was in
this unit that the radicalization in the

armed forces first came to the surface. The

base was strafed and then besieged by
paratroopers who did not know the reasons

for the orders given them. The air attack
was ineffective. The paratroopers quickly
surrendered. General Spinola and a number
of other prominent rightists fled the coun
try.

There were rumors of an extensive plot,
but nothing definite was reported until
more than a month later when the results of

the inquiry were released, just before the
Constituent Assembly elections. Spinola
and the other rightists implicated claimed
there had been no coup attempt, only a
"defensive action."

At the end of March, it was generally
believed in the far-left groups that the coup
was "not fascist but Social Democratic,"
that is, that it was not aimed at imposing a
rightist military dictatorship but at "halt
ing the radicalization."

There were reports that SPers were
sounding out the far-left groups about
forming a joint defense committee for
political prisoners because they expected a
number of Socialists to be prosecuted for
involvement in the March 11 plot. The SP
was evidently nervous about the report of
the investigating body. There were sugges
tions from SP sources that the decision to

release the results of the investigation just
before the election was a form of "black

mail."

Actually, when the report was released it
did not indicate any SP involvement. In
fact, it was announced that the SP leaders

were on the plotters' death list. But these

rumors apparently represented a continua
tion of the tensions between the SP and the
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Portuguese masses mobilized to block Spi'nola's rightist coup attempt March 11.

CP-MFA, and a growing tendency to try to
lump the SP in with the right.
The March 11 coup touched off an even

more extensive mass mobilization than the

September 28 crisis. This time it was
nationwide. Peasants mobilized to guard

the border with Spain. As in the previous
case, the main organizing center was

Intersindical. But this time Intersindical

was apparently more completely in control,
with the far-left and far-left-controlled

workers commissions playing less of an

independent role.
Intersindical called a general strike and

its directives were carried out by local

workers commissions. The SP, CP, and all
the left groups organized huge demonstra
tions to condemn the rightists. The mass

movement took a new giant leap.

The bank workers exposed the way the
big banks had been financing the right and
demanded that the government nationalize
them. They forced this measure through by
militant mobilizations. Since a very large
proportion of Portuguese capital was held
by the banks, many businesses came

formally under government ownership.
Among other things, the banks owned the

dominant interest in most of the Lisbon

dailies. It was at this point that the CP,
through its machine and its influence with

the government, was able to nail down
control of most of the national press.

At the same time, the nationalization of

the banks did not go entirely against the

plans of the MFA. For one thing, by this
time many of the big capitalists had left the

country for their health and some way had

to be found to look after their interests.

Also, by their speculative and parasitic

policies, the banks had stood in the way of
capitalist development. The MFA's modern
ization policy required reform of the bank
ing system. Nonetheless, the control the
bank clerks exercised over the accounts of

the capitalists and the nationalization of

the big banking trusts obviously sent a
shiver down the backs of the bourgeoisie in

Portugal, and not in Portugal alone.
Demands for nationalization of all the big

companies began to mount, as well as

demands for the nationalization of all

companies that claimed they could not pay
their workers a living wage.
The government adopted a more dema

gogic policy. The MFA declared its aim to
be socialism. The workers were called upon
to work harder because the economy be
longed to them. Strikes were now not only
crimes against democracy but against
socialism itself. Premier Vasco Gongalves
took the occasion in his very first speech
after the failure of the March 11 coup
attempt, a speech to a huge crowd celebrat
ing the defeat of the rightists, to denounce

the TAP strikers. He lumped the TAP strike
in with the preparations for the coup.



What the April 25 Elections Revealed

Expropriate the Capitalists!

The failure of the third bourgeois counter-

offensive, and the second rightist putsch in
six months, placed the entire big bourgeoi

sie virtually outside the law. For the second

time in six months the masses had mobi

lized in hundreds of thousands to defend

their rights, and for a period, they effective

ly asserted their control of the country.
More and more sectors of the working

class were demanding the expropriation of
the capitalists. All but a small part of the

national press and broadcasting media
were taken out of the effective control of the

bourgeoisie. The conservative forces were

left with few means to openly propagate
their views outside of parish "sheets" and
weekly publications of a relatively small

circulation.

The hopes and enthusiasm of the broad

est masses of the Portuguese for socialism

reached their highest point. Despite small

defeats at various times, in every major
confrontation they had won overwhelming
and inspiring victories.
Now Washington was really worried,

Szulc noted in the article in Foreign Policy

previously referred to:

In Washington, Kissinger lapsed back into

pessimism. He told aides that his fears about Por

tugal's slide toward Communism were being con
firmed. In April, the NSC [National Security
Council] reviewed the situation, and the 40 Com
mittee met to determine how CIA resources could

best be used in Portugal.

But the U.S. imperialists found their
hands largely tied because of the growing
outrage of the American people against

Washington's undemocratic operations,
which stood in glaring contradiction to the

declared "national objectives."

At that point, the CIA was already under
investigation by the Rockefeller Commission
concerning its domestic activities and by the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence on the
subject of its covert operations abroad. The 40
Committee, aware of the pressures on the agency,
recommended cautious efforts by the CIA, prefera
bly through secure foreign channels, to provide
assistance to anti-Communist groups in Portugal,
ranging from the Socialists to right-wing ele
ments. It is not known how much was earmarked

by the committee for this effort, but sources in the
intelligence community say that the amount was
"not spectacular" by any measurement.

Nonetheless, if Kissinger and his aides
were despondent, the new U.S. ambassador
in Lisbon, Frank Carlucci, noted for his
"toughness" in Brazil and the Congo, was
not so pessimistic:

The alarm felt in Washington was not shared
by Ambassador Carlucci in Lisbon, His cables

reported the continuing power struggle, but

Carlucci still seemed confident that "all was not

lost" in Portugal.

The veteran counterrevolutionist under

stood the forces he was dealing with:

He remained relatively optimistic even though
the MFA had announced that it would run Portu

gal for at least five years and barred several con
servative parties from participating in the Con

stituent Assembly elections.

Szulc explained st
grounds for optimism:

Carlucci's

What may have escaped Kissinger was that the
Portuguese regime was extremely careful not to

burn its bridges to the West despite its leftist
orientation at home. In this context, it was

possible that Gongalves was taking advice from
the Soviet ambassador in Lisbon, Arnold Kalinin,

who is known to have told him that Moscow had

no interest in creating a confrontation with the

United States over Portugal. It is also likely that
President Costa Gomes, essentially a pro-Western
figure, was determined to keep his lines to the

United States as open as possible. Kalinin, for
example, missed no opportunity to tell Carlucci
that the Soviets were not "subverting" Portugal.
He was evidently interested in having this
message relayed to Washington; Carlucci, who

assumed that Kalinin was instructed to do so,

passed it on to the State Department without
comment. Carlucci's private view was that the

Russians wanted the best of both worlds: a pro-
Soviet regime in Lisbon, if possible, but no
problems with the United States over detente.

What Szulc did not explain and perhaps

could not grasp was the way this under
standing was implemented in Portugal
itself. Although the danger existed that the

upsurge could get out of control, attempts at
restoring "order" by the local rightists had

proved disastrous; and even if the U.S. and
the West European imperialists were will

ing to pay the costs of direct intervention,
there could be no assurance that it would be

successful. Under the circumstances, the

best kind of government for safeguarding
capitalism was a demagogic one that could
ride with the wave of the radicalization and

retain a vital minimum of political control

over the masses.

Thus, although parliamentary-type elec

tions offered a way of magnifying the
weight of the more passive and conserva

tive sections of the population, the preelec-

toral period held many dangers for the
capitalists, the reformists, and the military
demagogues.

It provided an opportunity for the masses
to consider what they wanted politically,

and to consider questions of program,

including socialism. The possibilities for

this political discussion and registration of
opinion were unusually large. Any group
could win a place on the hallot by getting
5,000 names on a petition. In the conditions

of that time, a couple of hundred activists

were sufficient to the task. Once recognized,
a party had the right to considerable

coverage for its views both on radio and

television and in the newspapers.
The capitalist parties did not have their

usual advantages—quite the contrary, at
least in the populous urban areas. Not only
did they not control the press, but bourgeois
politics in general was gravely discredited.
Also, the bourgeois parties did not even
have a traditional electoral following to
vote for them out of habit, since there had
been no real parties or elections before April
25, 1974. The bourgeoisie had to begin
building its political arm in the most

difficult conditions.

On the other hand, revolutionists had the

advantage that neither of the big reformist
parties had been able to establish itself as

the exclusive representative of a majority of
the proletariat. Furthermore, the two com
bined did not command exclusive control of

the working class. Even among the workers
who had already identified with the SP and
the CP, many were still ready to listen to

arguments from revolutionists. And large
sections of the masses, not committed at all
to reformism, were looking for new, more

revolutionary options. There was great
interest in all the parties, however small,
that represented opposition to the old world
that existed before April 25, 1974.

Not all the left welcomed this opportuni
ty, however. For example, the spontaneists
of the MES deplored the MFA's decisions to

go ahead with the elections. By now it had
come to place its hopes in the "progressive

officers." Nonetheless, the MES participat
ed in the campaign, although obviously
only in a halfhearted way. Activists com

plained about how much time they had to
waste in electoral campaigning. The only
rallies that were successful were of a

strident ultraleft character, concentrating
on the theme of "rank-and-file-organizing"
and the glories of the Latin American
guerrilla organizations. Presentations of

political program tended to drift away into
incoherence, to the boredom of all present.
The guerrillaist PRP also opposed the

elections, but in a more consistent way. It
called for a boycott in accordance with the
examples provided by its guerrilla models

in Latin America.

The call for a boycott was raised by the
MRPP, which specialized in painting slo
gans on the walls and in theatrical,

superrevolutionary demonstrations. "Boy

cott the electoral farce" soon covered walls

throughout Lisbon as thoroughly as "Open
fire on revisionism" had previously.

Trotskyists Campaign for Socialism

The Trotskyists of the LCI seized the

opportunity offered by the elections, how
ever, even though they were one of the
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smallest groups standing to the left of the

CP. The PRT, a generally younger group
and organized more recently, did not

campaign to get on the ballot, but supported

the LCI.

As a result of its campaign, the LCI

became nationally known. Its ideas gained
considerable circulation, and some of its

leaders became relatively well known in
Portuguese politics. The press began to pay

even more attention to what the LCI itself

was saying than to the speeches of promi

nent international leaders of the Trotskyist

movement who came to speak on its behalf.
The LCI's propaganda began to take on a

concreteness, which it had largely lacked
before, and to address itself more to the

general political questions. For example, in
one short radio program, an LCI speaker
presented a concrete program on the land
question.

Certain weaknesses, however, remained.
One was that LCI speakers made it an

absolutely inviolable rule to refer to the
need for an "armed insurrection," although

naturally this point could be raised only in
a rather abstract way. Another weakness
was lack of clarity with respect to the
nature of the MFA and failure to offer an

immediate alternative that would have

some credibility for the working class and
toiling masses.

The PRT centered its criticism of the LCI

on these points. It itself denounced the

MFA as bourgeois and demagogic. In a
meeting in the CP stronghold of Amadora
just outside Lisbon, its speakers told a
crowd that when they shouted, "The people
are with the MFA," a slogan popularized by

the CP, they were betraying their own

interests.

At this point in the Portuguese process, it
was extremely unpopular for any organiza
tion to say such things. The PRT was

definitely swimming against the stream. It
was the only organization on the left to

oppose the MFA so forthrightly. As an

alternative to MFA rule, it called for a
government by the organizations the work
ers regarded as their own—the CP, SP, and
Intersindical. The PRT was also the only
organization to put forward a program for
the Constituent Assembly.

Who Should Rule?

The question of MFA rule and the

Constituent Assembly were key ones.
Among the main issues in the elections was

the right of the MFA to rule; in fact, in a

certain sense, that was the fundamental

issue.

Public opinion polls in March had shown
that 50% of the electorate did not support
any party. Following this, one of the leaders

of the MFA, Adm. Rosa Coutinho, raised
the idea of a kind of MFA party, actually
something on the order of the "national
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Cover of magazine Flama shows symbols of
parties competing in April 25 election.

liberation front" organizations ruling the

"progressive" one-party states in Africa.
According to the admiral, this party should
stand somewhere "between" the CP and the

SP. Such a party, Rosa Coutinho claimed,
could unite all the progressive forces sup
porting the "revolution" and avoid partisan
conflict. Similar opposition to independent

political parties, or "partisan conflict," was
expressed by General de Carvalbo.

Such figures in the MFA began to suggest

publicly that those who were not sure about
the parties should vote blank ballots, as a
way of giving the MFA a mandate to
continue superintending politics in the
country. The press spread the word that
Carvalbo and Coutinho hoped that the
blank ballots would exceed the vote cast for

any of the parties. They were said to be
counting on a blank vote of as much as 40%.

In particular, the MFA brought pressure

to bear on the SP, whose loyalty to the
regime had been most questioned in the

months preceding the election. The party
was still under threat of being implicated in
the March 11 coup attempt. At the same
time, obviously, the SP placed great hope in
the elections. They were its chance to prove

its strength as an electoral party and make
up for the defeats it had suffered at the
hands of the CP and MFA in January and
February.
By the end of the first week in April, it

had become clear that the MFA would fail

to get the support it hoped for and that the
SP would win the elections.

The 'Pact-Program'

At this point, the MFA called on all the

recognized parties to sign a "pact-program"

accepting continued military rule for a

period of several years no matter how the
elections turned out. The pact did not
provide for MFA representation in the
Constituent Assembly as had been pro
posed earlier; this was an unworkable
proposal. Instead, it dictated the essential
provisions of the constitution that was to be
drafted. It established a two-tier military-
civilian government remarkably like the

oligarchical British parliament that existed
before the granting of popular suffrage. The
military was the higher house, with all

essential powers of government reserved to
it.

The leading military body was to be the
High Council of the Revolution, which was
set up after the March 11 coup attempt to
represent the MFA. Its members were to be
chosen by the MFA Assemblies in each
service. However, the Council of the Revolu
tion was not directly responsible to any
lower body. The MFA Assembly had only a

deliberative role. Only the council had the
power to make decisions. The whole struc

ture was presided over by Gen. Francisco da
Costa Gomes, the unelected president, who
had been given the position of chief of staff
of the armed forces under Spinola.

The SP obviously signed this pact reluc
tantly. It robbed the party in advance of
most of what it could hope to gain from the
elections, putting a large question mark
over the future of parliamentary forms of
government in Portugal. The foreign press

stressed the private unhappiness of the SP.
There was little mention of this in the

Portuguese papers. In contrast to the SP,
the CP was enthusiastic about the pact.

This arrangement suited its perspectives.
The MES, whose principles were offended

by elections, announced that it had no
principled objections to signing the pact,
but it failed to do so. There was apparently
considerable internal dissension on this

point. The Frente Socialista Popular (FSP—
People's Socialist Front), a group that split
from the SP around the beginning of the
year, signed the pact, adopting a particular

ly opportunist version of the themes
stressed in common by all the ultraleft
organizations.

The only parties that rejected the pact
were the LCI, and three Maoist groupings—

the Frente Eleitoral de Comunistas,

Marxistas-Leninistas (EEC ml—Electoral
Front of Communists, Marxist-Leninist),

the Partido de Unidade Popular (PUP—
People's Unity party), and the UDP.

Some pressures were brought to bear
against those who refused to sign, but the

climate obviously did not permit the MFA
to engage in any real arm-twisting if a
party was determined to stand up for its
rights. The FECml was denied some of its
rights for a period, but it put itself in a
vulnerable position by using its radio-TV
time to engage in diatribes against the CP.
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There was intense interest in the elections

in Lisbon and throughout the country. It

was a completely new experience for the
masses to he able to participate openly in

political activity, to express opinions, to
pass judgment on political programs and

politicians. Party buttons blossomed on
lapels everywhere. The city was covered
with posters; hundreds of thousands of

persons attended political rallies.
It was the workers parties that dominated

the political scene. The bourgeois parties,
the Partido Popular Democratico (PPD—

Democratic People's party) and the CDS
(Social Democratic Center), were shoved to
the sidelines in the most populous centers of
the country.
In Lisbon about 80,000 to 100,000 persons

attended the final rally of the CP; the SP
drew 150,000. The CP, stressing its role as
the organizational center of the resistance,

to the September 28 and March 11 coups
called on the people to vote for it as a
"guarantee of democracy." The SP made

"socialism with freedom" its main slogan.
The day before the elections, SP caravans
drove through the city with their loud

speakers blasting: "Vote SP, vote for li
berty!"

Unfortunately, however, the election
campaign was very badly used by most of
the workers and left parties that participat
ed. One example was the demonstration
organized April 16 by the CP to "thank the
MFA" for the second wave of nationaliza

tions. The Stalinists tried to identify them
selves with the nationalizations and the

MFA. They did not try to "organize a joint
rally that could bring in the SP as well.
To make the demonstration look broad,

they included the MES and the FSP. This
was becoming a standard tactic. But the
main slogan chanted became: "Assim, se ve
a forea do PC" (This shows the power of the
CP).

In its subsequent rallies, the SP countered
with the slogan: "Assim, se conhece a forga
do PS" (This gives you an idea of the power
of the SP). This set a pattern of turning
demonstrations into shows of force for one

or another party or bloc.

For the Portuguese people, April 25
became a festival of freedom. At midnight,
April 24, Lisbon began to celebrate the first

anniversary of the overthrow of the Sala-
zarist regime. The government had recom

mended that as the clocks struck 12:00

everybody should lean out of their windows
and sing "Grandola, Vila Morena," the
song that was the signal for launching the
MFA coup. But it was not possible to keep

the festivities down to the level of mere

Christmas caroling.
Lisbon went wild. It was the most

massive expression of popular feeling since
the gigantic demonstrations of May 1, 1974.
Long caravans of cars drove down the

avenues of the city, filled with people
singing and waving flags; there were people

on the bumpers, in open trucks, and even on
the roofs of the cars. Spontaneous demon

strations took place in various parts of the
city.

The point of convergence was Belem

palace. The streets and avenues in this area
were packed with long lines of cars. Crowds
of civilians and soldiers joined arms and
danced in the streets. Many of them were
singing the song most popular in the

demonstrations after the fall of the old

regime: "Viva a liberdade, com' e bom, com'

e bom!" (Long live liberty, how good it is!)
The celebrations seemed to go on almost

all night. But most people were still able to
get up the next day and stand in long lines

to vote. More than 90% of the population
above the age of eighteen exercised their

new right.

MFA and CP Suffer Rebuff

The results were a great disappointment
to the MFA "left." The hoped-for blank vote
did not materialize. Only 7% of the ballots

were counted as blank. Apparently the
percentage of the Portuguese people who

were ready to leave politics to the MFA was
declining to the vanishing point.
The big winner was the SP with 38% of

the vote. The next biggest score was that of

the bourgeois PPD, which got 26%. It rolled
up its largest percentages in the backward

rural areas that were still priest-ridden and
dominated by local strongmen. But even so,
nationally it tried to present a "socialist"
image. Even the notoriously reactionary

CDS claimed to be socialist. It got 8% of the
vote.

The CP received roughly 13%. The groups
that claimed to he to the left of the SP and

CP all got signified it minority votes.

Together they accounted for about 4% of the
poll. The FSP scored the highest of these

groups, with 1.17%. Perhaps this was
because some of its leaders were well known

and had a base in left Catholic circles.

The MES received a little over 1%. That

had to be counted as a severe defeat for

them, since it was a rather well-known

party with notable influence on the fringes
of the government. In particular, the Maoist
UDP, which was fast replacing the MES as
the strongest anarcho-syndicalist organiza
tion, won almost as large a vote. Also, it

was the only group in this spectrum that
elected a deputy to the Constituent Assem
bly. In addition, the UDP was organization
ally harder than the MES and able to
mobilize many more people in the streets.
Thus, the MES, the Portuguese homologue
of the French Parti Socialiste Unifie, was

now threatened with losing its nitch as the
main "left" Social Democratic alternative to

the CP and SP.

Perhaps the biggest loser in the elections

was the Portuguese Democratic Movement

(MDP), which got about 4% of the vote. This

organization preserved the name and form

of the old "united, antifascist opposition," a

popular-front formation embracing the CP,
SP, and left Catholics, although the Stalin

ists were organizationally dominant. One of
the first conflicts between the SP and the

CP after April 25, 1974, was over whether
this organization should be preserved. The
SP claimed that it served no function now

that parties could function openly, and that

it was just a CP front claiming to represent
a fictitious unity.

But as representatives of "the united

antifascist organization," MDP members

were awarded a great number of positions

in local government.

This party did attempt a very ambitious
campaign in rural areas in particular,

where it might he thought that the CP

would be less welcome. It also tried to

appeal specifically to the "petty bourgeoi

sie" as opposed to the proletariat, which it

left to the CP.

The results were often comical. Radio

programs by this group bewailed the lot of
small businessmen beset by unfair taxes.
On television, pompous "left" priests rolled
their eyes heavenward and counted Jesus

among the MDP's supporters.

The MDP vote was not numerically

insignificant. But probably most of those
who voted for the party would have voted in
its absence for the CP. And this vote

certainly did not justify the number of

governmental posts held by MDP members.
The contradiction between the small dem

onstrated electoral support of this forma
tion and its many posts in the state

apparatus was obviously going to become

an issue. It had become a weak spot in the
CP front.

The LCI was the least known of the

groups to the left of the SP and CP, and
accordingly it got the smallest vote. How

ever, in Oporto, its score was almost equal

to that of the main Maoist group.

Meaning of the Vote

The victory was won by "socialism with

liberty." Obviously, this meant many differ
ent things to different people. To many it

meant the high living standards and social

welfare of the "democratic socialist" coun

tries, that is, Sweden and perhaps West
Germany, where extensive trade-union and
civil rights are observed. The campaign of

the MFA and the CP against "Social
Democracy" and for austerity and hard
work for "national reconstruction" had

evidently failed to arouse general enthu
siasm.

A great many others voted for the SP
because they wanted socialism but without
the kind of bureaucratic dictatorship that
exists in the Soviet bloc countries and
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China. The rationalization of the CP and

MFA that people voted for the SP only

because it had the word "socialist" in its

name, whereas the MFA government had
defined its aim as "socialism," was very

lame indeed.

The claims of the CP that the SP had run

an "anti-Communist" campaign were essen

tially slander. That is not to say, of course,
that the Social Democratic leaders were

averse to exploiting certain anti-Communist

feelings to their advantage. But the country
was generally not interested in anti-

Communism. Although the SP was the only
left party that got a substantial vote in the
rural parts of the country and the conserva
tive North, it also rolled up large votes in
the most radical areas of the country.
In Lisbon and Oporto it swamped the CP.

Even in the traditional CP industrial

strongholds south of the Tejo River, the SP
showed unexpected strength and, overall,
nosed out its rival. The only district the CP
carried was Beja in the rural proletarian

area of Alentejo, where it had a long

tradition and where it totally controlled the

peasant unions. Even here its advantage
over the SP was small. And in Alentejo as

a whole, the SP had a slight majority.

The SP's victory was not due either to
greater resources or to a more favorable
press. In Lisbon, there was every indication

that the CP campaign was more extensive.
And it was the CP that predominated in the
media.

The fact was that the CP's strategy of

subordinating itself to the military in return
for bureaucratic influence in the state

apparatus and the unions had alienated
decisive sections of the masses. The Stalin

ists had been unable, despite their excep
tional opportunities, to expand their mass
influence beyond a few strongholds. They
now found themselves dangerously isolated.

The only cards they had left were tight
organization, bureaucratic positions, and
their alliance with a wing of the military—

that is, physical force and the threat of
physical force. They would have to use
these cards in a more and more adventurist

way in an attempt to maintain the bureauc
ratic empire they had built up.

But overall the elections were a tremen

dous victory for the working class. The
workers parties, for the first time in the
history of Western Europe, had won an

overwhelming majority in general elections.
The Portuguese masses had given a re
sounding mandate for socialism.
The capitalist press in Europe and the

United States took up the cry that the
elections were a victory for "Western

democracy." This theme has been main
tained ever since. Actually, as Szulc indicat

ed in Foreign Policy, the assessment of the
most experienced and astute State Depart
ment officals was quite different.

The results of the 1975 elections are key to the
understanding of the Portuguese political scene.
They make the point—one that Washington still
finds hard to accept intellectually (or
emotionally)—that even under the best of circum
stances, as seen by the United States, Portugal is
in the midst of a leftist social revolution that

simply will not go away short of a right-wing coup
d'etat restoring not only the old dictatorship, but
also the quasi-feudal capitalism that character
ized the Salazar-Caetano years. The hundreds of

thousands of white refugees from Angola—the
bitter, frustrated colons who lost everything in the
final phase of the African war—are potential
recruits for such a rightist coup, along with other
disaffected rightist elements at home, just as the
Algerian pieds noirs provided the basis for the
French Secret Army Organization (OAS). In the
Portuguese context, such a right-wing move would
almost certainly lead to a civil war, a situation the
United States could not possibly favor. (Emphasis
in original.)

Szulc directly contradicted the interpreta
tion of the election results repeated ad
nauseam by the New York Times. He
continued:

In other words, if at all possible, the United
States must come to terms with the reality that
except in the conservative pockets in the north,
Portugal has acquired a leftist political orienta

tion, a fact that explains a great deal of what has
been happening in that country since the 1974
revolution. The elections, which the United States
keeps invoking, when convenient, in defense of a
pluralist democratic solution in Portugal, gave the
leftist parties (including the Socialists, the Com
munists, and their respective allies) nearly 90 per
cent of the vote. The Christian Democrats were

banned from the ballot by the military, but the
voters largely ignored the Social Democratic
Center, a possible alternative, to give the Social
ists a 37.8 per cent plurality and the PPD 26.4 per
cent. That the Communists did so badly was a
measure of the fact that Portugal's leftist senti
ment does not signify a pro-Communist posture, a
notion that seemed to have been lost on Kissinger

until quite recently.

The elections and their results favored a

qualitative leap in the political conscious
ness of the workers, a rapid advance to
understanding the need for a government of
their own based on organizations of their
own. The elections were a stunning rebuff
to the military's attempt to establish itself
as the tutor and savior of the workers. It

took a long series of betrayals by the
reformists and almost unparalleled confu-
sionism by the ultraleft groups to divert and
undermine this advance.

The SP's Defense of Its Democratic Rights

The Clashes on May Day

Following its defeat in the April 25 elec
tions, the Communist party sought to re
coup its lost prestige by a show of strength
at the May I demonstrations.
These marches and rallies were billed as

a repeat of those that hailed the overthrow
of Salazarism a year before. But this time
the organizer was Intersindical, the "single
union federation." Thus the Communist

party had tight control of the arrange

ments.

The MFA government for its part served
notice on the Socialist party that it did not
intend to let the election results influence its

policy. It recognized Intersindical as the
sole national union federation before the

new elections in the unions that were sup

posed to be the condition for this step.
Thus, the national union structure was

handed over to the Stalinist bureaucrats.

They, of course, had already established de
facto control, exploiting their initial organi
zational advantages. Premier Vasco Gon-
galves, by this time closely identified with
the CP, was expected to announce the recog
nition of Intersindical at the rally in the

Estadio Primeiro de Maio. Obviously a con

frontation was shaping up.
During the week before the demonstra

tion, a battle took place over the question of
speakers. The SP refused to accept the in
clusion of speakers for the MES and the
FSP in the list. The SP leaders argued that
these groups were unrepresentative and

would only attack the SP. In fact, by this
time, that had become nearly the sole politi
cal function of the MES and the FSP. The

SP leadership also favored allowing the
PPD to participate in the march. The CP op
posed this.
The result of the negotiations was an

agreement to exclude speakers representing
parties; the list would include only the presi
dent, the premier, and a representative of
Intersindical. This corresponded to the CP's
objectives. But representatives of the CP
and SP were to be seated on the podium.

Participation in the march was massive,
but less spontaneous and all-embracing
than the year before. This time, the march
ers were divided into distinct party contin
gents, usually kept separate from the rest of
the march by teams of monitors. Many
chose not to march but to go directly to the
stadium. The demonstration was also more

concentrated, with less of a tendency to en

gulf the entire city. Perhaps 250,000 gath
ered finally at the stadium, which was com
pletely packed, the crowd overflowing into
the adjacent streets.

The two Trotskyist groups were at the end
of the march, along with the FSP and the
MDP. The MES decided not to march as a

way of protesting not having a speaker. Al
though the Trotskyist groups were assigned
assembly points a mile apart, at opposite
ends of the Alameda Afonso Henriques, the
PRT managed to march in front of a num
ber of groups and join the LCI. The joint
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contingent numbered more than 500 per

sons and was larger than the FSP group.
The PRP marched with the "Internation

al Contingent," which was made up mostly
of representatives from Latin American

guerrilla groups. There were banners of the
Ejercito Revolucionario del Pueblo (Revolu
tionary People's Army) from Argentina, the

Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria

(Movement of the Revolutionary Left) from
Chile, the Uruguayan Tupamaros, and a

number of others.

In the stadium a confrontation occurred

between the CP and the SP, but the crowd

was so closely packed that most of the per
sons there only learned about it from the ra
dio reports that night.

The SP claimed that its supporters were
harassed when they reached the stadium
and that some were turned away. Those

that got in found that the CP and its allies
had taken up all the best spots. Tben tbe In-

tersindical monitors prevented Soares and
other SP representatives from taking their

places on the podium. The CP and Inter-
sindical accused the SP of creating a "dis

turbance" and showing "disrespect" for the
president and the premier.
The statements by the CP and Intersindi-

cal did not admit that Soares was kept off

the podium. However, the most objective of
the Lis*- n dailies, A Capital, reported May

3;

Intersindical leader Jose Gomes confirmed that

he prevented Dr. Mario Soares from coming onto

the platform while the president was speaking not
only because "the Socialist party had violated the
accords previously reached" hut also because it
was clear that on this occasion also "it might pro
voke still graver incidents."

Didrio de Noticias, which had been cap
tured by the CP not long before, claimed to
have inside information that the SP

planned an incident:

The need for a strong Socialist delegation was
justified by Henrique Gomes da Costa [in an al
leged meeting of SP workers nuclei on April 28],
who announced that a "big surprise" might be of
fered during the rally by the president of the re
public or the premier, a surprise that would re
quire a strong protest from the Socialist workers.
This surprise—it was revealed later—could be

related to the legal recognition of the Intersindical
exactly two months before its congress, to be held
at the end of June, recognition that would make
this body the only institution recognized by the
bosses and put it above the Workers Commissions
that have won so many victories for the working
class.

Intersindical also accused the SP of plan
ning a demonstration against its recogni
tion as the "single national union":

The Secretariat of Intersindical understands

that, while the leaders of the Socialist party tried
to stage another splitting maneuver, the working
people present in the great rally in the Estddio
Primeiro de Maio proved able to give the response
that was called for and did not allow the profound
significance of the commemorations of Interna
tional Workers Day, the day of the working peo

ple, the genuinely progressive forces, and the
Armed Forces Movement, to be sullied.

The SP's reply inade it clear that a violent
struggle for power had begun:

Only the Socialist party can assure the Armed
Forces Movement of the popular support essential
to the defense and progress of the democratic rev
olution and the construction of socialism.

Intersindical insulted the workers who consider

the SP their class party. By offending the SP, In
tersindical offended the majority of the working

class and the people of Portugal.
The Socialist party is with the Armed Forces

Movement for freedom and democracy, for social

ism. But it would betray the confidence that the

people placed in it if it allowed minority forces to
substitute themselves for the Portuguese people

and the Armed Forces Movement. We were a peo
ple insulted for forty-eight years by a minority
that was violence institutionalized. We do not ac

cept the manipulation of the masses by activist
minorities. By the attitude it took, the Intersindi

cal dropped its mask, insulted, and excluded mil
lions of Portuguese workers from "unity."

Thus, while the SP once again pledged its
loyalty to the MFA, it announced that it
would fight for the role of the military's

chief political lieutenant. In its view, the
elections had established its right to such a
position. But in order to take it, the SP had

to prove that it could match the CP in the
streets.

The SP Demonstration

On May 2, the SP tried to mobilize its sup

porters for the first time against the CP,
and to a certain extent, against the govern

ment. In fact, at first the authorities tried to

ban the demonstration. There were tanks

and armed soldiers at the assembly point in

Rossio Square as the SP supporters tried to
gather there. They were prevented from

gathering in the middle of the square. But

once the march started up the Avenida da
Liberdade no attempt was made to stop

them. Apparently the government had
changed its mind, or been deterred by the
tens of thousands of demonstrators that

turned out. It was a determined crowd, and

by the end of the march it may haVe num
bered 70,000 or more.

The Communist party and some ultraleft
groups tried to link the march to the right.
There were some anti-Communist slogans,
and rightists certainly may have been at
tracted. But how could that be avoided once

a Social Democratic party began to mobilize
against a Communist party? Certainly the
origins of the struggle had nothing to do
with anti-Communism. Some ill-informed

foreign ultraleftists, pointing to the pres
ence of banners of the People's Monarchist
party, a tiny crank group that calls for a
"fifth, socialist dynasty," roundly con
demned the entire demonstration.

More of a problem was caused by a small
Maoist sect, the PCPml, which tried with
some success to get the crowd to take up
chants such as "Down with social fascism."

However, the bourgeois party closest to

the SP leadership, the PPD, was kept out of
the march by Socialist monitors.

One of tbe most common chants in the

march was "Republica nao saiu" (Republica

didn't come out). In fact, the semiofficial SP
daily was mysteriously absent from the
streets. At the rally culminating the march,
Soares attributed the nonpublication of the
paper to a CP maneuver.
This version was denied officially by Re-

publica's editors on May 3. Publication,
they said, had been prevented only by an

ordinary labor dispute. The printers object

ed to the hiring of two new journalists. La

ter developments indicated that this dis

claimer was untrue. Apparently what was
involved was a power struggle in the staff

between CP and SP supporters. The new re

porters were SPers. The balance of power in
the journal was at stake.

The press was to become the first theater

of battle between the CP and SP in the war

opened by the election results. On May 5,

Soares announced at a news conference

that his party was going on the offensive to
roll back tbe influence of the CP in the

press, the unions, and local government

bodies.

Of these three areas, the unions were

most important, but it would take time to

achieve any changes here. Ousting the CP
from local government positions required
the cooperation of the MFA, which had at

least to call elections. For the moment the

MFA was taking quite a different stance.

But the press was a strategic area, where re

latively few persons were involved.

The Seizure of Republica

It was in this area that the CP, alert to
the SP's actions, decided to make its first
counterattack. On May 19, noneditorial

workers linked to a minority faction on the

journalistic staff seized the offices and
printing plant of Republica. An issue of the
paper was put out with a different editorial
line. On the masthead, the name of the SP
editor, Raul Rego, was replaced by that of
Alvaro Belo Marques, the business manag
er.

However, Rego and the SP journalists

barricaded themselves in an office and re

fused to accept the occupation. SP demon
strators surrounded the building and
clashed with troops sent to maintain "or
der." Volleys of shots were fired over the
heads of the crowd. Rego appealed to the

government to enforce the press law that
gave editors the right to decide the content
of their publications. The building was
cleared and sealed by Copcon.
The courts ruled in favor of Rego and the

government promised to hand the paper
back to its editorial staff.

The officers commanding the Copcon
troops outside the building, however, took
the side of the "workers committee." They
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allowed the occupiers into the building a
few hours before the journalists were sche

duled to enter. A dispute also occurred over
whether all the occupiers should be permit

ted to return. Rego maintained that some of
the leaders of the occupation should be
transferred to other jobs in order to assure

normal operation of the paper. The Copcon
officers insisted that all the workers had the

right to return.

The outcome of the dispute was that in
June Republica resumed publication under

the control of the "workers committee," and

a military officer took the position of legally
responsible editor.

The SP accused the CP of having spon
sored the take-over through the printers
union, which it controlled. The CP denied

this. But at the same time, violent attacks

were launched on the Republica editors in

the world Stalinist press. The paper was

described, slanderously, as being reaction
ary and anti-Communist. The Stalinists

were clearly giving political support to the
"workers committee" and to the actions of

the Copcon officers.

The former managing editor of Republica,
Joao Gomes, charged that the coup had

been organized by Belo Marques, whom he
identified with the CP. In fact, a combina
tion of CPers and ultraleftists seemed to be

involved, with the Mao-anarcho-syndicalist
UDP playing perhaps the most active role.
In the first months after the take-over, the

paper reflected the concerns of both the CP

and the ultraleft. But eventually it became

primarily the paper of the ultraleft.

On November 25, Republica carried a let
ter from Belo Marques charging that the

paper had become "anti-Communist." The

responsible editor, Jorge Pereira de Carval-
ho, resigned at the same time, citing Belo

Marques's letter as a sign that the paper
was not fulfilling its intended function.Per-
eira de Carvalho wrote:

We all agree that the paper's quality is low.
Moreover, no one denies that the distribution is

deficient. But it seems to me that we should pay
more attention to the content of the paper, while
taking care of the problem of distribution at the
same time. . . .

It does not seem to me that in its present form
the paper has any chance of surviving, nor—and

this is important—serving the purpose laid down
in the editorial statutes. In fact it is not by pub
lishing an infinite number of motions, commu
niques, and statements, all saying more or less
the same things, nor by the complete absence of
critical and educational pieces of any value, that
the working class can be served. Nor can a paper
read by only a tiny fraction of the workers defend
their interests. . . .

Moreover, it is essential to carry out a reorgani
zation that can increase efficiency and work disci
pline, making possible a higher productivity of
the sections. We need a spirit of cooperation,

which is necessary for building anything useful.
We must eliminate, I repeat, the partisan tenden
cy, unbridled arrogance, and replace it with a spir
it of unity and truly revolutionary humility.

Hilii

■  f r ̂

Informations Ouvrieres

Seizure of "Republica" resulted in suppression of only pro-SP daily in Lisbon.

By September, according to the figures
cited by the "workers committee" itself in
appealing for subsidies from the govern

ment, the circulation had fallen to 20,000,
half of the minimum under the old manage

ment.

Two motives were cited in May by the
"workers committee" to justify its seizure of

the paper. One was that because of the un
popularity of Rego's allegedly reactionary
editorial line, including attacks on the
MFA, the circulation was dropping and the

workers' jobs were threatened. Another was
that the workers were opposed to the paper
becoming the organ of any "party" and
wanted it to serve the interests of the class

"as a whole."

Both motives were cited at different

times, although they created a contradic
tory picture of what was actually involved
politically in the seizure.
The SP leaders argued that the occupa

tion of Republica was an attack on freedom

of the press. In fact, to the degree that the
party stood in conflict with the MFA gov
ernment, Republica took a more indepen
dent line than the rest of the daily papers,
which were effectively CP-controlled. Also,

the paper reflected SP policy in trying to
use China as a counterweight to the USSR.

One of the SP's talking points was that
Mao refused to recognize the Lisbon govern
ment because he thought the CP had too
much influence and that only an SP govern

ment could deal with "all the socialist coun

tries."

A few days before the seizure, Republica

published a report on the return from China
of the SP's Maoist ally, the PCPml, in
which the main message was that Mao pre

ferred the SP. This apparently infuriated
both the CP and the UDP, since it also im
plied that Peking had given the Maoist
franchise to a rival group.

Also, the paper published an expose of an
alleged attempt by the CP to tighten its con

trol of radio and television broadcasting by
purging "unreliable" elements. Republica
published a document allegedly drawn up
by the CP faction in the national network

recommending the ouster of a number of
persons for things like being a "latent and
possibly even active homosexual" and be

ing relatives of reactionaries.

The SP claimed that its rights were being
trampled on by the government and the CP.
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It also claimed that small but determined

groups were trampling on the rights of the

majority and introducing a kind of law of
the jungle, which it called "anarcho-

populism." In fact, since there was no princ
ipled political leadership of the masses,
there was a tendency for small groups to act

outside of any democratic control in the re
lative power vacuum that existed. This

tendency has also been seen in the Catholic

ghettos in Northern Ireland, where it has

led to severe defeats for the mass move

ment.

Of course, the SP leadership wanted to
use this as an argument for restoring bour
geois "law and order," which it would help

maintain as a servant of a government duly
appreciative of its role. The Social Demo

cratic leaders did not differ from the Stalin

ists in their desire to restore the authority of
the bourgeois state. For example, in his

May Day speech, the premier supported by
the CP, Vasco Gongalves, said:

In the present conditions, it is essential and ur
gent to begin the battle for production. The main
role in this belongs to you workers. Today after
the measures that have been taken against mo
nopoly capital and the landowners, changes that
signify establishing state control of the basic sec
tors of production and launching agrarian reform,
you have a guarantee that your labor and your de
termination will benefit the community and not
the privileged classes.
What then does the Armed Forces Movement

ask from the workers:

• Cohesion and unity behind genuinely nation
al objectives, objectives that they will have a voice
in setting.

• Deemphasizing party rivalries in the trade-
union organizations.

• A clear view of the national reality.
• Realism in wage demands.
• Analysis and discussion of the ultraleftist

and anarchistic proposals and the dangers that
flow from the fact that they cannot solve the prob
lems we face.

• Unremitting struggle against splitters and
provocateurs.

• To work in an exemplary revolutionary way.
• To consider improving your professional

skills as a genuinely revolutionary choice.
• To understand that unless we reconstruct the

economic apparatus and the state apparatus,
neither the Provisional Government nor the
Armed Forces Movement can correct the grave
distortions in the wage structure.

The only real difference between the SP
and CP on the question of "anarcho-
populism" was tactical. The CP had control

of the mass organizations and it had the
support of the ultraleftist organizations

that were organized for "direct action." As
a loose electoral combination, the SP was
less adapted to "direct action" and in fact
had more of a tendency to rely directly on
the bourgeois state to accomplish its objec
tives.

By this time, all of the ultraleftists except

the orthodox Maoists were firmly allied
with the CP. They accepted the version that
the Republica seizure was an example of

"workers control." They believed the CP

had now been forced to come out against a

"restoration of the bourgeois state" based
on electoralism and the forms of "bourgeois

democracy."

Since the ultraleft groups dominated the
radicalized youth milieu and were thus the

most direct competitors of the Trotskyists,
this convergence between the CP and the ul

traleft exerted great pressure on the Trot-

skyist groupings. This had the most effect

on the LCI, which shared some of the con

ceptions of the ultraleft. It in fact became

indistinguishable from them in the Republi
ca case. The PRT did not accept the ultra-
left version of the affair hut it also did not

defend freedom of the press.

CP Denounces 'Bourgeois Democracy'

The conflict between the SP and the CP-

ultraleft escalated. The SP mobilized more

and more people against the government's

policy. Then on June 19, the Council of the

Revolution published its "Plan of Political
Action." Although in every concrete fea
ture, the plan was reactionary and streng
thened military rule, it included verbal con

cessions to the SP.

The SP leaders at once organized a dem
onstration to "thank" Costa Comes for the

"devotion to democracy" shown by his sup
port for this plan. The demonstration was

notably smaller than the demonstrations

the SP had previously organized, which
were against the government, and it tended

to take on a reactionary character. This os
cillation showed the limitations of the SP's

willingness to oppose the government and

the MFA. This became even clearer in sub

sequent months.

At the same time, the CP came out openly
against "bourgeois democracy." Cunhal rid
iculed the SP electoral victory in speeches
and in interviews with the foreign press. He
challenged the Social Democrats to try to

rule with their "votes." He suggested that
the Constituent Assembly be dissolved if

the SP attacked the MFA, since it had been

elected under the MFA-parties pact.

In June, the PRP, now to a large degree a
political mouthpiece for General de Carval-
ho, began to form its own "soviets" as an

alternative to the Constituent Assembly. It
was aided in this by a number of military
officers. On June 17, this "soviet" forma
tion, the Secretariado Nacional Provisorio

Pro-Conselhos Revolucionarios de Trabal-

hadores, Soldados e Marinheiros (Provision
al Secretariat of the Movement for Revolu

tionary Councils of Workers, Soldiers, and
Sailors), organized a demonstration de
manding a "revolutionary nonparty govern
ment."

Although this demonstration had been
encouraged by Copcon, two days later the
Copcon command disavowed the organiz
ers. This sequence of events also set a pat

tern. Carvalho wanted to use the ultraleft

ists as a means of pressure for his own
objectives. But this was a tricky business in
the context of the pressures that existed,
and a misstep was easy.

The 'Guide Document'

On July 8, the Assembly of the Armed
Forces Movement adopted the "People's
Power" plan. The scheme called for setting
up a pyramid of "grass-roots organizations"
to represent the people "directly." The en

tire pyramid was to be tightly controlled by
the military and even in theory it would not
function at the national level until some

vague future. In the meantime, the military
was given the right to supervise all "peo
ple's organizations" and even to alter their

composition.
The scheme was designed to appeal to all

the illusions of the ultraleft. By their very
nature, regardless of the political context,
the projected "grass roots" organizations, it
was claimed, would enable the masses to

express themselves. In fact, the scheme
would give absolute power to the military.
But it was seen by all the ultraleft, centrist,

and left Social Democratic groups in Europe
as promising "direct," or "soviet," democra

cy.

The French PSU, like many other groups
of this type, published the text of the
scheme, the "Guide Document," as an ex
ample of a "democratic alternative" to both

Social Democracy and Stalinism.
On these questions, a discussion deve

loped among the editors and staff of Inter

continental Press. One contributing editor,

Ernest Mandel, held the view that the occu
pation of Republica represented, in essence,
an example of workers control. Mandel,

along with two other contributing editors,
Livio Maitan, and Pierre Frank, argued
that the "Guide Document" opened the way
for organizing soviet democracy and that
the SP campaigns against the occupation of
Republica and against the "Guide Docu
ment" were part of a reactionary offensive
designed to restore the authority of the

bourgeois state. This discussion is still con
tinuing.

In the July 10 issue of Combate Socialis-
ta, the PRT also came out in support of
"People's Power." This went hand in hand
with a change in its class characterization

of the MFA. An article, headed "A Neces
sary Rectification," began with the follow

ing paragraph:

Until now, we have always characterized the

MFA as a bourgeois movement, the defender, in
the absence of any well-organized ruling-class
party or even a solid state apparatus, of the fund

amental interests of capital. At the same time, we
noted that at times it was obliged, by its position

of arbiter "above parties," to discipline tradition
ally more privileged sections of the bourgeoisie in
order to defend the overall interests of this class.
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The article went on to say that this was a
"methadological error."

We forgot that in a revolution, in a great revolu
tion, three classes always enter into play, the
bourgeoisie, the petty-bourgeoisie, and the prole
tariat. (Emphasis in original.)

According to the author of the article, the
MFA represented the petty-bourgeoisie in
the Portuguese process. The bourgeoisie had
in fact wanted to use the MFA as its instru

ment, but this objective had been blocked
by the rise of the mass movement. The Spi-
nola wing was gradually driven out.

Another sector, driven by the class struggle,
turned to the left, deepened its democratic and
populist aspirations, and began systematically to
promote a controlled political discussion and de

mocratization in the barracks, principally to com
bat the influences of the reactionary Spinolaist
sectors of the armed forces. This process seems
the most decisive to us in the present Portuguese
situation. It is beginning to define the MFA or at
least one of its sectors. It is the MFA that intro
duced another organization, another power, into
the bourgeois armed forces, a dual power. It does
not matter that the assemblies in a barracks or

the organization of sailors in the navy were creat
ed from the top in a "controlled way"; these rank-
and-file assemblies are already the start of a so
viet power.

At the same time, because of the political back
wardness of the country and the organizational
backwardness of the masses, the MFA is playing
a more or less bonapartist role. It balances and
contains the mass movement, but also plays a
centralizing role and at times serves as the execu
tor of the will of the masses, which still do not
have their own bodies for discussion and for exe
cuting their decisions—it is a very special kind of
bonapartism.
In the same way as the workers parties in the

coalition, the MFA shares in, and is committed to,
the policies of the bourgeois government. But this
does not mean that the MFA is the same as the
armed forces or that the MFA is the same as the

bourgeoisie. On the contrary, the facts are demon
strating that over and above tolerance for figures
who represent a guarantee for national and inter
national capitalism, the deepening of the crisis is
deepening the lines of cleavage in the MFA, and
the semisoviet tendency involved in one of its
poles is giving the MFA an instability that it
transmits to the government as a whole, resulting
in the governmental bonapartism being sus
pended by a thinner and thinner thread.
This process of the "sovietization" of the armed

forces can hardly continue without developing
into full organs of dual power inside and outside
of the barracks. (Emphasis in original.)

Unlike the ultraleft groups and the LCI,
the PRT did not adopt the idea that dual
power existed in the society at large; it saw
only a beginning of dual power in the army.
In this, it was more realistic. It is true that
the crisis of bourgeois authority was most
acute in the military and that in some units,
such as the Lisbon Military Police and the
navy, forms of organization existed that

were not completely subordinated to the
military hierarchy. This was made clear by
a member of the LCI in the Military Police
in an interview published in Intercontinen
tal Press in May.

However, because of its incorrect class

characterization of the MFA, the PRT mis
understood the political meaning of the
"People's Power" project and became in ef

fect drawn into the wake of the ultraleft. Su-

CARVALHO: Proposed "direct democracy"
under control of military tilerarchy.

perficially at least, its attitude was similar

to that of the PRP, which viewed the MFA

"left" as a Castroite phenomenon.

Radicalized petty-bourgeois groupings in
colonial and semicolonial countries have in

fact shown the capacity to develop inde
pendently in a revolutionary direction.
However, Trotskyists consider this to be

highly unlikely in an imperialist country
such as Portugal.

The PRT's new analysis flowed neither

from the past analyses of the PRT nor from
the Portuguese situation. It represented a
180-degree turn, adopted in a few weeks,
and proved to be disorienting to the organi
zation. The error inevitably extended into
interpreting the fragmentary forms of self-

organization that existed in the plants and
neighborhoods as "incipient dual power"—
that is, the same mistake the ultraleft made.
In late August and September, the PRT

shifted hack to its previous line but contin
ued to use the new formulas it had adopted.
It has not yet explained how it came to
make such a serious error or what lessons it

has drawn from it.

The PRT is a young group in a situation
exposed to great pressures. It has bent to
these less than any other revolutionary-
minded organization. But obviously over
coming this error and the causes that pro
duced it are decisive if it is to develop into
an independent revolutionary leadership.

SP Thrown Into Opposition

In late July and August, the attempt to
stabilize a demagogic dictatorship based on
"People's Power" collapsed. The MFA and

the CP were already too discredited to win

the necessary popular acceptance for such a

scheme. The government had blocked
wages for too long in the name of "national
liberation." After more than a year of MFA

rule, the standard of living of the masses
was not rising but declining. In the small-
farming areas, where the government had

done almost nothing to improve conditions,
the rural masses were turning against the
MFA. Furthermore, the bullying and bu
reaucratic practices of the CP-controlled

small-farmers leagues were goading the in
dividualistic and suspicious-minded small
and middle peasants.
The SP went further in defending its par

liamentary perspectives than the MFA or

CP expected. Cunhal made it clear in sever
al statements after the April elections that
he regarded the SP as nothing more than
an impotent electoral aggregation. There

was certainly truth in that, but Cunhal un

derestimated what the Social Democrats

would do when they were faced with a life
or death choice.

Following the publication of the "People's
Power" plan, the SP left the government

and mobilized masses of people in the
streets against the regime, an almost un

precedented move for a Social Democratic

party. The SP tried in every way to avoid
this step. It accepted defeat on the "trade-
union unity" law. It apparently failed even
in its resolve to protest the government's

unilateral abrogation of the democratic
guarantees that had been included in the

law. It protested loyally and impotently
against government connivance in the seiz

ure of the one daily newspaper that reflect
ed its views and in the take-over of nearly

all the media by its rival. But it could not
accept a plan to do away with parliamen
tary forms altogether—that meant death for
the SP.

On July 15, the SP organized its first

demonstration outside the government. A
reactionary anti-Communist trend took ad

vantage of this as in previous such rallies.
Obviously this did not worry the SP leader
ship. But another trend appeared that did

worry them. For the first time, masses be
gan to shout: "The people are not with the

MFA."

The following day, the ultraleft demon
strated in support of "People's Power." The
action was encouraged by the CP and Gen
eral de Carvalho but not openly supported
by them. With Carvalho's evident approval,
uniformed units and military vehicles took
part in the demonstration. They were
needed to make it seem impressive. It was
no more than the usual ultraleft demonstra

tion of a few thousand. Inevitably, it turned
into a demonstration for the dissolution of

the Constituent- Assembly. In fact, it
seemed to be a test of the possibilities for
dissolving the assembly by forces more
powerful than the few thousand deluded ul-
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traleftists who showed up.
The decisive test came on the weekend of

July 18-19, when the SP sponsored mass

rallies in Oporto and Lisbon.
The ultraleft and the CP went all out to

prevent these rallies from taking place. If

they had succeeded in intimidating the SP
and its supporters, the "People's Power"

scheme might have been applied.
In Oporto, the CP and Intersindical called

for barricades to stop a "reactionary
march" on the city. Six of the seven major

Lisbon dailies carried giant headlines por
traying the SP rallies as reactionary as

saults on Portugal's main cities.
The issue of Didrio de NoUcias that hit

the streets on the morning of July 19 bore

the headline: "People and Military to the

Barricades in Defense of the Revolution."

The story under it began:

Many thousands of workers started a mass mo

bilization last night in the Lisbon and Oporto re
gions to hlock possible reactionary maneuvers.

Directly under the headline was a box:

Today at 3:30 a.m., the national Intersindical
distributed the following communique:
"National Intersindical, considering the need

for a better coordination of the efforts of the peo

ple's and military forces involved in the defense of
the Revolution, calls on the workers—
"To fall in behind the barricades being set up by

the forces of Copcon.
"To actively support the military forces in their

tasks as an effective way of tightening the alli
ance between the people and the MFA."

The headline on the story underneath this
was: "Facing the reactionary escalations,
arms will be used if necessary, Copcon has

announced in a communique."

O Seculo, the other CP-controlled morn
ing paper, to be sure, ran a more restrained
headline. Its story began with a slightly
more conciliatory sentence:

While the toiling masses rushed yesterday to
the main entrances to Lisbon and Oporto to block
the attempts of reactionary and other counterrevo
lutionary forces that are trying to stage a march
on Lisbon to halt or drive back the revolutionary

process, an important meeting was being held in
the Paldcio de Belem between members of the

Council of the Revolution and representatives of
the Communist party. Socialist party, and Inter
sindical.

The headline in Repuhlica, now being
published by the "workers committee," was
"Workers and Soldiers Keep Watch on the
Bourgeoisie." Its story began:

The workers and soldiers are on the watch in a

national situation dominated by a sharp conflict
between two poles of power representing respec
tively the interests of the bourgeoisie (the Socialist
party) and those of the workers (the MFA).

Repuhlica provided the most lyrical note
in this chorus. In its July 18 issue, a corre
spondent from Oporto said:

The people's and working-class forces, which
have just liberated themselves from the party
leaderships because they have recognized that the

power that will move history forward lies in them
selves alone, are looking forward to a great day in
this city that may prove historic.
At 5:00 p.m., tens of thousands of workers, radi

ant with the joy inspired by the recent decisions of
the MFA, which are designed to transfer power
from the hands of the bourgeoisie to those of the

people, which has ever been enslaved, will surge
into the streets to affirm their will to take control

of the destiny of this country. . . .

In the air this city breathes at the start of the
afternoon, the conviction spread that the SP rally

scheduled for this evening in the Estadio das An-

tas will never take place.
The power that bans it is People's Power, which

is not willing to give any margin for maneuver to

its class enemy.

The city will certainly he controlled by the
might of the people.
It is expected that the entrances will be sealed

to prevent the forces of the bourgeoisie from con
centrating. Probably there will even be clashes,
such is the desperation of the bourgeoisie.

What happened was rather different. This

is the way we described it in Intercontinen
tal Press.

Tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of workers,
however, had a different idea as to who represent
ed their interests. They swept over the feeble bar
ricades set up in Oporto and filled the giant Antas
sports stadium to overflowing. The pitiful gangs
mustered by the Stalinist bureaucrats in Inter

sindical did not dare offer any resistance.
In its July 19 issue, the Oporto daily Jornal de

Notlcias reported: "As for the barricades on the

Circunvalagao, the following poster was put up.
'Attention barricade watchers, the Matosinhos
fishermen are coming through at 4:30 heading for
Antas stadium.' And they went through."

Another local daily, O Primeiro de Janeiro, re
ported: "Over the loudspeakers in Antas it was
announced that Mario Scares 'was on the way to

the stadium, on foot, surrounded by thousands of
comrades.' The many thousands of persons con
centrated there began to shout in unison: 'Victory!
Victory! Victory!' 'The people's will must be re
spected.' "

The first speaker was Antdnio Macedo: "I am
proud of all of you," he told the crowd. "I am very
proud of my party. I speak to you as an old anti
fascist, a longtime Socialist here in this home

town of Humberto Delgado, the general without
fear."

Macedo continued: "The Socialist party is the
party of the people. The Socialist party is the
party without fear." He was constantly interrupt
ed with shouts of: "The people's will must be
respected." . . .

Gomes Fernandes, the second speaker, said:
"The future will not be built with defensive tac

tics, nor with aggressive and threatening barri
cades. Nor with minorities that preach broad dem
ocratic freedoms trying to silence all voices but
their own, calling themselves revolutionary van-
guardists when they are nothing but opportunist
elements of the vanguard.
"The future will be built with the people, with

the workers, with those who believe they have the
capacity to build a free country here. This social
ist people, these socialist workers, are the real rev
olutionary vanguard."

After the Oporto rally, "People's Power"
looked like a loser. In Lisbon, the MFA and

CP backed down from their opposition to
the SP rally, even though some incidents oc
curred.

Barricades were manned by Copcon
troops, which in general did not try to stop

people from going to the rally. In one case,

however, the ultraleft Lisbon Light Artil
lery Regiment fired tear-gas grenades at an
SP crowd trying to get at CPers who were

burning their cars. This, or course, did not
reassure the SP about the intentions of the

"military left."

Once it got the upper hand, the SP would
prove to be no more democratic-minded

than the CP. But at the decisive moment it

led the masses in defending their rights and
their right to decide what kind of govern
ment they wanted against a frenzied de

fense of totalitarian schemes by the MFA,
the CP, and deluded ultraleftists. And in
this struggle, the left wing of the SP looked
for revolutionary arguments where they

could find them. For example, an article by
Trotsky on freedom of the press was taken
from Intercontinental Press and circulated

widely at SP rallies.

The Growing Polarization of Forces

The Troika

On July 25 all powers of government were
transferred to a troika made up of generals

Costa Gomes, Vasco Gongalves, and Sarai-
va de Carvalho. They were seen as repre

senting the three tendencies of the MFA—
the first a "moderate" close to the SP, the

second close to the CP, and the third close

to the ultraleft.

At the time, this formula seemed to be an
attempt to establish a government better
able to balance among the various political
forces without appearing to bend to the pop
ular pressure mounted by the SP. Once it
begins to make political concessions to
mass pressure, a military government can
not long survive. In fact, when a struggle

opened in the MFA in August, it rapidly un
dermined the military's political credibility.
Clearly the troika was not intended to be

a lasting solution. Its main effect was to
reinforce Costa Gomes's position as the su

preme arbiter. In August-November, he
played this role with considerable skill.
The August crisis may have been precipi

tated by the CP overplaying its hand. The
Stalinists tried to reinforce their alliance
with the military by backing what they con

sidered to be friendly figures and by oppos
ing others. At the end of July they orga
nized a movement to oust Jaime Neves, a

notorious reactionary, from the command of
the Amadora commandos. But only a mass
political campaign to achieve democratic
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rights for soldiers could have assured suc

cess to this operation. Behind-the-scenes
maneuvering, even with the support of the
CP-controlled mass organizations, was too
limited. Besides that, there was the problem
of other maneuverers.

The commandos were part of Copcon and
thus under Carvalho. At first the demago
gic general seemed to agree to ousting
Neves. But without warning he shifted,
once the soldiers were off guard, and reim-
posed the reactionary commander. The two
soldiers who organized the movement
against Neves were imprisoned.

On August 7, three days after Neves was
reinstated, nine leaders of the MFA (who
became known as "the Nine"), including
three of the four regional commanders, pub
lished a document opposing the Vasco Gon-
Calves government.
The CP's allies in the Fifth Division of

the General Staff, the propaganda depart
ment, and the Ministry of Information were
foolish enough to attempt to block publica
tion of the text. In this period also, the min
ister of information prepared a censorship
bill that would establish boards to rule on

the ideological content of the newspapers.
Certain moves were made against the

Nine; some were removed from their govern
mental posts and the Council of the Revolu
tion. But there was no attempt to move
against them in the armed forces. They
were allowed to circulate their document,
and very quickly more and more officers

aligned themselves with it.

Carvalho's attitude was ambiguous. At
first it was reported that he supported the
document of the Nine. Then he denied it.

The Copcon Document

On August 13, a document drawn up by a
group of Copcon officers was published. It
was based on the "People's Power" scheme,
and claimed to offer a revolutionary alter
native to the "moderate" document of the

Nine. At the same time, it described the
group of the Nine as "patriots" and con
curred with their attack on the Communist

party. The Copcon officers accused the CP
of seizing bureaucratic power without doing
anything to solve the problems of the peo
ple. Carvalho was identified with this docu

ment, but again he did not specifically en
dorse it.

The ultraleft groups called a demonstra
tion for August 20 to support the Copcon
document. The CP mobilized its supporters
for the march, but allowed the ultraleft, for
the first time, to take the lead. It was even
forced to tolerate speeches condemning
"Russian social imperialism." The demon
stration was about 50,000-strong. Despite
its size, it did not equal the massiveness of
the windup rally in the CP electoral cam
paign in April, even though all the ultraleft
groups were now participating. The LCI
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also participated in the August 20 demon
stration. But the PRT did not. This marked

the beginning of the PRT's shift back tow
ard its original positions.

Shortly after the August 20 demonstra
tion, Carvalho formed a bloc with the Nine.

Reportedly a synthesis was being worked
out between the Copcon officers' document
and the document of the Nine. But appar
ently Carvalho could not persuade his sup
porters to go along with the proposed fusion
of documents. The August 24 Le Monde re
ported that the synthesis attempt had
failed.

On August 25, the supporters of the Cop
con document formed a front with the CP,
the "August 25 Bloc," also called the Frente

Unitaria Popular (FUP—People's United
Front). The program of the bloc included
the Copcon document and the "Lines of Pro
grammatic Action" drawn up by the Vasco
Gonealves government. The latter docu
ment was never published, but the minister
of information told the press that it in
cluded all the legislation of the fifth provi
sional government and much of the record
of the fourth.

On August 27, another mass demonstra

tion was held in Lisbon under the auspices
of the FUP. It was about the same size as

the August 20 demonstration, but this time
the CP resumed control, causing bitterness
among the ultraleft groups. The PRP, for
example, left the demonstration.

Cunhal gave a speech August 28 indicat
ing that the CP was ready for a compromise
with the SP. The ultraleft groups reacted by
denouncing the CP for selling out to the en
emy and expelled it from the FUP, which
then became the Frente de Unidade Revolu-

cionaria (FUR—Front for Revolutionary
Unity).

The MDP opposed the ouster of the CP
but chose to remain in the FUR, apparently
as a proxy for the Stalinists. The other or

ganizations remaining in the front were the
LCI, the PRP, the FSP, the MES, and the
LUAR (Liga de Uniao e Acgao Revolucion-
aria—League for Revolutionary Unity and
Action, a guerrillaist grouping).
On August 29, Costa Gomes removed

Vasco Gongalves from his post as premier.
At the same time, he offered Gongalves the
post of chief of staff. The appointment was
a maneuver aimed at provoking a fight to
the finish in the MFA. The Nine refused to

accept Gongalves. The CP and its allies ral-



lied to his defense. The pro-Gongalves forces
waged a hard struggle, but they had no

chance.

Only the navy stood hy Gongalves. The
army declared against him and announced
that it would not attend the upcoming MFA

Assembly because it was underrepresented.
When air force commander Gen. Jose Mor-

ais e Silva came out against Gongalves, the

outcome was certain. But a strong move

ment appeared among privates and non-
coms against Morais e Silva. The CP-

controlled papers announced that he would
resign. The report was quickly denied. The
air force also decided to boycott the assem

bly.

On September 5, only the navy delegates

and some dissidents from the other services

such as the commander of the Lisbon Light

Artillery, Dinis de Almeida, showed up at

the MFA Assembly meeting at the Tancos

base. But they were forced to accept the real

relationship of forces. Gongalves declined
nomination for chief of staff.

The center of battle then shifted to Opor
to, where the Northern Region head

quarters was located. Gen. Eurico Corva-
cho, the local commander, was the only

regional chief who sided with Gongalves.

Soldiers United Wili Win

On September 10, a new soldiers organi

zation made its appearance. The Soldados

Unidos Vencerao (SUV—Soldiers United

Will Win) and its civilian supporters demon
strated in Oporto. It raised demands linked

to the "People's Power" scheme as well as
soldiers' economic demands. Many of the

marchers also shouted their support for Cor-
vacho and opposition to the commander in
chief of the army. Gen. Carlos Fabiao. The

demonstration did not save Corvacho. He

was removed from his command September

12 and replaced by Brig. Pires Veloso, for
mer military commissioner of Sao Tome

and Principe.
At the time, from the newspaper reports,

this demonstration appeared to he just
another CP-ultraleft demonstration in sup

port of the Vasco Gongalves wing of the
MFA. Actually it did not make a decisive

political break from the previous "People's
Power" movements. In addition it had a

number of sectarian and ultraleft features.

For example, it was organized on a clan
destine basis. Its representatives gave news
conferences masked.

But the SUV also reflected a new

phenomenon—a revival of independent or
ganizing in the military forces. Its organiz

ers stressed its independence from the MFA
and the hierarchy. And with the "military
left" eclipsed for the moment and the CP
in retreat, the political polarization was not
so great. Many SP supporters among the
soldiers supported the SUV demonstrations
despite the failure of its organizers to make

any specific appeals to them.

The CP also supported the SUV now that

its allies in the officer corps had been de

feated. It needed a rank-and-file organiza

tion. In some places, such as Alentejo, it or

ganized its own SUV. The clandestine

structure made it difficult to identify who
actually had a mandate.
But the far left had the initiative, espe

cially at first, in Oporto. The LCI played a
key role. It opposed the extreme sectarian
ism of the Maoist groups and managed to

achieve a certain degree of united action.

The Maoists were not able to function in

such a framework and tended to be by
passed by the SUV and to go into decline in
Oporto for the first time.
Intercontinental Press noted the achieve

ments of the SUV, but warned that it was
dangerous not to put the SUV demands in a
general democratic framework that could

win broad civilian support. Intercontinen
tal Press also pointed to the dangers of rely
ing on "direct action" by relatively small

groups of soldiers without winning the sup
port of the masses. The events of November

25 and after showed that this was a real

problem, and that the reliance on "direct ac

tion" led to a grave setback, not only for the
soldiers movement but for the revolutionary
movement as a whole.

CP Goes Into Semiopposltion

The initial successes of the SUV indicated

a fundamental change had occurred in the

political situation. The CP was no longer
the government party. Now mass resent

ments were focused against the new author
ities. The Stalinists were forced into a semi-

opposition stance that tended to encourage
economic struggles. Furthermore, as a re

sult of the long struggle, the authority of
the government declined still further.
The struggle thus had contradictory ef

fects. On the one hand, it deeply split the
working class and toiling masses, and

opened the way for a revival of anti-
Communism. There was a wave of attacks

on CP headquarters in the North in July

and August.

The Socialist party did not condone these;
but it did not combat them consistently

either, and its explanation of the roots of

the conflict gave grist to the anti-
Communist mill. Soares was aware of the

dqngers of a rightist revival, but these ac
tions also supported his case that a govern
ment that depended solely on the CP would
not be viable in Portugal. Thus, the SP

should be the "progressive" military's pre
ferred ally.

At the same time, the CP's sectarian belli
gerence toward the SP and its adventurist
stance hardened the split. In some places,
the anti-Communist attacks took on the di

mensions of veritable pogroms. That was

the case in Leiria, a town about eighty

miles north of Lisbon, where besides the at
tacks on the CP the headquarters of the LCI

was burned.

These attacks ended with the ouster of

Vasco Gongalves. The CP was no longer an

all-powerful machine in the eyes of the
masses, but tended rather to appear to be
the underdog.

If the CP had dissociated itself cleanly
from the government and gone into consist

ent opposition, it probably could have rec

overed very quickly and perhaps regained
the opportunity it threw away after the fall

of Caetano—that is, the opportunity to win
the leadership of the toiling masses

throughout the country.

The masses were still confident of their

own strength, and the continued deteriora

tion of their living standard was pressing
them to make demands that no capitalist

government could meet. In these conditions,
a reformist party could be discredited very

quickly by backing the government. That,

in fact, is what tended to happen to the SP
when it became the main political prop of

the government.

However, the opposition of the CP was
dishonest and distorted. If the party had
withdrawn outright from the government or
had decided to share the role of junior part
ner with the SP, it would have had to sur

render the huge bureaucratic network it had
built up under the Vasco Gongalves cabinet.
It tried to hold on to its booty by keeping
one foot in the government and the other

outside, a position that was untenable.
The CP inaugurated this tactic during the

negotiations over the formation of the sixth

government. Soares and the PPD demanded

that the ministries be distributed in propor
tion to the election returns, that is, three for

the SP, two for the PPD, and one for the CP.

The CP objected that the PPD was a reac
tionary party and should not have more

ministries than the "progressives." The left
wing of the SP was willing to give,the CP
two ministries rather than give one extra to

the bourgeois party.
However, the CP tried to pressure the SP

and MFA by calling an agricultural work

ers' strike in Alentejo against a "turn to the
right," which, it claimed, was endangering
agrarian reform. The language of the CP-
controlled agricultural unions was hyper-

radical and threatening. It almost seemed

as if the CP were ready to go to the brink of
insurrection to gain one more minister.

Sixth Provisional Government

Nonetheless, the tactic failed. The sixth
provisional government was formed on Sep
tember 19 with only one CP minister. CP
leader Alvaro Cunhal was later to complain
that his party had been promised three sec
retary of state posts that it did not get.
The CP continped to push for formation
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of "People's Power" bodies and for their re

cognition by the state. Its apparent aim was
to create parastate agencies that it could

control as a bureaucratic fief.

The ultraleft also campaigned along the
same lines with the perspective of turning
such formations into "soviets." Actually,

the appearance of these committees was an

important development because they united
most of the political forces that to one de

gree or another opposed the government.

But the fact that they pretended to be bud
ding "People's Power" gave them a very
sectarian form.

All these problems were illustrated in the

most important struggle that broke out in

the armed forces after the formation of the

sixth government, the fight of the soldiers

at the Second Heavy Artillery Regiment in

Oporto in early October. The struggle start
ed when the regional commander ordered

the dissolution of the local military driver-
training unit because a soldiers assembly

opposed some transfers it considered politi

cally motivated. Commandos expelled the
soldiers from their barracks. They then took
refuge in the heavy artillery base and con

verted it into a center of protest. The soldi

ers all together defied the authority of the
regional commander. A direct physical con
frontation would have heen risky for the

government.

General Fabiao went to the base and

made a series of vague promises. Once the
soldiers were demobilized, a wave of repri
sals began against some of those involved
in the occupation of the base.

The soldiers called a meeting of their ci
vilian supporters to open the struggle
again. The CPers immediately proposed
forming a "people's assembly" for the
neighborhood. The Trotskyists opposed
linking the construction of "People's Pow
er" to organizing a defense movement for
the soldiers, and forced the CP to back
down. The Stalinist proposal obviously
would have prevented building effective
support; it was completely bureaucratic and
sectarian.

But, in any case, it was already too late
for the Oporto soldiers. They had lost time
by letting themselves be lulled by a "prog
ressive" MFA officer. They had failed to

identify their cause with the cause of de
fending the democratic rights of the majori

ty of the population. The "vanguardist" ac
tions of the ultraleftists and the

bureaucratic pressure plays of the CP re
vived the fears of the SP supporters that
their rights would be trampled on by the
"activist groups."
On October 24, under cover of an alert

against rightist bombers, the military de
ployed forces in Oporto and at strategic
points around the heavy artillery hase. This
pressure was sufficient to "restore order" on
the base.

Then on Ocotber 25, the SP and PPD suc
ceeded in drawing a crowd of up to 200,000

to hear Premier Azevedo. It was in effect a

demonstration of support for the sixth gov

ernment and opposition to the soldiers who
seemed to be acting specifically against this
government. A demonstration in support of
the soldiers on October 27 drew only a few

thousand persons.
By the end of October, the opposition and

semiopposition to the sixth government
seemed to be weakening. It had suffered de

feat after defeat.

Construction Workers Besiege Azevedo

Suddenly a development foreseen hy no

one staggered the shaky government. The
construction workers marched November 12

for an industry-wide contract and higher
wages, that is, against the wage standards
set by the Vasco Gongalves cabinet.
This was a section of workers that had

never been organized before. They were the
most divided, exploited by a whole pyramid
of subcontractors. They were at the bottom

rung of the working class and included a

large percentage of immigrant African la
borers.

The nationalizations and the idea that

the government should he responsible to the
workers had made it possible for them to

mobilize against a central target, the gov
ernment itself.

Once these workers moved into the

streets, it was almost impossible to control
them. They decided to lock up Premier
Azevedo in the Palacio de Sao Bento until

he granted their demands.
Carvalho refused to send troops to clear

them away. Perhaps he did this to further

his personal ambitions, since he had now
allied himself with the CP and was regain

ing his left image and leverage. But the fact
was that the political results of trying to
send largely radicalized troops against
thousands of determined workers could

have been disastrous, in the first place for
Carvalho himself.

The government was forced to yield to the
construction workers. The immediate politi

cal result was that the opposition and semi-
opposition regained their credibility, and
sections of the working class that opposed

the austerity policy of the sixth government
were encouraged to express their feelings.
The demonstration called by the Workers

Committees of the Lisbon industrial belt on

November 16 drew up to 100,000 persons,
perhaps even more. Only two weeks previ
ously a demonstration called hy the same
body drew only 20,000 or so, the hard core

of CP support.

The Attempted Ultralett Coup

The government resorted to a tactic all its
experience indicated would be successful. It
played dead and gave the CP and the ultra-

left enough rope to hang themselves. It

claimed that it could not govern; that the

CP and the ultraleftists in the military were

preventing it from carrying out the will of
the majority. But at the same time it tried to
remove Carvalho from his key post as mili
tary governor of Lisbon. This was like a de
coy to lure the CP and ultraleft into precipi
tous action. It apparently worked.

On November 25, the paratroopers seized
four air force bases and demanded the resig

nation of Morais e Silva and his deputy. If

successful, this direct armed challenge to
the government's authority could have
shifted the balance of forces in the military

and forced a remodeling of the sixth govern
ment to the CP's taste.

Fifth Division officers marched into the

television stations, along with the head of
the national network under Gonealves, who

announced: "People's Power is giving the
orders now."

That was what the government was wait
ing for, an attempt by a leftist military unit
to impose its will on the country by force.
The seemingly nonexistent bourgeois state
sprung to life, and a couple of elite military

units overpowered all the leftist units in the
Lisbon area within a matter of hours. An

important factor in this, also, was that
when the chips were down, the leftist offi
cers backed down.

In an instant the sixth government was

stronger than ever before. The CP was
brought to heel and forced to accept the li
quidation of its influence in the press in one

fell swoop. The government tried to exploit
its advantage by imposing its austerity pro
gram.

But, to survive, the sixth government has
to restore bourgeois "law and order" and to
do that it has to liquidate the mass radicali-
zation and the new combativity of Portu

guese workers. And these run deep. They
have not faded despite a long series of dis
appointments and diversion of the masses.
This combativity is illustrated by the con
struction workers' action.

Something less palpable but very deep

and widespread is illustrated by what a
woman said in a caf6 on April 25, 1975, just
after a particularly provocative ultraleft
demonstration.

One of her sons said that the leftists were

troublemakers and should be sent to work.

Another said that if there were repression

even against them, it would mean the end
of political Ifie and things would be as they
were before.

His mother's comment was: "I am fifty-

six years old, and I never knew anything
about life before, I never understood any

thing."

She was determined to learn more. Her

political education and the political educa

tion of millions of Portuguese toilers is only
beginning. They will not want to stop half

way. □
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Chapter 12: New York and Berkeley: Reaction to

Buddhist Demonstrations

Chapter 13: Fort Hood Three and August 6-9 Actions
Chapter 14: Cleveland Conferences of 1966—I

Cleveland Conferences of 1966—11

Chapter 15: Birth of SMC
Chapter 16: April 15, 1967—1

April 15, 1967—11

Hamilton, Phyllis
600 Protest Threat to British Abortion Law

(with Bridget Lux)
"Troops Out of Ireland," Say London Marchers

(with Robin Hunter)
International Women's Day Marked In Britain
Book of Abortion Horror Stories Exposed as Hoax

HammamI, Said
A Palestinian Strategy

Hansen, Joseph
The Secret of Healy's "Dialectics"
Red Lion Square—Where Were the Heroes of the VyRP?
Correction

Forced Evacuation of Cambodia's Cities

Is Democracy Worth Fighting For?
For a Correct Political Course in Portugal (with
Gerry Foley and George Novack)

Defend the Democratic Rights of the WRP!
On Healy's "Investigation"—What the Facts Show
Angola—the Parallel With Vietnam

Harsch, Ernest

Kissinger's War Threats Frighten Allies
The New Famine: Made in the USA

What Road for the Underdeveloped Countries?—IV
Prospects for Unlimited Abundance Under Scientific
Planning of Socialism (last of series)

Rahman Bans Strikes, Assumes Dictatorial Powers
Angolan Liberation Forces Enter Coalition Regime
Ford Pushes for More Saigon War Aid
Lee Kuan Yew's Singapore (BR)
Selassie's Feudal Empire Comes Apart at Seams—I
Ethiopia: Variant of "African Road to Socialism"?—II
No Relief In Sight for Victims of Famine In Ethiopia
Land Reform Begins In Ethiopia
French and German Demonstrators Halt Nuclear

Power Plant

Nine Political Prisoners Executed in Iran

Demonstrations Score U.S. Attack on Cambodia

"We Will Not Be Guinea Pigs"
The Student Protests in Malaysia
Protests Begin Against Gandhi's Dictatorial Coup
Is Angola Headed For Civil War?

Origin of the MPLA, FNLA, and UNITA—I
Battle Against Portuguese Neocolonialism—II
Fratricidal Struggle for Power—III

Gandhi Lowers Iron Curtain

Moscow Salutes Gandhi's Ending of Democracy
Gandhi Cracks the Whip
Nationalist Groups on Brink of Civil War in Angola
100,000 in Madras Protest Dictatorial Rule

Armed Clashes Continue in Angola
Unrest Continues to Mount in Ethiopia
Gujarat Government Stages Protests Against Gandhi Coup
MFA Dissolves Coalition Regime In Angola

Portuguese Troops Demonstrate Against Going to Angola
Political Prisoners Brutalized In India's Jails

South Korea: Wall Street's Answer to China (BR)
Gandhi Escalates War Against Nagas and Mizos
Lisbon Promises to Withdraw Troops From Angola
Unrest Mounts as Ethiopian Regime Backtracks on Reforms
Kissinger's "Tar Baby" (BR)
Angolan Fighting Escalates on Eve of Independence
BOSS: South Africa's Secret Police (BR)
Angola Gains Independence From Portugal
Washington's Cover-up on "Nuclear Safety"
South African Troops Intervene In Angola Fighting
Pretoria Seeks to Widen Imperialist Aggression in Angola
$50 Million for CIA Operation in Angola
Pretoria Steps Up War Against Namiblan Nationalists

Herzinger, Richard
West Berlin Maoists Attack Trotskyist Meeting

Hodges, Tony
British Labour Budget Lets Workers Have It
With Both Barrels

Portugal Maneuvers in Sao Tome and Principe
Behind the "Yes" Vote in British Common Market

Referendum

Wilson Steps Up Offensive Against Workers
Wilson Clamps Lid on Wage Increases
Labour Party Conference Prescribes More

Belt Tightening
Wilson Government Pushes Attack on Democratic Rights
South Africa's Intervention in Angola

Hunter, Robin

British Workers Defend Right to Picket
"Troops Out of Ireland," Say London Marchers

(with Phyllis Hamilton)

Hussie, Mattie
Five Scottish Nationalists Railroaded to Prison

Jhaveri, Sharad
Indian Jute and Coal Workers Demand Higher Pay
India's Economic Impasse
Indian Dock Workers Win Partial Victory
India's Pro-Moscow Stalinists Hold Congress
Bhutto Bans Main Opposition Party in Pakistan
Moscow's Stake in Indian Capitalism
Indian Maoists Criticize Peking
India's Naxallte Movement Reviews Its Strategy

Jolllffe, Jill
The Growing Movement for Independence in East Timor

Krelscher, Siegfried
Witch-hunt in West Germany in Aftermath
of Kidnapping of Peter Lorenz

Lampion, Serafin
Thousands March in Italy to Protest Fascist Attacks

Levaiion, C.
The Struggle for Independence In Eritrea

Lund, Caroline

U.S. Stalinists Bar Socialist Road for Vietnam

May 17 Antlracist March In Boston a Big Success
Mass Pressure on the Rise in Laos

Demonstrations in Laos Force Washington Out
Rockefeller's Laundry Job on CIA Murder Plots
Some Damaging Admissions in Rockefeller CIA Report
UN Conference Shows Impact of Women's Struggle
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New CIA Documents: 20 Years of Spying on SWP
Bandaranaike Kicks LSSP Leaders Out of Her Cabinet
American Left Still Target of Secret Political Police

Lux, Bridget
600 Protest Ttireat to British Abortion Law

(with Phyllis Hamilton)
British Women Fight Drive to Restrict Abortion
British Lords Approve Rapist's Charter
Teach-in on Czechoslovakia Held in London

Mcllroy, Jim
Why You Can't Find a Decent Low-Priced Home
Why Australian Political Police Aped FBI's
"Colntelpro" Operation

McManus, Marian
London Marchers Demand, "Drop the Charges Against

Iranian 21"

British Abortion Activists Hold National Conference

Maitan, Livio
Italy's Deepening Political Crisis
The Role of the Armed Forces Movement in Portugal
The MFA or Revolutionary Workers Democracy?
Massive Shift to Left Shown by Itaiian Elections
In Defense of the Portuguese Revolution (with

Pierre Frank and Ernest Mandel)
Revolution and Counterrevolution in Portugal
(with Pierre Frank and Ernest Mandel)
Part 1

Part 2

Malmberg, Pertti
Evald Hoglund Dies

MamanI, Alicia
A Bad Year for Banzer

Mandel, Ernest

The Present Recession and Rising Worker Militancy
The Portuguese Revolution and the Dangers That
Threaten It

Will the Big Slump Continue?
In Defense of the Portuguese Revolution (with

Pierre Frank and Livio Maitan)
Concerning the Unity Accord
Revolution and Counterrevolution in Portugal
(with Pierre Frank and Livio Maitan)
Part 1

Part 2

Maranhao, Luiza
Report on Brazii
Geisel and the Economic Situation—I

The Mass Movement Slowly Revives—II

Medvedev, Roy
What Lies Ahead for Us?

Problems of General Concern In Soviet Dissident

Movement

Miah, Malik

Paris Rally in Defense of Immigrant Workers

MIchaloux, Charles
The Governmental Crisis In Portugal
Lisbon Faces Up to the Coup

Montes, Francisco

Deepening Fissures in Velasco's "Revolution"

Montoya, Gabriel
Police Kidnap and Torture Mexican Trotskyists
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Musa, Ola
Gowon Tightens Screws on Nigerian Workers

Myers, Allen
War and Revolution in Vietnam

Why Shoot a Prime Minister?
Behind Ouster of Whitiam Government

Namvar, Majld
Shah Admits 2,000 Iranian Troops Fighting in Oman
Behind the Walls of Iran's Torture Chambers

Shah Tightens Reins Over "Opposition"
Iranian Students Protest Shah's Execution

of Political Prisoners

Shah Crushes Protests Marking 1963 Rebeliion
Stalinists Hail Shah's Betrayal of Kurds

NIa, Parviz
Maoists Twist and Turn Over Peking's Support to Shah

NIr, Tamara
Why "Peaceful Coexistence" With Israel Won't Work

NIzoz, David
Why Whitiam Banned the PLO

Novack, George
In Defense of Vladimir Bukovsky and Valentyn Moroz
For a Correct Political Course In Portugal (with
Gerry Foley and Joseph Hansen)

Healy's Frame-up Against Joseph Hansen

O'Brien, Jo
Tories Elect Margaret Thatcher to Head Party
Campaign in Britain to Free Desmond Trotter

O'Connor Lysaght, D.R.
The Counter Revolution in Ireland (BR)

Olorenshaw, Bob
Gay Rights Congress Held in Scotland

Percy, Jim
How Australian Stalinists Failed Test of Defending
Vietnamese Revolution

Perez, Jose G.
Puerto Rican Independence Movement Spied On
by 160 Agents of the FBI

200 Persons Hear Coral in Puerto Rico

Corai Completes Two-Month Tour In United States

Ring, Harry
Los Angeles SWP Headquarters Bombed

RIvas, Cristlna
150,000 March In Mexico City for Trade-Union Democracy

Roberts, Dick
Memo to Healyites on Gold Puzzle

Rocha, J.
For Total and Immediate Independence of Sahara

Rose, Andy
1,600 Attend American Trotskyists' National Convention

Rossi, Joanna
With Lisbon's Construction Workers in Their March

for Decent Wages

Russell, David
Juan Carlos Pledges "Firmness" in the Franco Tradition
The FBI's Secret War on Political Freedom (BR)



Sadeeg, Javad
Iran—Inflation Spurs General Discontent

Kremlin Tfireatens to Transfer Moroz to Psycfiiatric
Prison

Chironicle of Current Events (BR)
Salby, Sol
Papuan Separatists Demand Independent Republic Warden, Ray

Canadian Unions Denounce Wage Controls
Sanchez, Andres

Argentine Workers Win a Number of Strikes White, Judy
Caracas, Bogota Renew Ties With Havana
Pinochet Frees Two Top Allende Officials
U.S. Trade Bill Protested in Latin America

U.S.Witch-hunt Committee Put in Mothballs

Venezuelan Press Features SWP Presidential Campaign
Brazilian Judge Denounces Political Repression
Peronist Regime Steps Up Attack Against Militant Unions
PST Campaigns to Win Release of Argentine

Political Prisoners

Pressure Mounts in Honduras for Take-over

of United Brands

A "Great Battle of the Argentine Workers Movement"
Argentine Metalworkers' Strike in Second Month
ILO Denounces Torture of Chilean Labor Leaders
Balaguer Jails 500
A Day Behind Bars in the Dominican Republic
A New Upsurge of Workers Struggles in Argentina
Antinuclear Demonstrators Defy Clubs of Franco's Cops
Argentine Workers Score Spectacular Victory
Demands Mount for Ouster of Peron

Union Leaders Face Frame-up in Santo Domingo
Peronist Regime Flounders in Face of Economic Crisis
Five Members of Argentine PST Murdered
Three Kidnapped Trotskyists Murdered in Argentina
Luder Sworn In as Acting Argentine President
Execution of Political Prisoners in Spain Arouses
Storm of International Protest

Worldwide Anger Over Executions in Spain
Isabel Peron Returns to Casa Rosada

UN Report Scores Torture in Chile
Growing Pressure for Peron to Resign
Peronist Regime Mounts Campaign to "Annihilate
Subversives"

Puerto Rican Socialist Party Holds Second Congress

Saunders, George
Socialist Materials in East European Languages

Shragin, Boris
Defend Anatoly Marchenko!

Smet, Marcel

Belgian Workers Combat Advancing Recession

Speed, Anne
Textile, Building, and Auto Workers in Ireland

Hit Hard by Recession

Thomas, Kevin
Immigrant Worker Wins Victory in Britain

Thomas, Tony
Ndabaningi Sithole Arrested in Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe Freedom Fighters Break Off Talks
With Ian Smith

Torres A., Roberto
Mexican CP Steps Up Its Popular-Front Line

Trotsky, Leon
Freedom of the Press and the Working Class

Turigiiatto, F.
Lotta Continua's Turn and its Spontaneist Past

Udry, A.
Portuguese Revolution in a State of Siege

Wohlforth, Tim

The Workers League and the International Committee
Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

In Defense of a Revolutionary Perspective
(with Nancy Fields)

Vogt, Marilyn
Chronicle of Current Events (BR)
Soviet Dissident Anatoly Marchenko Arrested
Roy Medvedev Threatened by Moscow Bureaucrats
Moscow Goes All Out for New Portuguese Government
Struggle Continues Against "Russification" of the

Ukraine

Countries

Angola
Rebels Sign Unity Pact
Pact Signed on Independence
Liberation Forces to Enter Coalition Regime
—by Ernest Harsch

Coalition Regime Takes Power
Clash Between Liberation Forces Reported in Capital
Liberation Groups Clash
Is Angola Headed for Civil War?—by Ernest Harsch

Origin of MPLA, FNLA, and UNITA—I
Battle Against Portuguese Neocolonialism—II
Fratricidal Struggle for Power—III

200 Killed in New Clashes

Nationalist Groups on Brink of Civil War
—by Ernest Harsch

Armed Clashes Continue—by Ernest Harsch
MFA Dissolves Coalition Regime—by Ernest Harsch

Portuguese Troops Demonstrate Against Going
to Angola—by Ernest Harsch

No Portuguese Troops to Angola!
Lisbon Promises to Withdraw Troops—by Ernest Harsch
Fighting Escalates on Eve of Independence
—by Ernest Harsch

Angola Gains Independence From Portugal
—by Ernest Harsch
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South African Troops Intervene in Angola Fighting
—by Ernest Harsch

South Africa's Intervention in Angola—by Tony Hodges
Pretoria Seeks to Widen Imperialist Aggression

in Angola—by Ernest Harsch
On the Question of Angola—by C. Gabriel
The Civil War in Angola
Angola—the Parallel With Vietnam—by Joseph Hansen
$50 Million for CIA Operation—by Ernest Harsch

AAA Threatens Actors, Writers

Death Toll in Ezeiza Massacre Set at 400 by Senator
Workers Win a Number of Strikes—by Andres Sanchez
Police Torture Hugo Cores
Violence Used Against Metalworkers
PST Militants Seized by Police
A "Great Battle of the Workers Movement"—by Judy White
Metalworkers' Strike in Second Month—by Judy White
Police Kill Five Members of LCR

Journalist Jorge Money Killed by AAA
Regime Scraps Effort to Set Limit on Pay Increases
7 PST Members Freed

Workers Strike to Protest Austerity Program
A New Upsurge of Workers Struggles—by Judy White
Workers Score Spectacular Victory—by Judy White
Demands Mount for Ouster of Perdn—by Judy White
Writers Demand Peron Regime Release Paulo Paranagua
How PST Proposes to Meet Crisis
Peronist Regime Flounders in Face of Economic Crisis
—by Judy White

The Gorillas Are Preparing a Coup
Five Members of the PST Murdered—by Judy White
PST Campaign Wins Release of Four Imprisoned Members
Three Kidnapped Trotskyists Murdered—by Judy White
Luder Sworn In as Acting President—by Judy White
Exiled Peronists Say AAA Operates Under Protection
of Regime

Argentine Senate, Quebec Unionists Denounce Murder
of PST Members

Isabel Peron Returns to Casa Rosada—by Judy White
Victims Charge Government Collaboration With AAA
Three Members of PST Released, Another Jailed
The Two-Faced Policy of the Bourgeois Opposition
Growing Pressure for Peron to Resign—by Judy White
The Ranchers' Strike—by Juan Carlos Coral
Peso Shortage in Argentina
Sharp Decline in Real Wages Hits Argentine Working Class
Peronist Regime Mounts Campaign to "Annihilate
Subversives"—by Judy White

Mobilizations Defeat Attempt to Smash Auto Union

Antilles

Protest by Draftees
GRS Protests Attack on Its Paris Headquarters

Arab East

Kissinger's War Threats Frighten Allies
—by Ernest Harsch

Arafat at the United Nations

Washington Weighs Military Strike—by Dick Fidler
Israel Steps Up Attacks on Lebanon
Pentagon Readies Forces for Action—by Dick Fidler
Jabra Nicola (1912-1974): Pioneer Palestinian

Revoiutionist

New Deihi Grants PLO Diplomatic Status
Kissinger Plans New Diplomatic Offensive
—by David Frankel

PLO Condemns Hijackings
Habash Scores Palestinian "Ministate" Deal

Arabs Boycott Pro-Zionist Firms
Arms Saies Double in One Year

OAU Cails for Aid to PLO

Kissinger Loses Gamble for "Miracle"—by David Frankel
Palestinians Encouraged by Vietnamese Triumph
How Israel Colonizes Occupied Sinai
Arafat: Israel Preparing for New War
U.S. Merchants of Death Step Up Sales
Washington's Secret Piedges to Israel
Why "Peaceful Coexistence" With Israel Won't Work
—by Tamara Nir

A Palestinian Strategy—by Said Hammami
Zionism: "A Form of Racism"

UN Truce Force in Golan Extended Another Six Months

Israeli Bombers Deliver a Message of "Peace"
—by David Frankel

Australia

Why You Can't Find a Decent Low-Priced Home
—by Jim Mcllroy

Expelled Socialists Win Reinstatement to
Young Labor Association

Why Whitlam Banned the PLO—by David Nizoz
Gutter Press Witch-hunts Socialist Workers League
Secret Police Exposed
IWD: Over 10,000 Join Marches
How Stalinists Failed Test of Defending
Vietnamese Revolution—by Jim Percy

Activists in Black Movement Face Frame-up
Why Political Police Aped FBI's "Cointelpro" Operation
—by Jim Mcllroy

International Abortion Protest Set

Why Shoot a Prime Minister?—by Allen Myers
The Dead End of Healy's Sectarian Politics
Socialist Youth Alliance Holds 6th National Conference

Trotskyists Launch Election Campaign
Railies Protest Frame-up of Brisbane 3
Impact of the Great Depression on Labor
—by Peter Conrick

Protests Greet Razak in Australia and New Zealand

Uproar in Australia Over Ouster of Labor Government
—by Peter Green

Behind Ouster of Whitlam Government—by Allen Myers
All Charges Dropped Against Brisbane Three

Argentina
Workers Begin to Fight Back
Coral's Statement at the Multisectorial

Against a Coup and Against the Government
Statement of the United Secretariat on the PST

In Reply to the IMT's Open Letter No. 2
Police Kill Mario Rodriguez and Adriana Drangosch
Two Politica Obrera Militants Slain

Behind the Vacillations of the UCR

PST Members Still in Jail

The Political Situation

Rightists Blow Up Daily
Repression Denounced by Jurists
Police Kill LCR Member

Police Raid PRT-ERP Printshop
New Arrests

U.S. Consul Killed

What Makes the PST Different From All Other Parties

Politica Obrera Calls for United Front to Defend

Workers Movement

Peronist Regime Steps Up Attack Against Militant
Unions—by Judy White

PST Campaigns to Win Release of Political
Prisoners—by Judy White

Opposition Party Links Regime to Right-wing
Murder Gangs

The Threat of a Coup
Police Report Discovery of International
"Extremist" Center

Peronists Expel Campora

Austria

SP Returned to Power

Azores

Demonstration Demands Independence
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Bangladesh
Rahman Bans Strikes, Assumes Dictatorial Powers

—by Ernest Harsch
Rahman Tightens Rule
16 Newspapers Closed
New Dictatorship Takes the Reins
New Shake-up in Dacca

Belgium
Workers Combat Advancing Recession—by Marcel Smet
Unemployment Up
How Unionists Battled Layoffs

Bolivia

Miners, Students Strike After Banzer Seizes

Radio Stations

Missionary Denounces Repression
Gulf Oil Under Fire

Trotskyists Issue Call to Action
A Bad Year for Banzer—by Alicia Mamani
Banzer Regime Jails 33 for Labor "Agitation"

Brazil

Judge Denounces Political Repression—by Judy White
Censors' "Forbidden Topics"
Bishops Demand Information on Missing Political
Prisoners

Torture Continues

Newspaper Publicizes Two Recent Cases of Torture
Newspaper Seized for Criticizing Censorship
Regime Says Questions About Prisoners Are "Provocation"
33 Political Prisoners Go On Hunger Strike
Actors Protest Censorship
Report on Brazil—by Luiza Maranhao
Geisel and the Economic Situation—I

The Mass Movement Slowly Revives—II
The Cloud of Santo Andre

$4 Billion Agreement for West German Nuclear Reactors
Hundreds of Political Prisoners Tortured

Auto Industry Slumps
Thousands Protest "Suicide" of Journalist

Students Protest Violations of Human Rights
Bishops Protest Torture
55 Political Prisoners Tortured to Death

Why Foreign Companies Like to Invest in Brazil
Amazon Jungle May Become World's Largest Parking Lot

Britain

Healy Purges 200 Dissidents from WRP
Gay Rights Congress Held in Scotland
—by Bob Olorenshaw

Alan Thornett's Contribution to the Discussion

in the WRP

Workers Defend Right to Picket—by Robin Hunter
Writers Appeal for Moroz
Ford WINS Queen
600 Protest Threat to Abortion Law—by Phyllis

Hamilton and Bridget Lux
"Troops Out of Ireland," Say Marchers—by Phyllis

Hamilton and Robin Hunter

Russell Foundation Under Attack

Immigrant Worker Wins Victory—by Kevin Thomas
Attack on Russell Foundation Protested

Russell Foundation Fights Demolition Order
Fourteen Face "Conspiracy" Charges for

Leafleting Soldiers
Victim of Britain's Tiger Cages Files Suit
Against Home Office

Tories Elect Margaret Thatcher to Head Party
—by Jo O'Brien

100 Pickets at London Hearing Into "Conspiracy"
to Leaflet Soldiers

Thornett Hit by Lawsuit Following His Expulsion
"Sunday Express" Account
IWD: Women Demand Equal Pay
The Secret of Healy's "Dialectics"—by Joseph Hansen
The Times's Summary of the Scarman Report
The IMG Replies to the Scarman Report
Thornett Replies to Attacks on Redgrave Loan
International Women's Day Marked
—by Phyllis Hamilton

Red Lion Square—Where Were the Heroes of the WRP?
—by Joseph Hansen
Correction

14 Face Trial for "Conspiracy" to Leaflet Soldiers
Pennington Replies to WRP Slanders
Women Fight Drive to Restrict Abortion
—by Bridget Lux

London March Hits Labour's Ties to Apartheid
—by Patricia Fryd

Plans to Raze Russell Offices Passed

Labour Government Blames Unions for Inflation

Book of Abortion Horror Stories Exposed as Hoax
—by Phyllis Hamilton

Labour Budget Lets Workers Have It With Both
Barrels—by Tony Hodges

400 Attend Vietnam Victory Rally in London
British Lords Approve Rapist's Charter
—by Bridget Lux

3,000 Marchers in London Voice Solidarity With
Palestine

The Struggle for the Right to Abortion
—by Gwyn Davies

Why Britain Should Get Out of the Common Market
London Marchers Demand, "Drop Charges Against

Iranian 21"—by Marian McManus
Campaign to Free Desmond Trotter—by Jo O'Brien
Five Scottish Nationalists Railroaded to Prison

—by Mattie Hussey
Behind the "Yes" Vote in Common Market Referendum

—by Tony Hodges
The Case of the Iranian 21

25,000 March to Defend Right to Abortion
—by Maureen Blackburn

Wilson Steps Up Offensive Against Workers
—by Tony Hodges

Labour Loses By-election
Wilson Clamps Lid on Wage Increases—by Tony Hodges
Inflation Hits Record 26.1%

How the "Prevention of Terrorism" Act Has Eroded

Democratic Rights
What Is the "Prevention of Terrorism" Act?

—by Tony Hodges and Brian Lyons
MPs Up Their Pay an "Austere" $53 a Week
International Campaign to Save Russell Foundation
Daily Picket of Courthouse Planned to Protest Trial
of 14 Pacifists

Defend the Democratic Rights of the WRP!
—by Joseph Hansen

Denis Healey Dumped From Labour Executive Committee
The "Observer" Article Used as Pretext for Police Raid

Police Raid WRP School

WRP Solicitors Protest Conduct of Police

London Demonstration Protests Ban on Rallies

at Trafalgar Square
Labour Party Conference Prescribes More

Belt Tightening—by Tony Hodges
Abortion Activists Hold National Conference

—by Marian McManus
To Cut Social Services in Favor of Boosting Profits
Memo to Healyites on Gold Puzzle—by Dick Roberts
Wilson Government Pushes Attack on Democratic Rights
—by Tony Hodges

Deutscher Prize Won by Marcel Liebman
Labour Government Ends Internment in Northern Ireland

20,000 March in London for Jobs—by Skip Ball
Death Penalty Rejected
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Burma

CP Leaders Reported Killed
Demonstrators Arrested

Cambodia

Pentagon Doubles Airlift to Lon Nol—by Peter Green
Children Starving in Pnompenh
Pentagon Predicts Collapse of Lon Nol Without

Additional Military Aid
The Battle Over Blame for "Losing" Cambodia
—by Peter Green

U.S. Embassy Feels "Defeat Is Inevitable"
—by Peter Green

Back to Mining Haiphong Harbor?
Lon Nol Can't Find Address to Surrender To
—by Peter Green

Pnompenh Students Call for End to U.S. Aid
—by Peter Green

People Cheer as Khmer Rouge Enter Pnompenh
—by Peter Green

Forced Evacuation of Cambodia's Cities
—by Joseph Hansen

Lon Nol's Final Payoff
Human Toll of War

The Truth About the Mayaguez Incident Begins
to Emerge—by Peter Green

Demonstrations Score U.S. Attack—by Ernest Harsch
What Washington Did to Cambodia—by Dick Fidler
So They Say
More on the Evacuation of the Cities—by Dick Fidler
What Happened to Cambodia's Urban Population?
—by Peter Green

U.S. Policy of Guns Instead of Food Starved 15,000
Refugees

Aides to Sihanouk Report on Visit
Sihanouk Says Cambodia Ruled by Group of Ten

Canada

Ottawa Deports Haitian Refugees
"Snow Job": The Lessons of Canada's Role in Vietnam
—by George Addison (BR)

Rosie Douglas Scores Racism in Canada
IWD: Hundreds Attend Conferences
Protest Abortion Ruling Upholding
Conviction of Morgentaler

Unemployment Up
MPs Reward Themselves With a Fat Pay Increase
Rosie Douglas: My Fight Against Deportation
Education Minister's Attack Boosts Sales
of Quebec Teachers' Manual

Cannon Published in French
Leon Trotsky's Advice to Canadian Socialists
Greek Trotskyists Hold May Day Celebration
Admiral Offers Solution to Unemployment
Morgentaler Has Heart Attack in Solitary
Confinement Cell

Montreal Police Raid Offices of Abortion
Information Center

NDP Picks New Leader
The Communist Party—by Ian Angus (BR)
Toronto Rally Set for October 5 to Demand Release

of Morgentaler
Morgentaler Refused Parole
The Canadian Government Is Not Our Government
NDP Scores Gains in Ontario Election
Unions Blast Wage Controls
Unions Denounce Wage Controls—by Ray Warden
How Labor Movement Can Fight Wage Controls
New Limits on Immigration Threatened
1919 U.S. Plan to Invade Canada Disclosed
Government to Deport Rosie Douglas December 15
Indians in Ontario Stricken by "Canadian Minamata
Disease"

The Dene Declaration of Rights
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Cape Verde
Islands Gain Independence

Caribbean

On the Need for a Revolutionary Party

Chad

President Killed in Coup

Chile

Pinochet Frees Two Top Allende Officials
—by Judy White

Nixon Sought Allende Overthrow, Former CIA
Director Testifies

Junta Official Says Ten More Years
of Dictatorship

27 Exiled to Venezuela

Junta Links Rise in "Crime" to Deteriorating
Economic Situation

Former Chairman of Common Market Scores

"Reign of Terror"
Bankers Forced to Postpone Plans to Renegotiate
Foreign Debt

Cabinet Resigns Amid Growing Economic Crisis
Secret Trial Begins for Thirteen
ILO Denounces Torture of Labor Leaders

—by Judy White
Christian Democrats Attack Pinochet's Economic Policy
U.S. to Admit 1,000 Refugees
Under the Junta—An Eyewitness Report
—by Jean-Pierre Beauvais
"Climate of Terror" in Santiago—I
Christian Democrats Begin to Grumble—II
Parties of "Popular Unity" Flounder—III
Pinochet's Campaign to Crush the MIR—IV

Committee Formed in France to Defend Chilean Prisoners
Pinochet Refuses to Permit UN Group to Investigate
Torture of Prisoners

Gen. Rene Schneider Was Victim of CIA Plot
Pinochet Cites "Soviet Subversion" as Excuse

for Barring UN Inquiry
SP and Christian Democrats Sign Call

for "Antifascist Front"

Malnutrition the Norm in Santiago Shantytowns
Political Arrests Rise

Pinochet Junta Reported Preparing Secret Trial
for Luis Corvalan

United Nations Committee Cites 11 "Torture Centers"
Another Victim of Pinochet's Camps (Alberto Corvalan)
UN Report Scores Torture—by Judy White
Like the "Darkest Days" of the Great Depression
Only 507 Political Prisoners, Pinochet Dictatorship
Claims

U.S. Customs Agents Were Ordered to Harass Visitors
from Chile

Peking Wins Good Word from Pinochet
Report MIR Orders Execution of Two Former Top Leaders
UN Demands Halt to Torture in Chile
MIR External Committee Denies Report Two Leaders
Were Ordered Executed

China

Reveal 1958 U.S. Plan to A-Bomb China
Maoist Congress Adopts New Constitution
—by David Frankel

Cuts U.S. Grain Imports
Let Mao Free the Trotskyists Still Held in Jail
Butcher of Chinese Workers Dies
Tells Lisbon to Keep Macao
10 Freed War Criminals Thank Mao for His "Magnanimity"
Open the Doors of Mao's Political Prisons
Leaders Laud Stalin, Compare Brezhnev to Hitler
Signals Readiness to Soft-pedal Korean Struggle
To Establish Ties With Common Market
Marcos and Mao Clink Glasses
Mao's Kind Word for Nixon



Aids U.S. Drive to Shelve UN Vote on Puerto Rican

Independence
Free the Imprisoned Trotskyists!
Behind Ferment in Hangchow—by Kai Chang
Peking Unhappy Over Schlesinger's Dismissal
Peking Wins Good Word from Pinochet

Diego Garcia
Diego Garcia islanders Protest Forced Resettlement
—by Dianne Feeiey

Dominica

Rebels Hunted

Desmond Trotter Loses Appeal, Sentenced to Hang
"We Are Now Facing a Slow Death in Jail"
Campaign in Britain to Free Desmond Trotter
—by Jo O'Brien

Free the Political Prisoners!

Colombia

Caracas, Bogota Renew Ties With Havana
—by Judy White

To Resume Diplomatic Ties With Cuba
American Companies Use Prison Labor
State of Siege Dominican Republic

Orlando Martinez Gunned Down

200 Arrested After Report of Guerrilla "invasion"
Baiaguer Jails 500—by Judy White
A Day Behind Bars—by Judy White
New York Demonstration Protests Arrests

Three PSP Members Tortured

Troops Occupy Public Hospitals to Break Doctors' Strike
Free the Prisoners!

Union Leaders Face Frame-up—by Judy White
Puerto Ricans, Dominican Unionists Victims

of Baiaguer's Repression
Famine Strikes

Fact-Finding Commission Scores Wide Suppression
of Democratic Rights

Peha Vaidez Freed

Sampson, Gandi'a, Garcia Pardoned by Baiaguer
Union Leader Juan Francisco Vargas Freed on Bail

Comoro islands

Vote for independence
Declare independence
200 French Riot Police Sent

Corsica

Corsica in the Headlines

French Police Crush Protest in Corsica

Costa Rica

U.S. Banana Companies Denounced

Cuba

Caracas, Bogota Renew Ties With Havana
—by Judy White

Offers to Exchange CIA Agent for Loiita Lebron
Diplomatic Ties Established With West Germany
Kennedy Calls Blockade "Mistake"
Iran, Colombia to Resume Diplomatic Ties
Kissinger Hints White House Ready to Shift Stance
IWD: Child Care and Education Stressed

Signs Oil Import Agreement With Mexico,
Venezuela, and USSR

$100 Million Trade Accord Signed With Ottawa
U.S. Air Force Oolonel Reveals CIA Plot

to Assassinate Castro

McGovern Calls for End to U.S. Blockade

Hail Vietnamese Triumph—by Dick Fidler
Report John F. Kennedy Behind Plots to Kill Castro
Washington's Blockade "Backfired," Senator Percy Says
White House Threatens to Continue Blockade

Castro Reports Dozens of CIA Murder Attempts
Blockade Partially Lifted
Pledges Support for Puerto Rican Independence
CP to Drop "Undesirables"
U.S. Blockade Sagging
Rolando Masferrer Assassinated

Eastern Europe
Socialist Materials in East European Languages
—by George Saunders

Ecuador

U.S. Tuna Boats Seized

Coup Attempt Crushed

Egypt

Cairo Rocked by Protest Against Inflation
—by Peter Green

Moscow Resumes Arms Aid

Police Kill Textile Worker in Cairo Protest

Against Inflation
Torture Victim Awarded $75,000 in Damages
Cairo Newspaper Reports Arrest of 20 "Trotskyists"
Wilson and Sadat Discuss Arms Deal

U.S. Investment Stalled

Eritrea

Fancifuf Reporting in Addis Ababa
The Struggle for Independence—by C. Levallon
Selassie's Feudal Empire Comes Apart at Seams
—by Ernest Harsch

Ethiopia: Variant of "African Road to Socialism"?
—by Ernest Harsch

No Relief in Sight for Victims of Famine
—by Ernest Harsch

Unrest Continues to Mount—by Ernest Harsch
Unrest Mounts as Ethiopian Regime Backtracks
on Reforms—by Ernest Harsch

Cyprus
5,000 Greek Cypriot Demonstrators Sack U.S. Embassy,

British Offices

200 Demonstrators in Stockholm Demand Independence
for Cyprus

150,000 Greek Cypriots Demonstrate

Czechoslovakia

Dubcek Told He Can "Pack His Bags"
Arms Supplier Has Second Thoughts on Sale to Chile
The Case of Dissident Ivan Dejmal
Teach-in on Czechoslovakia Held in London

—by Bridget Lux
Italian CP Protests Prague's Attack on Philosopher

Karel Kosik

461,000 Given Walking Papers in 1968 Purge of CP
Prospects for the Opposition Movement

Ethiopia
Extensive Nationalizations

101 Companies Nationalized
Fanciful Reporting in Addis Ababa
The Struggle for Independence in Eritrea
—by C. Levallon

Selassie's Feudal Empire Comes Apart at Seams
—by Ernest Harsch

Variant of "African Road to Socialism"?

—by Ernest Harsch
Washington Agrees to Sell Ammunition
Six Executed

Monarchy Abolished

Denmark

Election Reflects Social Polarization

Government Falls
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Draftees Form Union to Fight for Democratic Rights
—by F.L. Derry

No Relief in Sight for Victims of Famine
—by Ernest Harsch

Land Reform Begins—by Ernest Flarsch
Thousands Starve to Death in Ethiopia and Somalia
Unrest Continues to Mount—by Ernest Flarsch
Unionists Call for Restoration of Democratic Rights
Military Regime Declares State of Emergency

in Addis Ababa

Unrest Mounts as Regime Backtracks on Reforms
—by Ernest Harsch

Gabon

President Linked to $150,000 Oil Company Bribe

Germany, Democratic Republic of (East)
Interview With Wolf Biermann and Robert Havemann

Germany, Federal Republic of (West)
French Draftees Demonstrate

Bonn Tightens Curbs on Foreign Workers
Diplomatic Ties Established With Cuba
West Berlin Mayoral Candidate Kidnapped
by "June 2 Movement"

Thousands Protest Ban on Abortion

Number of Strike Days Doubles
French and German Demonstrators Halt Nuclear

Power Plant—by Ernest Harsch
Volkswagen Lays Off 25,000 Workers
Guerrillas Seize Stockholm Embassy
Witch-hunt in Aftermath of Kidnapping of Peter
Lorenz—by Siegfried Kreischer

VW Reports $336 Million Loss in 1974
Trotskyists Hold National Congress
Deadly Gas Forces Thousands to Flee Homes Near Munich
Brazil Signs $4 Billion Agreement for Nuclear Reactors
The Baader-Meinhof Trial

West Germans Say, "No" to Nuclear Power Plants
Georg Jungclas: February 22, 1902—September 11, 1975
Georg Jungclas: Veteran of Six Decades in the

Socialist Movement

Judge Rules Baader-Meinhof Trial Can Continue
Without Defendants

Social Democrats Get a 'Shock" in Bremen Vote

25,000 March in Bonn for Right to Abortion
Peking Line Ties Maoists in Knots
4,000 March in Frankfurt Abortion Demonstration
West Berlin Maoists Attack Trotskyist Meeting
—by Richard Herzinger

Europe
Struggle for Abortion on Rise
Nationalist Movements Meet

OECD Deflates Predictions of an Economic Upturn
17.1 Million Out of Work in Major Capitalist Countries
World's Largest Sewer

Finland

Government Resigns

France

Comoro Islands Vote for Independence
Jails Guyane Opposition Leaders
One Acquitted, Two Get Light Terms in Trial

of Conscripts
Law Legalizing Abortion Takes Effect
Army Closes Breton Pubs
Draftees Demand Democratic Rights—by F.L. Derry
LCR Holds First Congress
Protest by Draftees From the Antilles
The Appeal of the One Hundred
In Defense of the Draguignan Defendants
Preparing New A-Bomb Test
Paris Rally in Defense of Immigrant Workers
—by Malik Miah

Profits We Can't Afford at Any Wattage
Scientists Call for Moratorium on Constructing

Nuclear Power Plants

Ultrarightists Attack Offices of "Revolution" in Paris
Draftees Win Pay Raise
Immigrant Workers Stage Hunger Strike in Paris
IWD: Thousands March in Paris

French and German Demonstrators Halt Nuclear

Power Plant—by Ernest Harsch
GRS Protests Attack on Its Paris Headquarters
Draftees Win Wide Support in Campaign for
Democratic Rights—by F.L. Derry

Call for Abortion Pickets at British Embassies

—by Estelle Cordano
Vietnamese Given Ovation in Paris May Day Parade
The New Slave Trade—African Workers

"We Will Not Be Guinea Pigs"—by Ernest Harsch
Prostitutes Occupy Church in Lyons
"It Is Completely Wrong to View Ecology
As a Secondary Issue"

General Who Recommended U.S. Planes Was on

Northrop Payroll
Stalinists Explain "Pluralism"
23 Physicists Call For Halt to Nuclear Program
Police Raid Churches to End Sit-in by Prostitutes
20,000 Demonstrators Say "No" to Nuclear Power Plants
CIA Financed Force Guvriere, Says Former
Agency Official

Committee Formed to Defend Chilean Prisoners

Corsica in the Headlines

Police Crush Protest in Corsica

20,000 March in Paris to Save Those Condemned

to Death in Spain—by Estelle Cordano
De Gaulle's Murder Squad
Festival Held by Trotskyists Draws 60,000
4,000 Rally in Paris for Plyushch
Writers Score Francoist Terror Attacks in France

CP Cond mns Antimilitarism

Ghana

Growing Discontent as Cost of Living Soars

Greece

loannides Arrested by Caramanlis Regime
Against Caramanlis's Draft Constitution
Students Demand Ouster of Officials Tied to Junta

How CP Helped Defuse Student Mobilizations
Two Officials of Junta Charged With High Treason
300,000 Protest NATO

Protests Force White House to Give Up Air Base
Police Attack Demonstration by Building Workers

in Athens

Big Struggles on the Agenda

Guatemala

Torture in Guatemala

Amnesty International Scores Regime

Guinea-Bissau

Thousands Resettled

Guyane
France Jails Opposition Leaders
France Forced to Release Leaders of Opposition
Guyanians Protest French Plans to Send In
30,000 Settlers

Haiti

Ottawa Deports Refugees
U.S., Too, Sends Haitians Back to Duvalier Regime
Famine Strikes

Who Is Growing Fat From the Famine?
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Behind the Walls of Torture Chambers—by Majld Namvar
To Resume Diplomatic Ties With Cuba
Shah Assures Israel on Oil

Shah Decrees One-Party State
Shah Tightens Reins Over "Opposition"—by Majid Namvar
"CAIFI Newsletter"—Publication Campaigns for Defense

of Political Prisoners

Sa'edi Released from Jail

Nine Political Prisoners Executed—by Ernest Harsch
AM Shariatti Released Following international Campaign
Maoists Twist and Turn Over Peking's Support
to Shah—by Parviz Nia

Students Protest Shah's Execution of Political

Prisoners—by Majid Namvar
London Marchers Demand, "Drop Charges Against

Iranian 21"—by Marian McManus
The Case of the Iranian 21

Shah Crushes Protests Marking 1963 Rebellion
—by Majid Namvar

"Tehran Economist" Reviews Persian Edition

of "Permanent Revolution"

4,000 Women Face Torture in Shah's Prisons

Dissident Forced to Recant His Views (Sa'edi)
Stalinists Hail Shah's Betrayal of Kurds
—by Majid Namvar

Iran Has $4 Billion Deficit
The Shah Sounds Off

Police Gun Down Strikers

The Executions in Spain and Iran
Four Writers and Artists Sentenced in Tehran

"There Is Only One Terrorist in Iran—the Shah
Himself"—by Reza Baraheni

Inflation Spurs General Discontent—by Javad Sadeeg

Honduras

Unions Demand Take-over of United Brands' Banana Holdings 566
Military Coup Overthrows Lopez Arellano 593
Pressure Mounts for Take-over of United Brands

—by Judy White 743
Peasants Occupy Land 747
Army Shake-up 876
Troops Attack Peasant Demonstration 1001
Commission Calls for Take-over of Banana Companies 1056
7 Activists in Peasant Struggie Found Murdered 1087
Fifteen Peasants Gunned Down 1706

Iceland

20,000 Women Rally in Reykjavik for Equal Rights

India

Railway Minister Assassinated
Political Prisoners Tortured in Kerala

Jute and Coal Workers Demand Higher Pay
—by Sharad Jhaveri

New Delhi Grants PLO Diplomatic Status
Strike Paralyzes Ports
Economic Impasse—by Sharad Jhaveri
Dock Workers Win Partial Victory—by Sharad Jhaveri
Pro-Moscow Stalinists Hold Congress—by Sharad Jhaveri
100,000 New Delhi Marchers Protest Corruption,

Inflation

Moscow's Stake in indian Capitalism—by Sharad Jhaveri
Maoists Criticize Peking—by Sharad Jhaveri
Naxalite Movement Reviews Its Strategy
—by Sharad Jhaveri

Gandhi Forced to Drop "Internal Security' Bill
Millions Face Famine in Eastern India

Drought in Gujarat Worst in Century
Gandhi in Hot Water

Protests Begin Against Gandhi's Dictatorial Coup
—by Ernest Harsch

"Too Much" Fertilizer in India?

Gandhi Lowers Iron Curtain—by Ernest Harsch
Moscow Salutes Gandhi's Ending of Democracy
—by Ernest Harsch

Gandhi Cracks the Whip—by Ernest Harsch
100,000 in Madras Protest Dictatorial Rule

—by Ernest Harsch
Gujarat Government Stages Protests Against Coup
—by Ernest Harsch

Gandhi's Straitjacket for the Press
End the State of Emergency!
Political Prisoners Brutalized in Jaiis

—by Ernest Harsch
Protest Conditions of Political Prisoners

New Delhi Court Orders Release of Jailed Journalist

Communist Party Hit by Resignations
Gandhi Escalates War Against Nagas and Mizos
—by Ernest Harsch

Bonus Payment to Workers Cut in Half
Gandhi Tightens Law Detaining Political Prisoners
The Economy Since Gandhi's Coup
State of Emergency Challenged
Workers Hit Hard by Economic Slump
Narayan Released
Gandhi Finds Herself "Not Guilty"
Political Prisoners "Beaten to a Pulp"

UN Organization Protests Bombing of Kurdish Viliages
The Struggle for Kurdish Autonomy
Pact With Shah Paves Way for Stepped-up War

Against Kurds
Baghdad Opens New Offensive Against Kurds
—by David Frankel

French Writers Denounce Repression of Kurds
Stalinists Explain That Blade in Back of Kurds
—by David Frankel

The CIA and the Kurdish Struggle—by David Frankel

Ireland

Textile, Building, and Auto Workers Hit Hard
by Recession—by Anne Speed

"Officials" Split Over Stalinist Power Play
—by Gerry Foley

"Officials" Turn Against Their Own Past
—by Gerry Foley

"Officials" Accused of Killing IRSP Member
Sean Garland Gunned Down in Dublin

New Line Raises Difficult Problems for "Officials"

—by Gerry Foley
Put Guns Down and Debate Politically
Eamonn Mac Tomais Serving Fifteen-Month Term
—by Gerry Foley

Appeal for Eamonn Mac Tomais—by Deasun Breatnach
In Tribute to Billy McMillen—by Gerry Foley
The Conflict Between the IRSP and "Official"

Republicans
Political Consequences of Feud Between "Officials"
and the IRSP

The Counter Revolution in Ireland

—by D.R. O'Connor Lysaght (BR)
Interview With Seamas Costello

British Labour Government Ends Internment

in Northern Ireland

Growing Support for Women's Rights—by Rebecca Finch

Indonesia

Political Prisoners—A Decade Later

Tens of Thousands Still Held in Concentration Camps
Prisoners Used for Forced Labor in Indonesia

and Philippines
Report Troops Fighting in East Timor

Iran (Also see Iraq)
Shah Admits 2,000 Troops Fighting in Oman
—by Majid Namvar

Israel (Also see Arab East)
Steps Up Attacks on Lebanon
Spreads Death in Southern Lebanon
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Farmers Continue Protest Against New Tokyo Airport
860,000 Workers Strike

Israel Is About as Aparttieid as South Africa
Arab Prisoners Hold Hunger Strike to Protest

Jail Conditions

Foreign Investments Drop
Arab Students Protest Police Abuse

Trotskylsts Hold Third Congress
Big Drop In Immigration
Zionist Fund-Ralsing Appeal Meeting Stiff Resistance
Text of "Embarrassing" Remarks by Kissinger Leaked
"Troop Withdrawal" a Fraud
How Israel Colonizes Occupied Sinai
Bombs Refugee Camps In Southern Lebanon
Stores Shut Down to Protest New Taxes

Arafat: Israel Preparing for New War
An Appeal for Samir Shaflk Darwish
Attack In Lebanon Killed 13 Persons

Lessons of the Ashkelon Dockers' Strike—by M. Halevy
"You Cannot Have a Humane Zionism"

Zionists Step Up Colonization of West Bank
For Immediate, Unconditional Withdrawal From All

Israeli-Occupied Territories
Israel, South Africa Strengthen Ties
Ford to Give Israel $2.1 Billion for Loss
of SInal OH Fields

"Zionism Is a Form of Racism"

Arabs In Galilee Protest Land Grab

Zionism: "A Form of Racism"

A Nuclear Time Bomb In the Middle East

—by David Frankel
Is Zionism Racist?

UN Truce Force In Golan Extended Another Six Months

Bombers Deliver a Message of "Peace"—by David Frankel
Regime Faces Growing Internal Problems
—by David Frankel

Kenya
Opposition Leader Killed
Cold Shoulder for Kenyatta
Police Commander Implicated In Killing

of Opposition Leader
Dissidents Will Not Be Tolerated, Kenyatta Tells
Parliament

Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North)
Kim II Sung: Patron of the Sciences

Korea, Republic of (South)
Park Releases Political Prisoners Following
Referendum "Victory"

Journalists Demand Reinstatement of Fired Colleagues
Student Rallies Protest Park Regime
Eight Political Prisoners Executed
Executions Protested

Korean CIA Detains Five Journalists

High Official Admits "Some Torture"
of Political Prisoners

All Political Dissent Banned

Koreans Shocked at Gulf Bribe

Park Dictatorship Conscripts 3.5 Million
In "Civil Defense"

South Korea: Wall Street's Answer to China

—by Ernest Harsch (BR)
Kim Chi Ha Faces Possible Death Sentence

Protest In Philippines Demands Release of Kim Chi Ha

Popular Protests; Capitalists Flee Country
Mass Pressure on the Rise—by Caroline Lund
Demonstrations Force Washington Out—by Caroline Lund
Washington's "Listening Post"
Vientiane Rally Halls "Liberation" of Laos
People's Democratic Republic Established

The Deepening Political Crisis—by Livio Maitan
Demonstrations Protest Abortion Arrests

Growing Support for Right to Abortion
—by Gerry Foley

Reveal Truman Readied Troops In 1948 to Block
Electoral Victory of CP—by Dick FIdler

Court Eases Abortion Law

The Left and the Economic Crisis

IWD: 10,000 March In Milan

Trotskylsts Call for Antifascist United Front
How One City Combats Right-wing Terrorists
Wives Win Legal Equality
Thousands March to Protest Fascist Attacks

—by Serafin Lampion
CP Scores Big Gains In Elections
Abortion Petition Tops 500,000 Signatures
—by Estelle Cordano

Massive Shift to the Left Shown In Elections

—by LIvIo Maitan
Exxon Admits $46 Million Payoff to Political Parties
Protest In Turin Voices Solidarity With British
Abortion Demonstration

Lotta Contlnua's Turn and Its Spontanelst Past
—by F. Turlgllatto

The Women's Movement Today
Auto Workers Occupy Milan Factory
10,000 Women March In Rome for Right to Abortion

Latin America

U.S. Trade Bill Protested—by Judy White
20 Governments Protest New U.S. Trade Law

Inflation Sweeps Latin America
The Importance of Defending Political Prisoners
A Discussion With Trotsky on Latin American Questions

Lebanon

Israel Steps Up Attacks
Israel Spreads Death In Southern Lebanon
Rightists Gun Down Twenty-Seven Palestinians
Workers Reply to Attacks on Palestinians
—by Peter Green

The Attack on the Palestinian Resistance

Phalanglsts Reopen Attack on Palestinians
Israel Bombs Refugee Camps In Southern Lebanon
Fighting In Beirut Leaves 300 Dead
Israeli Attack Killed Thirteen Persons

U.S. Colonel Freed In Beirut

A Powder Keg In the Middle East—by Peter Green
Israeli Bombers Deliver a Message of "Peace"
—by David Frankel

Japan
Tokyo Increases Military Spending
Firing of Trade Unionists Protested at Rally In Tokyo
Antlmllltarlst Acquitted
IWD: 10,000 Women Demand Equality
Real Wages Fell In 1974
Tokyo Said to Have Okayed Basing U.S. A-Bombs In Japan
High Cancer Rate Found In Atomic Bomb Survivors
Workers Win 14% Raise

Luxembourg
Trotskylsts Hold Third Congress

Malagasy
President Assassinated

Malaysia
Regime Imprisons 2,000 Students—by Jamie Doughney
The Student Protests—by Ernest Harsch
"National Security" Law Abolishes Most Legal Rights

Hidden Unemployment
Tokyo Predicts Food Crisis
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Papua New Guinea
Separatists Demand Independent Republic—by Sol Salby
Miners Strike

Police Smash Miners' Strike

Gains Independence

Protests Greet Razak in Australia and New Zealand

Opposition Parties Protest New Repressive Law

Mexico

President Linked to CIA

Communist Party Member Dies in Jail
Slight Miscalculation by Echevern'a
CP Steps Up Popular-Front Line—by Roberto Torres A
Freedom of the Press and the Working Glass
—by Leon Trotsky

Sex Discrimination Major Issue at UN Conference
UN Conference Shows Impact of Women's Struggle
—by Caroline Lund

Police Kidnap and Torture Trotskyists
—by Gabriel Montoya

15,000 Protest Police Killing of 6 Peasants
150,000 March in Mexico City for Trade-Union
Democracy—by Cristina Rivas

Paraguay
Officials Threaten Jorge Fuentes With Return to Chile

Popular Outburst Shakes Military Regime
—by Gerry Foley

Interview With Hugo Blanco—I
Interview With Hugo Blanco—II
Lima Lifts State of Siege
Takes Over Gulf Oil Holdings
Deepening Fissures in Velasco's "Revolution"
—by Francisco Montes

Military Junta Sets New Restrictions on Press
State of Emergency Declared in Four Provinces
Junta Nationalizes American Iron-Ore Company
Six Trotskyists Arrested
President Velasco Overthrown in Military Coup
Junta Says Political Exiles May Return
Trotskyists Released
Junta Denounces Miners for Calling a Strike
Behind the Morales Coup

734

1086

1135

1135

1161

1181

1216

1281

1497

1603

Micronesia

Bikini Islanders Sue U.S. Government

Morocco

Regime Plans Mass March to "Claim" Spanish-ruled Sahara
Troops Charged With Killing 150 Civilians

in Occupied Sahara

Mozambique
Thousands Face Famine

Massive Rally Celebrates Independence
Purge of Frelimo Critics Under Way—by Caroline Lund
Official Pledges Total Boycott of Rhodesia

Philippines
5,000 Protest Marcos Regime
101 Political Prisoners Freed

Marcos and Mao Clink Glasses

Civil Liberties Group Demands Lifting
of Martial Law

Real Wages Decline Sharply Since 1969
Prisoners Used for Forced Labor in Indonesia and

Philippines
Protest Demands Release of Kim Chi Ha

Marcos Bans All Strikes

Rally in Manila Protests Low Wages

Namibia

Pretoria Steps Up War Against Nationalists
—by Ernest Harsch

Netherlands

Unemployment Up
Dutch CP Back in Kremlin Fold

Poland

CP Talking About Need for "Austerity"New Zealand

Abortion Pickets Voice Solidarity With Doctor
Young Socialists Hold First National Conference
Socialists Launch Election Campaign
Maori March for Land Rights Draws Wide Support
—by George Fyson

Protests Greet Razak in Australia and New Zealand

Labour Party Defeated in Elections

Portugal
Unions Denounce Argentine Repression
Prospects for the Feminist Movement (interview with

Maria Isabel Barreno)
Pact Signed on Angolan Independence
CP Backs "One Union" Law—by Gerry Foley
Tasks of Student Movement

For a United Workers Front

Lisbon Workers March Against NATO
Peasants Seize Estates

Threat bf U.S. Intervention

The NATO Maneuvers

The Propaganda Barrage on Portugal
Masses in Streets Defeat Spi'nola's Attempted
Coup—by Dick Fidler

The Mass Pressures Mount—by Dick Fidler
Eyewitness Describes Mood After Coup Attempt
U.S. Intervention Begins
Workers Continue On-Job Take-overs

Which Way for Portuguese Workers?
Trotskyists Respond to Spinola's Coup Attempt
Trotskyists Call for Intensified Struggle
On Portugal's Bank Nationalizations
The Military Moves to Center Stage—by Daniel Bensaid
Political Ferment Mounts in Election Campaign
—by Gerry Foley

Trotskyists Call for National Workers
Assembly—by Gerry Foley

Maoists Stage "Revolutionary Theater" in Lisbon
Streets—by Gerry Foley

Moscow Goes All Out for New Government

—by Marilyn Vogt

Nigeria
Strikes Sweep Nigeria
Gowon Tightens Screws on Workers—by Ola Musa
Four Political Prisoners Begin Hunger Strike
Palace Coup

Norway
One-Year Ban on Entry of Foreign Workers
Labor Party Loses Ground

Oman

Shah Admits 2,000 Iranian Troops Fighting in Oman
—by Majid Namvar

Pentagon Seeks Use of Air Base
London Protest Against Aid to Oman

Pakistan

Regime Bans Opposition Party
Bhutto Bans Main Opposition Party—by Sharad Jhaveri
Bhutto Loses By-election in Sind

Panama

Toward a Socialist Revolution
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Can't Use Base to Supply Israel,
Lisbon Tells Washington

Why Trotskylsts Refused to Sign Pact
How New Nationalizations Were Greeted—by Gerry Foley
How Committees Were Set Up in Armed Forces
Lisbon Celebrates on Eve of the Election—by Gerry Foley
Ferment Upsets West European CP Leaders
—by Dick FIdler

Conflict Between SP and CP Sharpens—by Gerry Foley
Five Journalists From Abroad Interviewed

by Lisbon Daily
A Political Debate at Liceu de Amadora—by Gerry Foley
The Seizure of "Republica"
The Role of the Armed Forces Movement—by LIvIo Maltan
New Nationalizations

Junta Softens Attack on Democratic Rights
—by Gerry Foley

The MFA or Revolutionary Workers Democracy?
—by Livio Maitan

The Reopening of Republica—a Significant Victory
Democracy—a Key Issue in Portuguese Revolution
—by Gerry Foley

Portugal's New Political Prisoners
French Stalinists Explain "Pluralism"

In Reply to Stalinist Charges in "Republica" Affair
—by Gerry Foley

French Left Debates Issues In "Repijblica" Affair
—by Dick Fidler

Portuguese Revolution and Dangers That Threaten It
—by Ernest Mandel

The "Battle for Production"

Lisbon Nationalizes Bus Companies
The Struggle for Democracy in Portuguese Unions
An Interview With Admiral Rosa Coutinho

Free the Political Prisoners

Sharpening Struggle Over Democracy—by Gerry Foley
What They Said in Moscow, Peking, Hanoi, Havana
—by Dick FIdler

Military Leaders Reassure Washington—by Gerry Foley
Official Calls for "Updating" Pact With Franco
Junta Pleads for Tranquillity and Discipline
—by Gerry Foley

A Military Straitjacket Dyed in Red—by Gerry Foley
Junta Unveils Plan for Military Rule—by Gerry Foley
Junta's Decree on Role of "People's Committees"
The Take-over of Radio Renascenga
SP Statement on Withdrawal From Government

The "Republica" Affair and Freedom of the Press
Imperialists Play a Waiting Game
Stalinists Split Ranks of Workers—by Gerry Foley
What Stand to Take on "Republica" Seizure?
—by Dick FIdler

The "Republica" Episode: Divisive Politics
Directive on the Reorganization of the Army
Why Military Placed Troika In Power—by Gerry Foley
The Governmental Crisis—by Charles MIchaloux
Demonstrators Support MFA's Call for "People's
Power"—by Dick Fidler

LCR Analyzes "Republica" Affair and Replies to OCI
—by Dick Fidler

Article by Trotsky Reprinted in "Jornal do Caso
Republica"

The Prerevolutlonary Situation Ripens
The Situation In Portugal
Declaration by the Journalists of "Republica"
Halt the Rightist Assault on CP!—by Gerry Foley
CP Faces Growing Isolation—by Gerry Foley
In Defense of the Portuguese Revolution—by Pierre
Frank, LIvio Maltan, and Ernest Mandel

A Complex Stage of the Revolution
CP Joins in Cutting Down Gongalves—by Gerry Foley
Troops Demonstrate Against Going to Angola
—by Ernest Harsch

Text of August 25 Unity Accord
LCI Statement on Unity Accord
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Concerning the Unity Accord—by Ernest Mandel
"Rouge" Statement on Unity Accord
United Secretariat Resolution on Portugal
Copcon Draft Outline for a Political Program
Summary of the Gongalves Document: Lines of
Programmatic Action

The Melo Antunes Document

Lisbon's New Strictures on Freedom of the Press

A Popular Front Cabinet to Mask a Rightist Course
—by Gerry Foley

American Stalinists Attack Trotskylst Position
—by David Frankel

Manifesto of the Front for Revolutionary Unity
"Political Tourists" Given a Lesson In "Democratic

Rights"—by F.L. Derry
Call for Struggle to Repeal New Law Violating
Democratic Rights

No Portuguese Troops to Angola!
CIA Ordered Into Action Against Revolution
—by Michael Baumann

Fresh Attempt by MFA to Stabilize Its Rule
—by Gerry Foley

PRT Stand on the August 25 Unity Accord
LCI Reply to PRT
The MFA Tries to Stabilize Its Military Base
—by Gerry Foley

For a Correct Political Course in Portugal—by Gerry
Foley, Joseph Hansen, and George Novack

Shaking a Beggar's Bowl for "Republica"
White House Offers $80 Million Aid Package
Key Issues in the Portuguese Revolution
Antunes Brings $85 Million to Lisbon
Lisbon Promises to Withdraw Troops From Angola
—by Ernest Harsch

Scares Admits Portugal Is Too Hot for Old Model
Social Democratic Sellout

Soldiers Resist Effort to Restore "Order"

—by Gerry Foley
Stalinists Go In for "Revolutionary Theater"
—by Gerry Foley

Stalinist Tactics Continue to Injure Revolution
—by Gerry Foley

The Occupation of "O Seculo"
Army Blocks Land Seizure
Lisbon Sets Up Military Courts
Unions Denounce Killing of PST Members
Masses Mobilize Against Azevedo Regime—by David Frankel
MFA Rulers Maneuver for Stabilization—by David Frankel
The Fresh Attack on Democratic Rights
—by David Frankel

The Attempted Ultraleft Coup—by Gerry Foley
With Lisbon's Construction Workers in Their March

for Decent Wages—by Joanna Rossi
Aftermath of the Attempted Ultraleft Coup—by Gerry Foley
Lisbon Faces Up to the Coup—by Charles Michaloux
For a United Front of the Masses in Reply to Reaction!
Balance Sheet of a Tragic Week
Revolution and Counterrevolution in Portugal
—by Pierre Frank, Livio Maitan, and Ernest Mandel
Part 1

Part 2

How American Stalinists and Ultralefts Sized Up
Attempted Ultraleft Coup in Lisbon—by David Frankel

Revolution In a State of Siege—by A. Udry

Puerto Rico

Independence Movement Spied On by 160 Agents
of the FBI—by Jose G. Perez

"FALN" Claims Responsibility for New York Bombing
How Women Unionists Are Organizing—by Margarita Babb
The Struggle for Women's Liberation Today
200 Persons Hear Coral—by Jose Perez
Carlos Feliclano Released

Peking Aids U.S. Drive to Shelve UN Vote
on Independence

Havana Pledges Support for Independence



Public Employees Strike Against Antiunlon Law
Washington Forced to End Bombing Practice on Culebra
Masses Worse Off Than Ever

Puerto Rican Socialist Party Flolds Second Congress
—by Judy White

Sahara

Madrid Says Morocco Is Preparing to Take Over
For Total and Immediate Independence—by J, Rocha
Moroccan Troops Charged With Killing 150 Civilians

Sao Tome

Portugal Maneuvers in Sao Tome and Principe
—by Tony Hodges

Sao Tome and Principe Win Independence

Saudi Arabia

Bans Birth Control

Senegal
Demand Release of Jailed Militants

Singapore
Lee Kuan Yew's Singapore—by Ernest Harsch (BR)
Tan Wah Piow Victim of Frame-up Charges
—by Peter Conrick

Tan Wah Piow "Disappears"

Somaiia

Thousands Die of Famine

Thousands Starve to Death in Ethiopia and Somalia
Famine Kills 20,000

South Africa

Miners Strike

Regime Cracks Down on Black Student Crganizatlons
UN Cites "Deplorable" Health Conditions Among
14 Million Blacks

Blacks Stage Protest in Court
Israel, South Africa Strengthen Ties
The Book Burners

Blacks Protest Steep Increase in Bus Fares
BCSS: South Africa's Secret Police—by Ernest Harsch (BR)
South Africa's Intervention in Angola—by Tony Hodges
Pretoria Seeks to Widen imperialist Aggression In Angola
—by Ernest Harsch

Pretoria Steps Up War Against Namiblan Nationalists
—by Ernest Harsch

Breytenbach Appeals Sentence

Soviet Union

Cn Maria Joffe's Gaining Exile—by Gerry Foley
In Defense of the Kalmuks

Why Moscow Rejected U.S. Trade Pact—by Dave Frankel
Trotsky's Speech at Adolf Joffe's Funeral
Demand Release of Vladimir Bukovsky
Chalidze, Litvinov Appeal for Release of Moscow
Amnesty International Member

British Writers Appeal for Moroz
Chronicle of Current Events—by Marilyn Vogt (BR)
Dissident Anatoly Marchenko Arrested
—by Marilyn Vogt

Mathematicians Demand Release of Plyushch
March 29: International Day of Protest
for Bukovsky and Moroz

Sakharov's Cpen Letter to the KGB
New Facts on U.S. "Secret War" Against Bolsheviks
—by David Frankel

Kremlin Threatens Roy Medvedev
Sakharov Demands Release of Kovalyov
Roy Medvedev Threatened by Moscow Bureaucrats
—by Marilyn Vogt

Struggle Continues Against "Russification" of the
Ukraine—by Marilyn Vogt

"Chronicle of Current Events": Uncensored News
From Dissident Movement

Defend Anatoly Marchenkol—by Boris Shragin
Pyotr Grigorenko Suffers Heart Attack
In Defense of Vladimir Bukovsky and Valentyn Moroz
—by George Novack

KGB Agents Arrest Two Members of Moscow Amnesty
International

Kremlin Bars Elena Sakharov From Going Abroad
for Medical Care

Rudenko Released

What Lies Ahead for Us?—by Roy Medvedev
New Issue of Samizdat Journal Reported Circulating
French Committee Urges Kremlin to Free Leonid Plyushch
Demand Freedom for Women in Labor Camp
Appeal for Jailed Members of Moscow Amnesty

International

Moscow Cffers to "Guarantee" Israel's "Right"
to Exist

Protest Denial of Medical Treatment to Dissident
Elena Bonner

An Appeal for Valentyn Moroz
Plyushch Is Kept Heavily Drugged, Psychiatrist Reveals
Moscow Replies to U.S. Threat of Preemptive
Nuclear Attack

Problems of General Concern in Dissident
Movement—by Roy Medvedev

Fiat Takes Dim View of Competition From Moscow
Appeal From Ukrainian Women Political Prisoners

Solzhenitsyn's Performance in Washington
Threat to Transfer Moroz to Psychiatric Prison
International Protest Planned to Demand Release
of Plyushch

Solzhenltsyn Plans to Rewrite History of Russian
Revolution

Moscow Continues Crackdown Against Ukrainian
Nationalists

Kremlin Grants Visa to Elena Bonner

Ukrainian Political Prisoners Hold Cne-Day Hunger
Strike

Bukovsky Put In Strict-Regime Camp
Amalrik Forced to Leave Moscow

Chornovil Demands Right to Emigrate
Sakharov Voices Hope Nobel Award Will Spotlight

Plight of Dissidents
Political Prisoners Hold 24-Hour Hunger Strike
Cpen Letter From Dissident Semyon Gluzman
Support Plyushch's Right to Emigrate
Kremlin Brands Sakharov as "Judas"

African Students in Kiev Protest Racial Discrimination

Appeal by Andrei Grigorenko for Political Prisoners
In Defense of Mustafa Dzhemilev

4,000 Rally in Paris for Plyushch
An Interview With Leopold and Luba Trepper
Regime to Free Plyushch?
A Bill of Rights for Political Prisoners
Sakharov's Appeal for Amnesty for Political Prisoners
10,000 Political Prisoners in USSR

African Students Protest Discrimination

Chronicle of Current Events—by Marilyn Vogt (BR)

Spain
Protest Torture of Genoveva Forest

Franco Regime Cracks Down on Valladolid University
Sentences Reduced for Carabanchel 10

5,000 Students Protest

100 Arrested in Protests

Basque Nationalists Arrested
Political Prisoners Appeal for Solidarity
IWD: Teach-ins In Valencia

Spain Racked by Deepening Crisis—by Joaquin Canales
The Reasons Washington Is Worried—by Joaquin Canales
State of Emergency Declared In Two Basque Provinces
Mass Arrests in Basque Country
Save Eva Forest From Franco's Hangmen
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Timor

Independence Struggle Threatened by Indonesia
Report Indonesia Plans to Invade East Timor
The Growing Movement for Independence—by JIM Jolllffe
Jakarta Threatens Intervention

Fretilin Claims Victory In Fighting
Indonesian Troops Raid East Timor
Report Indonesian Troops Fighting In East Timor
Hands Off Timor!

Magazines Seized
Farmers Protest Nuclear Plant

Workers Commission Candidates Win In Labor Elections

100,000 Basques Strike to Protest Repression
Save Garmendia and Otaegul!
Antlnuclear Demonstrators Defy Clubs of Franco's Cops
—by Judy White

Demonstration In New York Protests Trials of Garmendia

and Otaegul
Workers Commission Candidates Sweep Labor Elections
International Protests Score Trial of Garmendia

and Otaegul
Journalists Protest "Antiterrorlst" Law

Three Sentenced to Death

Amnesty International Observer Confirms Use of Torture
Courts Hand Down More Death Sentences

57 "Urban Guerrillas" Arrested

Execution of Political Prisoners Arouses Storm

of International Protest—by Judy White
20,000 March In Paris—by Estelle Cordano
Worldwide Anger Over Executions—by Judy White
Amnesty International Denounces Torture of Basques
After Franco, the Deluge?—by David Frankel
British Protests Condemn Executions—by John Blackburn
Can Spanish Prince Defuse Time Bomb?—by David Frankel
How Franco Came to Power—by David Frankel
The Executions In Spain and Iran
Juan Carlos Pledges "Firmness" In Franco Tradition
—by David Russell

Growing Pressure for Democratization—by David Frankel

Trinidad

Michael X Hanged

Tunisia

13 Indicted for Conspiracy After Teachers' Strike

Turkey
25,000 Students March

Workers Fight for Right to Choose Their Own Unions
Suspends Operations of American Bases

Uruguay
Jurists Document Repression
Carlos Coltlno Tortured

Correspondence With President Bordaberry on Torture
of Political Prisoners

Zero Population Growth
14 TrotskyIsts Accused of Conspiracy
Fourteen Trotskylsts Tortured
Contraceptives Taxed to "Encourage" Higher Birthrate
Political Prisoners Tortured

Trotskylsts Mistreated In Prison
Sri Lanka

Wljeweera Sentenced to Life
Wljeweera's Life Sentence Reduced to Twenty Years
Free Rohana Wljeweera!
Bandaranaike Kicks LSSP Leaders Out of Her Cabinet

—by Caroline Lund
Fourth International's Warning Against Trap of Posts

In Ceylonese Bourgeois Government
The Wearing Out of a Revolutionary Leadership
—by Pierre Frank

Balance Sheet of the LSSP's Betrayal—by Peter Green
The Breakup of Bandaranalke's United Front Government

U.S.A. (See also Features)
Reveal 1958 Plan to A-Bomb China

CIA Revelations—Only the Tip of the Iceberg
—by Michael Baumann

Camejo, Reld—SWP Oandldates for 1976
YSA Plans National Mobilization Against Racist

Drive In Boston—by Peter Green
YSA to Oontlnue Fight Against FBI Spying
—by Peter Green

Watergate Crooks Found Guilty
Ford's "Blue Ribbon" Commission Prepares Cover-up
—by Michael Baumann

Mayday Antiwar Demonstrators Win $12 Million
Court Suit

Los Angeles Cops Get Ready for "Food Riots"
Actions Across U.S. Protest Unemployment
New Facts on FBI, CIA Surveillance of "Dissidents"

—by Michael Baumann
Witch-hunt Committee Put In Mothballs—by Judy White
"FALN" Claims Responsibility for New York Bombing
FBI Behind Firing of Antiwar Professor
Los Angeles SWP Headquarters Bombed—by Harry Ring
SWP Demands Arrest of Ultraright Terrorists
Venezuelan Press Features SWP Presidential

Campaign—by Judy White
Nixon Sought Allende Overthrow, Former CIA
Director Testifies

10,000 Jobless Auto Workers Demonstrate In Washington
Unemployment Highest In 33 Years
AT&T Admits Bugging 30 Million Phone Calls
Slump In Output Worst Since 1937
Haitians Sent Back to Duvaller Regime
The NAACP's Call for a May 17 Antlraclst
Demonstration In Boston—by Michael Baumann

Firm Offers Assassination Equipment
Watergate Crooks Sentenced
Doctor Found Guilty of Manslaughter In Massachusetts
Abortion Trial

March on Boston May 17!
The One Business That Is Booming
Green Berets Practicing "Mock" Oll-Fleld Attacks

Surinam

Gains Independence

Sweden

Evald Hoglund Dies—by PerttI Malmberg
200 Demonstrators In Stockholm Demand Independence

for Cyprus

Switzerland

IWD: Local Abortion Actions

Occupiers Block Nuclear Site
SP Scores Gains In Election

Syria

U.S. Plans to Grant $25 Million
UN Truce Force In Golan Extended Another Six Months

Taiwan

U.S. Bombers Withdrawn

Developing Nuclear Arms

Thailand

Students Protest Return of "Number One Criminal"

Elite ClA-Tralned Unit Formed?

To Restrict Cambodian Airlift

B-52S Leave

Women Stage Militant Strikes
Students Force Release of Arrested Peasants

Public Workers Strike In Bangkok
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Coral Continues Tour Despite Attack in Ctilcago
Ford Told of CIA Role in Assassinations

Ex-FBI Men Admit 10-Year Campaign to Flarass
Martin Luther King

Declining Popularity of Recession
Immigrants Made Scapegoat for Unemployment
How "Senior Citizens" Get By
Kissinger—the Cautious One
Recession Deepens
Pentagon Seeks $$$ to Make "Safer" Poison-Gas Bombs
Probe Into Oil Companies Uncovers "Gouging"

in 300% Price Increase

The Healyite Reply to Tim Wohlforth's Exposures
An FBI Obsessed by Trotskyism
The Workers Begin to Serve Notice
IWD: Trade-Union Women Lead Marches in Several Cities

The News Gets Around

More Funds for Drive Against Immigrant Workers
The CIA Brandishes a Deadly Weapon
How the Silver Shirts Lost Their Shine

in Minneapolis—by Farrell Dobbs

Unemployment Highest Since Great Depression
Ford Wields Trade Weapon
Courtroom Spectators Protest Conviction

of Attica Defendants

Informer Reveals that FBI Spied on Attica Defense
American Antiwar Militants Move Into Action

New Depression in 76?
Washington Has Second Thoughts on Refugees
60,000 March on Washington for "Jobs Now"
—by Dick Fidler

Losing Edge in Productivity
Scraps "Antiterrorist" Program
Ford's "Popularity"
Air Force Colonel Reveals CIA Plot

to Assassinate Castro

Demonstration in New York Demands Better Care

for Mentally Retarded
Gulf Oil Admits $4 Million Payoff to Officials

of Unnamed Country
840,000 Jobs Lost Each Year Because of Spending

for Armaments

Unemployment Highest Since 1941
Depression Deepens
Workers to Lose $8 Billion This Year in Cutbacks,
Higher Taxes

Kissinger's "New" Foreign Policy
Secret CIA Document on "Restless Youth"

How "Militant" Helped Build Antiwar Movement
—by David Frankel

May 17 Antiracist March in Boston a Big Success
—by Caroline Lund

Coral Completes Two-Month Tour—by Jose Perez
Pentagon Asks for $1 Million to Hire Servants

for Generals

Special Treatment for Some Refugees
The Permanent War Economy—by Dick Fidler (BR)
Why the White House Didn't Keep Those "Commitments"
to Thieu

Protest Plan to Dispose of Vietnam Defoliant in Pacific
Unemployment Will Hit 11.5 Percent, Meany Says
Real Reason for Ford's European Junket
Thousands of Vietnamese Refugees Want to Go Home
—by Peter Green

Warren Panel Suppressed Report of Oswald Being
on FBI Payroll

General Links Kennedys to Plot to Kill Castro
—by Dick Fidler

Pentagon Accountants Working Overtime
Handy Hints From the Pentagon to Keep War Profits
Flowing

Rockefeller's Laundry Job on CIA Murder Plots
—by Caroline Lund

Washington's $25 Billion Spy Network—by Robert Dumont
Booming Business in Mideast for Merchants of Death

Senate Strategists Debate Overkill
Unemployment Hits 34-Year Peak
For Unconditional Amnesty to War Resisters
Some Damaging Admissions in Rockefeller CIA Report
—by Caroline Lund

The Sleuths on the Rockefeller Commission

So They Say
White House Threatens to Continue Cuba Blockade

One Out of Four Blacks Unemployed
To Admit 1,000 Chilean Refugees
The Pentagon Plans for Doomsday
New Revelations on CIA Plots to Kill Castro

—by Michael Baumann
Was Lumumba Assassination a CIA Job?

New York Demonstration Protests Arrests

in Dominican Republic
The FBI's Drive to Destroy the SWP
President Ford "Flexible" on Preemptive Nuclear

Strike

No TV Coverage of Senate Inquiry Into
"Sordid Story" of CIA Plots

CIA Financed Force Guvriere, Says Former Agency
Official

Solzhenitsyn's Performance in Washington
Gov. Strangelove
Can't Rule Out A-Bomb "First Strike" Against
Soviet Union, Pentagon Says

Demonstration in New York Protests Trials

of Garmendia and Otaegui
Funny Face Soft Drinks for Vietnamese Refugees
Chilean Gen. Rene Schneider Was Victim of CIA Plot

NAACP Vows to Defend Black Job Gains

Carlos Feliciano Released

Castro Reports Dozens of CIA Murder Attempts
A Bircher Joins "Terrorist" Smear Campaign Against
SWP and World Trotskyist Movement

New CIA Documents: 20 Years of Spying on SWP
—by Caroline Lund

Watch Out When Eating Grain From U.S.
FBI Admits "a Few" Burglaries
CIA Makes Leisurely Study of Mail From Soviet Union
Vietnamese Refugees Demonstrate to Go Home
Is Exxon a CIA Conduit?

Joanne Little: "The People Set Me Free"
Central Intelligence Assassination Bureau
The Right to Hear Sergio Segre
Stalinists Attack Trotskyist Position on Portugal
—by David Frankel

1,600 Attend Trotskyists' National Convention
—by Andy Rose

Lockheed Admits Paying $106 Million to Secure
Saudi Arabian Contracts

The Case for Granting a Visa to Hugo Blanco
Reveal Secret CIA Arsenal of Deadly Poisons
—by Michael Baumann

Victim of Toxin Was Told He Had a Cold

Why Ford Attracts Potential Assassins
Why Does Washington Fear Hugo Blanco?
CIA Ordered Into Action Against Portuguese Revolution
—by Michael Baumann

Hugo Blanco Banned; Fascist Bowed In
FBI Admits 238 Burglaries
The Evidence Mounts

NSCAR Sets Antiracist Actions For November 22

—by Peter Green
American Left Still Target of Secret Political
Police—by Caroline Lund

Growing Protest Over White House Ban on Hugo Blanco
Wallace on European Publicity Junket
Faith in U.S. Institutions Declining
Rockefeller Wins New Coat of Arms

Hugo Blanco: Why Kissinger Won't Let Me Speak
in the United States

FBI Snoops Face New Court Suit
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Kissinger's "Tar Baby"—by Ernest Harsch (BR)
FBI Lied About Destroying Its 15,000-Name "Enemy List"
In Defense of a Revolutionary Perspective
—by Tim Wohlfortti and Nancy Fields

Ford's Cabinet Shifts—Aimed at Reagan
—by Michael Baumann

If New York Defaults , . .

Public's Confidence in U.S. Polled at Ail-Time Low

Ford's Popularity Sinks
Customs Agents Were Ordered to Harass Visitors
From Chile

Brain Damage From Lack of Food Affects a Million
Children

Prisoners Like Sardines in a Can

FBI Bugged Abernathy's Bedroom
Washington's Cover-up on "Nuclear Safety"
—by Ernest Harsch

"Quality" Education in America
And Cockroaches for New Yorkers

Martin Luther King—Targeted for Death by FBI
—by David Frankel

Correction

The Right to Hear Hugo Blanco
The CIA Assassination Report—by Michael Baumann
Eldridge Cleaver Arrested
Informer Reveals FBI's Role in Ku Klux Klan Attacks

—by Nancy Cole
The FBI's Secret War on Political Freedom

—by David Russell (BR)
Angola—the Parallel With Vietnam—by Joseph Hansen
$50 Million for CIA Operation in Angola—by Ernest Harsch
How American Stalinists and Ultralefts Sized Up
Attempted Ultraleft Coup in Lisbon—by David Frankel

Round Two at Wounded Knee

Senate Committee Charges FBI With Political Spying
Since 1940s

Venezuela

Caracas, Bogota Renew Ties With Havana
—by Judy White

Press Features SWP Presidential Campaign
—by Judy White

Students Protest Against New U.S. Ambassador
Liga Socialists Stand on Take-over of Iron-Ore Industry
Seven Trotskyists Jailed
To Pay $920 Million to Nationalized Oil Companies

Vietnam, North

Washington Issues New Threats to Hanoi—by Peter Green
Hanoi Seeks Trade With U.S.

UN Votes 123 to 0 to Reverse Veto Excluding Hanoi
and Saigon

Vietnam, South

Is Pentagon Thinking of Reopening War?—by Peter Green
UN Recognizes PRG
1.4 Million New Refugees Since Saigon "Cease-Fire"
Ford Pushes for More Saigon War Aid—by Ernest Harsch
U.S. Bomb Shipments to Saigon
Buddhist Sect Rebels

Thieu Cracks Down on Saigon Opposition
—by Peter Green

PRG to Open Office in Australia
"Snow Job": The Lessons of Canada's Role

in Vietnam—by George Addlson (BR)
Saigon: Will the Retreat Turn Into a Rout?
—by Peter Green

Swift Rise In Anti-American Sentiment in Saigon
—by Peter Green

White House Readies Marines "To Protect American

Lives"—by Peter Green
The Cost of the Vietnam War

So They Say
PRG Statement of Policy for Liberated Areas
PRG Rules for Liberated Areas
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The Point They Overlooked In Ford's Speech
Pentagon Bids for 90,000 U.S. Troops to Go Back In
—by Peter Green

Congress Weighs Demand to OK Use of Troops
—by Dick Fidler

So They Say
Now It Can Be Told

Why Washington Could Not Win—by Dick Fidler
Thieu Tells All in "Resignation" Speech

Correction

PRG Signals Readiness to Compromise With Saigon
—by Dick Fidler

Not One Penny, Not One Gl, to Vietnam!
Washington Has Second Thoughts on Refugees
The U.S. Military Intervention Comes to an End
—by Peter Green

Reporters Describe Life in PRG-Controlled Areas
So They Say
The PRG's Main Source of Arms

Indochina—Solidarity Until Final Victory
Those "Commitments" Ford Fought For
Vietnamese Triumph Resounds Throughout World
—by Dick Fidler

Saigon Cheers as Liberation Forces March In
—by Peter Green

Vietnam: A Victory for All Oppressed
Ford's Last "Humanitarian" Mission Runs Into Flak

—by Peter Green
U.S. Stalinists Bar Socialist Road—by Caroline Lund
Thieu Looks After Himself

400 Attend Victory Rally in London
How "Militant" Helped Build American Antiwar Movement
—by David Frankel

On That "Bloodbath"

How Australian Stalinists Failed Test of Defending
Vietnamese Revolution—by Jim Percy

The $676 Billion Quagmire
Calm in Saigon Punctures "Bloodbath" Myth
—by Peter Green

Thousands of Refugees Want to Go Home—by Peter Green
War and Revolution—by Allen Myers
Oil Firms Still Have Their Eyes on Offshore Wells
What Thieu Left Behind

Red Cross Confirms Torture of Thieu's Political

Prisoners

What Course for South Vietnam?—by Peter Green
Refugees Want to Go Home
The Pentagon's Vietnam War "Rules"
Refugees Demonstrate to Go Home
Refugees on Guam Demonstrate to Return Home
Saigon Nationalizes Sixteen Banks
Saigon Bishop Was on CIA Payroll
Refugees Threaten to Burn Themselves If They Are
Not Returned

UN Votes 123 to 0 to Reverse Veto Excluding Hanoi

and Saigon
Refugees: Washington Lied to Us

Yemen, Republic of
Return-Rights on "Operation Flying Carpet"

Yugoslavia
Five Albanians Jailed by Tito
Tito Renews Attack on Dissident Professors

Mihajlo Mihajlov Jailed
Dissident Professors Fired

Professors Reply to Charges—by Dick Fidler
Tito Presses Drive Against Dissidents
Regime Closes "Praxis"
15 Croatians Sentenced

Mihajlo Mihajlov Sentenced to 7 Years
Scholars Protest Repression

Za'ire

500,000 Hold Anti-U.S. Protest



Zambia

Nationalizes Land

Zimbabwe

Ndabaningi Sithole Arrested—by Tony Thomas
Herbert Chitepo Assassinated in Lusaka, Zambia

Freedom Fighters Break Off Talks With Ian Smith
—by Tony Thomas

Sithole Released by Ian Smith
25 Cases of Torture Documented

American Mercenaries Fight in Rhodesian Army
Smith Regime Announces New Drive Against
Freedom Fighters

White Exodus

Subjects

Books

Lee Kuan Yew's Singapore, by T.J.S. George
—reviewed by Ernest Harsch

Chronicle of Current Events. Issues 28-30

—reviewed by Marilyn Vogt
Snow Job: Canada, the United States and Vietnam (1954 to

1973), by Charles Taylor—reviewed by George Addison
The Permanent War Economy, by Seymour Melman
—reviewed by Dick Fidler

The Counter Revolution in Ireland, by Serge Van der
Straeten and Philippe Daufouy
—reviewed by D.R. C'Connor Lysaght

Tim Buck: A Conscience for Canada, by Cscar Ryan;
The Communist Party in Canada: A History, by Ivan
Avakumovic—reviewed by Ian Angus

Without Parallel: The American-Korean Relationship
Since 1945, edited by Frank Baldwin
—reviewed by Ernest Harsch

The Kissinger Study of Southern Africa
—reviewed by Ernest Harsch

BCSS:The First 5 Years—reviewed by Ernest Harsch
The FBI's Secret War on Political Freedom

—reviewed by David Russell
Chronicle of Current Events, Issue 35

—reviewed by Marilyn Vogt

Capitalism Fouls Things Up
Profits We Can't Afford at Any Wattage
French and German Demonstrators Halt Nuclear

Power Plant—by Ernest Harsch
"We Will Not Be Guinea Pigs"—by Ernest Harsch
Why Nuclear Energy Is No Bargain
"It Is Completely Wrong to View Ecology As a
Secondary Issue"

Spanish Farmers Protest Nuclear Plant
Antinuclear Demonstrators Defy Clubs of Franco's
Cops—by Judy White

The Cioud of Santo Andre

UN Cfficial Predicts Woridwide Epidemic
Too Much Free Coffee

Deadly Gas Forces Thousands to Flee Homes Near Munich
Watch That Tap Water
The Czone Is Being Sprayed Away
More Than 10 Persons a Day Die From Air Pollution

In U.S.

Brazil Signs $4 Billion Agreement for West German
Nuclear Reactors

West Germans Say, "No" to Nuclear Power Plants
Sunkist in Japan: Poison-Laced Lemonade
Salmon Steak a la Polychlorinated Biphenyl
The Poison That Lasts 80,000 Years

Slightly Atomic Rabbits
Finless Fish and Clams With Cancer

Washington's Cover-up on "Nuclear Safety"
Uranium Discovery Threatens Yanomamo Tribe

"Like Jumping into a Cesspool"

Amazon Jungle May Become World's Largest Parking Lot
Gil Spills Threaten Earth's Climate

Discussion

Revolution and Counterrevolution in Portugai
—by Pierre Frank, Livio Maitan, and Ernest Mandel
Part 1

Part 2

Documents—General

CCI Internal Report
Healy Purges 200 Dissidents From WRP
Portuguese Unions Denounce Argentine Repression
Mihajio Mihajiov Jailed in Yugoslavia
In Defense of the Kalmuks

Demand Release of Vladimir Bukovsky

Aian Thornett's Contribution to the Discussion

in the WRP

Chalidze, Litvinov Appeai for Release of Moscow
Amnesty International Member

British Writers Appeal for Valentyn Moroz
The Workers League and the International Committee
—by Tim Wohlforth
Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Turkish Workers Fight for Right to Choose Their
Cwn Unions

Protest by Draftees From the Antilles
The Appeal of the Cne Hundred
In Defense of the Draguignan Defendants
Brazilian Censors' "List of Forbidden Topics"
The Struggle for Kurdish Autonomy
March on Boston May 17!

Mathematicians Demand Release of Plyushch
Appeal for Eamonn Mac Tomais—by Deasun Breatnach
Sakharov's Cpen Letter to the KGB
The Healyite Reply to Tim Wohiforth's Exposures
Thornett Hit by Lawsuit Following His Expulsion
"Sunday Express" Account
Politica Cbrera Calls for United Front to Defend

Argentine Workers Movement
The Times's Summary of the Scarman Report
Thornett Replies to Attacks on Redgrave Loan

Sakharov Demands Release of Kovalyov
Scholars Protest Repression in Yugoslavia
PRG Statement of Policy for Liberated Areas
PRG Rules for Liberated Areas

Missionary Denounces Repression in Bolivia
What Lies Ahead for Us?—by Roy Medvedev
Demand Freedom for Women in Soviet Labor Camp
The Case of Czechoslovak Dissident Ivan Dejmal
An Appeal for Valentyn Moroz
A Letter from C. Slaughter
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For Unconditional Amnesty to U.S. War Resisters
Correspondence Witti President Bordaberry on Torture

of Political Prisoners in Uruguay
Problems of General Concern in Soviet Dissident

Movement—by Roy Medvedev
An Interview Witti Admiral Rosa Coutinfio

Appeal From Ukrainian Women Political Prisoners
BIrcher Joins "Terrorist" Smear Campaign Against
SWP and World Trotskyist Movement

Portuguese Junta's Decree on Role of "People's
Committees"

The Take-over of Radio Renascenga
Portuguese SP Statement on Withdrawal From
Government

Directive on the Reorganization of the
Portuguese Army

Free the Political Prisoners in Dominical

Declaration by the Journalists of "Republica"
Gandhi's Straitjacket for the Press
Portugal: A Complex Stage of the Revolution
Portugal: Text of August 25 Unity Accord
Demand Release of Jailed Senegalese Militants
Copcon Draft Outline for a Political Program
Summary of the Gongalves Document: Lines of
Programmatic Action

The Melo Antunes Document

Manifesto of the Front for Revolutionary Unity
Chornovil Demands Right to Emigrate From USSR
A Palestinian Strategy—by Said Hammami
Protest Conditions of Political Prisoners in India

The "Observer" Article Used as Pretext for Police Raid

Police Raid WRP School

WRP Solicitors Protest Conduct of Police

Scares Admits Portugal Is Too Hot for Old Model
Social Democratic Sellout

Open Letter From Soviet Dissident Semyon Gluzman
Support Plyushch's Right to Emigrate
In Defense of a Revolutionary Perspective—by Tim
Wohlforth and Nancy Fields

The Executions in Spain and Iran
Appeal by Andrei Grigofenko for Soviet

Political Prisoners

In Defense of Mustafa Dzhemilev

A Bill of Rights for Soviet Political Prisoners
Sakharov's Appeal for Amnesty for Soviet Political

Prisoners

The Dene Declaration of Rights

Documents—Statements of the Fourth International

Statement of the United Secretariat on the PST

The Capitalist World Economic Crisis
For a May Day Struggle Against Capitalism
Indochina—Solidarity Until the Final Victory!
The Prerevolutionary Situation In Portugal Ripens
End the State of Emergency in India!
United Secretariat Resolution on Portugal
Free Rohana Wijeweera!
The Civil War in Angola

Documents—T rotsky 1st
On the OCI's Proposal to Discuss Differences
Coral's Statement at the Multisectorlal

Against a Coup and Against the Government
Arafat at the United Nations

In Reply to the IMT's Open Letter No. 2
Behind the Vacillations of the UCR

Against Caramanlis's Draft Constitution
Trotsky's Speech at Adolf Joffe's Funeral
The Political Situation in Argentina
Tasks of Portuguese Student Movement
For a United Workers Front in Portugal
LIga Socialista Stand on Take-over of
Venezuela's Iron-Ore Industry

The NATO Maneuvers in Portugal

Spanish Political Prisoners Appeal for Solidarity
The IMG Replies to the Scarman Report
Italian Trotskyists Call for Antifascist United Front

Portuguese Trotskyists Call for Intensified Struggle
On Portugal's Bank Nationalizations
Pennington Replies to WRP Slanders
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